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Abstract
Although a considerable amount of circumstantial evidence exists which
indicates the involvement of Ca 2 in the regulation of phytochrome-.mediated
responses (Bossen et al., 1988; Viner et al., 1988; Roux, 1986), the exact nature of
this involvement has remained unclear. Etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts swell in
response to red light (Bossen et al., 1988) by a mechanism which is phytochromemediated and is related to leaf growth and unrolling (Thou et al., 1990). In this study
fluorescent C2 indicators have been used in conjunction with Laser Scanning
Confocal Microscopy to measure changes in [Ca 2 ], following red light irradiation of
these protoplasts. In most cases (n=18 of 23), an increase in [Ca 2

]

1

of approximately

400-700nM was observed, followed by a decrease to below resting level. This
response preceded the physiological response of protoplast swelling, although the
timing of the [Ca2 j1 1 response varied between protoplasts. Transient increases in
[Ca2

]

1

initiated by photoactivation of caged Ca 2 or caged InsP3 mimicked the

swelling response, and photoactivation of Diazo-2, a caged Ca" scavenger, within
these protoplasts prevented the swelling response. Data is also presented here which
suggests that cAMP, released from caged cAMP, can also induce an increase in
protoplast volume, possibly by causing an increase in [Ca 2 . These data support the
hypothesis that phytochrome signals are transduced through Ca and suggest a
possible role for cAMP in signal transduction within plant cells.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 The Growth and Development of Plants
A plant is a complex, well-organised organism possessing specialised tissues
carrying out many different functions. All of these tissues are derived from a single
cell, the zygote, by the processes of growth and development. This development or
morphogenesis of a plant can have dramatic results, for example, the change from the
vegetative to the reproductive stage in its life cycle. Despite the huge range of plant
species and the wide range of variation in form seen between individuals of a species,
all morphogenetic changes can be accounted for by three events at the cellular level.
These are cell division, cell enlargement and cell differentiation. How these
processes are controlled is, however, still unclear. Plants also show changes in
morphology in response to environmental factors such as light, temperature and water
stress, but the mechanism by which this is achieved is also unclear.

1.2 Photo morphogenesis
An environmental factor which can cause dramatic changes in the morphology
of a plant is light. Plants have developed a mechanism by which they can detect, and
thus respond to, changes in the quality, quantity, direction and duration of light. This
is essential as green plants are dependent on the energy of light which is fixed in the
process of photosynthesis. Light controls many aspects of plant development
including germination, flowering (Borthwick,

et al.,

1952), leaf unrolling (Viner

et

al., 1988), altering of photosynthesis in response to changes in light, and
phototropism (Bjorn, 1986). Some of these responses are initiated by light of a
specific colour. Germination, flowering and leaf unrolling are controlled by red light,
while the adjustment of photosynthesis in response to the light environment and
phototropism occurs through the sensing of blue/UV-A light. The observation that
specific wavelengths of light caused specific plant responses led to the hypothesis that
each colour of light was sensed through a particular photoreceptor. The receptor for

5

blue/UV-A light has become known as cryptochrome (Kendrick and Kronenberg,
1986) and the red light receptor, about which most is known, has been named
phytochrome. Evidence also points to the existence of a third photoreceptor for UVB light (Diakoff and Scheibe, 1973), although very little is known about this receptor.

1.3 Phytochrome
1.3.1 The Discovery of Phytochrome
Although the fact that daylight can alter the morphology of plants has been
known for a considerable amount of time (Henfrey, 1852; Kjellman, 1885), it was not
until the 1940's that the significance to plants of red and far-red light in the daylight
spectrum was investigated. In a paper published by Borthwick et al. (1952), it was
shown that in plants which require a long night length for the initiation of flowering,
the induction of flowering could be prevented by interrupting the dark period with a
short pulse of red light. This effect could be reversed in some cases by following the
short red light pulse with a pulse of far-red light. Red light was subsequently found
to be effective in promoting the germination of many types of seeds (Borthwick et al.,
1952). This effect was also found to be photoreversible by following the red light
irradiation with far-red light. These observations led to the suggestion (Borthwick et
at., 1952) that the mediating factor in these responses was synthesised in an inactive,
red light-absorbing form, which is transformed into the physiologically active, far-red
light-absorbing form following red light irradiation, and that the far-red lightabsorbing form could be converted back into the red light-absorbing form by
irradiation with far-red light. This mediating factor is the photoreceptor which is
today known as phytochrome. (See also Butler, 1980.)

1.3.2 The Physical and Chemical Properties of Phytochrome
As mentioned in Section 1.3.1, phytochrome can exist in two forms, one of
which has an absorption maximum in the red region of the daylight spectrum around
660nm (Pr), and one which has an absorption maximum around 730nm (Pfr), in the
far-red region of the daylight spectrum (Vierstra and Quail, 1983, 1986, and Fig. 1.1).
It was suggested by Hendricks that Pfr is the physiologically active form. This
suggestion has since been borne out by studies of the action spectra for phytochromemediated responses which show that light at around 660nm is best for the promotion
of phytochrome-mediated responses (Parker et al., 1949; Withrow et al., 1957; and
Fig. 1.2).
It has also been found that all phytochrome-mediated responses are reversible
by irradiation with far-red light (Smith, 1976), an observation which supports the
hypothesis put forward by Hendricks (1967) that it is possible to convert Pfr back into
Pr by irradiation with far-red light. Thus, as phytochrome is only synthesised as Pr
and the Pfr is the physiologically active form, all phytochrome- mediated responses
are initiated by red light irradiation and the effects of red light irradiation can be
reversed by subsequent irradiation with far-red light (Smith, 1976; Salisbury and
Ross, 1992; Shacklock et al., 1992; and Fig. 1.3). This photoreversibility of
phytochrome-mediated responses remains the classical

in vivo

indicator of

phytochrome involvement in a response. This technique has been used to
demonstrate the involvement of phytochrome in bean hypocotyl hook opening
(Withrow et al., 1957), lettuce seed germination (Borthwick et al., 1952), pea leaf
expansion, the inhibition of flowering in cocklebur (Vierstra and Quail, 1983), and in
the unrolling of cereal leaves (Viner et al., 1988). Other methods for studying
phytochrome effects are now being used. Studies of phytochrome mutants have
illustrated the involvement of phytochrome in the greening of tomatoes (Ken-Dror
and Horowitz, 1989) and the genes encoding phytochrome have recently been cloned

iFA

Figure 1.1
Absorption spectra of the red light absorbing (P, -) and far-red light absorbing
(P730,- - -)

forms of phytochron-ie. Redrawn from Vierstra and Quail (1983).
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Figure 1.2
Action spectra for various phytochrome- mediated physiological processes. Section A
shows the promotion of lettuce seed germination (" "), the inhibition of red lightinduced germination (- - -) and the promotion of bean hypocotyl hook opening ().
The action spectra in section B show the action spectra for the inhibition of flowering
in soybean (-), the promotion of pea leaf expansion (- - -), and the inhibition of
flowering in cocklebur (.....). Action spectra in A were redrawn from Parker et al.
(1949) and those in B were redrawn from Withrow et al. (1957).
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Figure 1.3
Diagram showing the proposed structure of the red light absorbing and far-red light
absorbing forms of the chromophore of phytochrome (redrawn from Rudiger, 1986
and 1987). The diagram also shows the irradiation treatments which can cause one
form to convert into the other. Phytochrome is synthesised as the red light absorbing
form, which can be converted into the far-red light absorbing form by irradiation with
red light. The reverse conversion can be initiated by irradiation with far-red light or
by leaving the plant in darkness.
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and used for the transformation of plants (Wagner er al., 1991). It was found that
overexpression of the genes encoding phytochrome cause a short hypocotyl
phenotype in Arabidopsis.
Phytochrome is a homodimer of two polypeptides each with a molecular
weight of around 120KDa (Vierstra and Quail, 1986). Each of the polypeptide chains
has a light-absorbing prosthetic group of chromophore which is responsible for
absorbing the two particular wavelengths of light sensed by phytochrome. As long
ago as 1954, Borthwick er al. had suggested that the light-absorbing portion of
phytochrome, or chromophore, was an open chain tetrapyrole. This has now been
confirmed (Rudiger, 1986, 1987, and Fig. 1.3). Photoconversion of the phytochrome
molecule is currently thought to occur by a conformational change in the
chromophore involving a cis-trans isomerisation (Rudiger, 1986) and a rotation of 31°
in relation to the polypeptide (Vierstra and Quail, 1986). This results in a
conformational change in the central region of the polypeptide and in a 6-10 KDa
subregion near the N112 terminus of the peptide. The conformational change near the
NH2 terminus leads to the exposure of a binding region that is hydrophobic and
contains a cysteine and a histidine residue (Song, 1983). It is thought that these
conformational changes are the factors which give rise to the activity of Pfr and it is
conceivable that the binding region which is exposed during phototransformation of
phytochrome is involved in the biological activity of this molecule.

1.3.3 The Mode of Action of Phytochrome
Three hypotheses exist describing the mode of action of phytochrome
(Colbert, 1988). These are, firstly, that phytochrome has enzymatic activity which
would enable it to alter the activity of other proteins. This idea was first proposed by
Hendricks (1964), but very little evidence has been put forward to support it. It is
possible that phytochrome has protein kinase activity (Wong et al., 1986; Lagarias er
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al., 1987), and this would enable phytochrome to affect the activity of enzymes; but
the case for phytochrome possessing innate protein kinase activity remains unproved.
The second hypothesis suggests that phytochrome may regulate gene expression
(Mohr, 1966). It has been shown that phytochrome can cause changes in gene
expression (reviewed by Harpster and Apel, 1985; and Silverthorne and Tobin, 1987),
but whether this is a direct effect of Pfr acting on the genome remains unclear. The
third hypothesis is that phytochrome may in some way affect membrane properties
(Roux, 1986). In a number of studies it has been shown that phytochrome can cause
changes in the permeability of membranes and that phytochrome can influence the
transport of Ca'* across the plasma membranes of plants (Roux, 1986). This suggests
the possibility that C2 signalling pathways such as those reported to exist in animal
cells (Berridge, 1985) may play a role in the transduction of phytochrome signals.

1.4 Ca2 Signalling
1.4.1 The Ca- + Signalling Pathway in Animal Cells
Observations published by Streb et al. (1983) showed that an extracellular
signal can cause an increase in intracellular InsP 3 concentration and a concomitant
increase in [Ca2]1. These observations were instrumental in the development of a
hypothesis suggesting the existence of the Ca 2 fInsP3 signal transduction pathway.
The individual components of this signal transduction pathway have now all been
identified and characterised in animal cells (Berridge, 1985; Barritt, 1992). The
pathway consists of a receptor for the signal (Fig. 1.4) which is coupled via a guanylnucleotide-binding protein (G-protein) to an enzyme, phospholipase C. Following
activation of the receptor by the signal, phospholipase C hydrolyses a phospholipid in
the plasma membrane of the cell, phosphatidyl inositol 4,5,-bisphosphate (PIP 2) to
form two messenger molecules, inositol 1,4,5,-trisphosphate (InsP 3) and
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Figure 1.4
Diagram showing the interactions between components of the Ca 2 /InsP3 signal
transduction pathway. A signal (S) acts on a receptor (R) which acts through a Gprotein (G13? and Ga) to activate phospholipase C (PLC). Phospholipase C catalyses
the hydrolysis of phosphotidyl inositol 4,5,-bisphosphate (PIP 2) to produce inositol
1,4,5-trisphosphate (InsP 3 and diacylglycerol (DAG). InsP 3 acts on InsP3-gated
calcium channels (CC) which are present in the membranes of some organelles (org),
such as the endoplasrnic reticulum, which act as a Ca?' store. Ca 2 released from
these stores enters the cytosol where it can bind to Ca 2 binding proteins such as
calmodulin (CM) and this Ca 2 /calmodulin complex can act in consort with
diacylglycerol to activate protein kinase C, causing the phosphorylation of target
proteins. The Ca 2 /calmodulin complex may also act to modify the activities of other
target proteins or enzymes. [Ca 2*]i is lowered by the action of the Ca"-ATPase (CA)
which is present in the plasmalemma and the membranes of certain organelles.

LJ

-

(A)

diacyiglycerol (DAG). InsP 3 then acts on InsP3-sensitive Ca' channels, found in the
membranes of some organelles within the cell, to release Ca" and thus increase the
concentration of cytosolic free Ca"' ([Ca 2

]).

[Ca2

]

1

is later returned to the resting

level by the action of membrane-bound Ca' pumps. Ca' acts via the calciumbinding protein calmodulin, in consort with DAG to activate protein kinase C. Thus,
the target proteins are phosphorylated, and their activity modified.

1.4.2 Evidence Supporting the Ca' Signalling Hypothesis in the Case of
Phytochrome Action
Some p hytochrome- mediated responses, such as the modification of growth
rate, occur so quickly that it is not possible for a modification of gene expression to
be involved (Björn, 1986). It is conceivable that in such cases the modification of
membrane properties would be a more appropriate hypothesis to examine. A signal
transduction cascade such as that shown to be involved in signal transduction in
animals, possibly involving C2, would be in keeping with such a hypothesis. The
idea that Ca 2, is involved in phytochrome-mediated responses was first suggested by
Haupt and Weisenseel (1976). They based this hypothesis on the evidence that
phytochrome could regulate the movement of ions across the plasma membranes of
cells (Roux, 1986) and on the growing weight of evidence implicating Ca 2" in many
responses in animal cells (Berridge, 1985). A more detailed version of this
hypothesis was later published by Roux (1986). He suggested that activation of
phytochrome could cause an increase in [Ca] 1, which in turn would lead to
phosphorylation of target proteins, in much the same manner as the signal
transduction cascade already known to operate in animal cells. A signal transduction
cascade such as this would also provide the degree of amplification of a signal
necessary for a small number of photons to cause such dramatic changes in plant
morphology.
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Many of the components of the InsP 3/Ca2 signal transduction pathway have
been shown to be present in plant cells (Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991). InsP 3 has been
shown to release Ca2 from a number of plant cell membrane fractions (Drøbak and
Ferguson, 1985). Evidence has also been gained to suggest that InsP 3-gated C2
channels exist in the vacuolar membranes of red beet root (Alexandre et al., 1990).
Using epidermal strips obtained from Cominelina co,nmunis, Gilroy et al. (1990)
have shown that an elevation in [C2]1 caused either by directly manipulating the
or by increasing the concentration of InsP 3 in the cytoplasm will cause stomata
to close, and that an increase in [Ca 2,]iin the stomatal guard cells is caused by a
[Ca2

]1

number of environmental factors (Gilroy et al., 1991).
All of the evidence described above points to the existence of the Ca 2 /1nsP3
signal transduction system within plants, but is this signal transduction system used
by phytochrome? A considerable amount of circumstantial evidence exists which
suggests that it is. Phytochrome has been shown to regulate Ca' uptake in maize
protoplasts (Das and Sopory, 1985), in Valisneria gigantea (Takagi et al., 1990), in

Mougeotia (Dreyer and Weisenseel, 1979); and the Ca" , channel blockers, verapamil
and nifedipine have been shown to prevent phytochrome-mediated leaflet movements
in Cassia fasciculara (Roblin et al., 1989). Extracellular Ca' is required for a
number of phytochrome- mediated responses to occur, for example, cereal leaf
unrolling (Viner et al., 1988) and germination of Spirodela polyrhiza turions
(Appenroth and Augsten, 1990). Chioroplast reorientation in Mougeotia, a
phytochrome-mediated response, can be induced by the application of A23187, a C2
ionophore (Roux, 1986); and phytochrome has also been shown to cause changes in
intracellular protein phosphorylation through the action of protein kinase C (Park and
Chae, 1990). Examples of light-activated C2/InsP 3 signal transduction are welldocumented in animal cells (McNaughton, 1990; Fain, 1990) and changes in [Ca 21,
have been measured during phototropism (Gehring et al., 1990). This evidence
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shows that light signals can be transduced through the C2/InsP 3 signal transduction
pathway and provides evidence supporting the hypothesis that this is the method of
signal transduction used by phytochrome in many cases.

1.5 A Problem to Address
Despite all of the evidence presented above, changes in [Ca'], caused by
phytochrome action have not been measured, and clear evidence has not been
obtained showing that Ca"' is the second messenger used by phytochrome. In order
to demonstrate that a metabolite acts as a second messenger, three questions need to
be answered about that metabolite in relation to its putative effects (Read et al.,
1993):
Does the cytosolic concentration of the metabolite increase following application
of the signal?
Does the increase in the metabolite concentration occur before the onset of the
response?
If the action of the metabolite is inhibited, is the response also inhibited?
The techniques which would enable these questions to be addressed in vivo, such as
the use of fluorescent Ca indicating dyes and caged probes, are now available (Read

et al., 1992), but one of the major problems which has prevented such a study from
being undertaken has been the lack of a suitable model system for investigation.
In a paper published in 1988, Bossen et al. described the phenomenon of
swelling in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts in response to red light irradiation, a
response which has since been shown to be kinetically related to etiolated cereal leaf
unrolling (Thou et al., 1991). Bossen et al. also demonstrated that this response was
reversible by far-red light, indicating the involvement of phytochrome in the
response. They also showed that the response would only occur if Ca" was present in
the medium in which the protoplasts were incubated. It was also found that the
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addition of A23187, a Ca 2 ionophore, to the medium would cause the swelling to
occur even in the absence of red light and that the addition of verapamil, a Ca 2
channel blocker, or lanthanum, a Ca 2 antagonist, to the medium would prevent the
response from occurring following red light irradiation. These observations
suggested that Ca-"' influx across the plasma membrane of the protoplast was essential
for the response to occur. The group then went on to study the effects that inhibitors
of phosphoinositide metabolism would have on the swelling response. They found
that GTP-y-S, which activates the entire Ca 2 /InsP3 signal transduction pathway by
activating the G-protein which couples the receptor to phospholipase C, would cause
swelling to occur in the absence of red light. Neomycin and lithium (phospholipase
inhibitors), which are both inhibitors of phospholipase C, abolished the swelling
effect. These data suggested that the Ca 2 /InsP3 signal transduction pathway may also
by involved in this response.
Strong evidence therefore exists which supports the hypothesis that the
phytochrome-mediated swelling of etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts is a response
which is coupled to the signal by Ca". These protoplasts therefore appear to be a
useful model system for the investigation of the involvement of changes in [C21 in
phytochrome- mediated responses. The primary aim of the study presented in this
thesis was to answer the questions posed above by direct measurement of changes in

[C2]1 using fluorescent C2 indicators and caged probes. The use of these
techniques with etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts is an approach which could give some
insight into the activity of the signal transduction system triggered by phytochrome.
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Chapter 2
Methods and Materials

2.1 Materials and Equipment
2.1.1 Chemicals
Chemicals used were either of analytical grade or of the highest grade
available, supplied either by BDH Chemical Co. (Poole, Dorset, U.K.) or by Sigma
Chemical Co. (Poole, Dorset, U.K.).
Cellulase RS: Yakult Pharmaceutical Co., Nishinomiya, Japan.
Fluo-3, Fluo-3/AM ester, Indo-1, Indo-l/AM ester, Diazo-2, Diazo-2/AM
ester, Caged cAMP, Caged ATP and Caged cGMP - Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene,
OR, U.S.A.
Nitr-5, Nitr-5 AM ester and caged InsP 3 : Calbiochem, Nottingham, U.K.

2.1.2 Centrifuge
MSE Mistral LR4, MSE, Manor Royal, Crawley, U.K.

2.1.3 Electroporation Apparatus
Genepulser and Genepulser 0.4cm electrode gap cuvettes, BioRad, Richmond,
CA, U.S.A.

2.1.4 Fluorescence Microscope
Polyvar - Reichert Jung (Leica LTD, Milton Keynes, U.K.).

2.1.5 LSCM Imaging System
The MRC-600 LSCM, based around a Nikon Diaphot-TMD inverted
epifluorescence microscope, fitted with objectives of the highest possible numerical
aperture, was used during the course of this study as supplied by the manufacturer

iii:

(BioRad, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, U.K.). The microcomputer supplied for the
control of the microscope used a Panasonic 940 MB WORM optical disc drive for
image archiving (Phoenix Computers LTD, Brackinills, Northants, U.K.) and
Mitsubishi CP200B colour and CP68B mono video copy processors for production of
hard copies of images (Optivision, Ossett, West Yorks, U.K.). The microscope was
operated using the SOM, CoMoS, Ratiometric and timecourse software, also supplied
by BioRad (Hemel Hempstead, Herts, U.K.). The filter wheel used with the
epifluorescence lamp for irradiation of the sample was modified for manual control
from a filter changer supplied by Newcastle Photonic Systems (Newcastle-uponTyne, U.K.). This was fitted with 660nm, 720nm and 340nm/l0nm HBW triple
cavity interference filters (Omega Optical Inc., Brattleboro, VT, U.S.A. and Ealing
Electro Optics, Watford, U.K.) used in conjunction with a 380nm or SlOnm dichroic
mirror (Nikon, U.K.).

2.1.6 Ratio Analysis and Fluorescence Imaging Equipment
The ratio analysis system was based around a Nikon Diaphot-TMD inverted
epifluorescence microscope (Nikon, U.K.) fitted with UV transmissible optics and
xlO DIC and CF Fluor DL x40 0.85NA objectives (Nikon, U.K.). Excitation and
emission wavelengths were selected by means of triple cavity interference filters
(Ealing Electro Optics, Watford, U.K.; Ditric Optics Inc., Hudson, MA, U.S.A.; and
Omega Optical Inc., Brattleboro, VT, U.S.A.) fined in stepper motor driven filter
wheels operating under the control of the 'Zapper' photometry software supplied by
Newcastle Photonic Systems (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, U.K.) running on an Elonex 333
microcomputer (Elonex, London, U.K.). Images were detected by means of an
extended ISIS CCD low light level camera (Photonic Science, Kent, U.K.) or by a
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CCD video camera (Sony, U.K.). Digitising of images was achieved using a Synapse
framestore under the control of the Semper 6 Plus image analysis language
(Synoptics, Cambridge, U.K.) using a Dell system 310 microcomputer as host (Dell
Corp., Berkshire, U.K.). A Phillips LD510 720 MB WORM optical disc drive was
used for image archiving (Phoenix Computers LTD, Brackmills, Northants, U.K.).
Hard copy of images were produced using Mitsubishi CP100B colour and CP68B
mono video copy processors (Optivision, Ossett, West Yorks, U.K.).

2.1.7 Photometry Equipment
The photometry system comprises a photomultiplier assembly which is
attached to the side port of the microscope instead of the extended ISIS camera
described in Section 2.1.6. The photomultiplier assembly consists of a Nikon
variable aperture and PFX shutter system (Nikon, U.K.), through which emitted light
passes before being split by a dichroic mirror (430nm, Nikon, U.K.). The light enters
two 9924a photomultiplier tubes (Thorn EMU, Middlesex, U.K.) via interference
filters (typically 405nm and 480nm/lOnm HBW suppliers as above). The analogue
signal from the photomultipliers is converted to a digital signal by a Freya 800 photon
counter, and real time ratio analysis is carried out within the 'Zapper' photometry
software, running on an Elonex 333 microcomputer (Elonex, London, U.K.).

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 General Methods
2.2.1.1 Growing Conditions
Coleoptiles of wheat (Triticum aesrivwn, var. Mercia) were grown in moist
vermiculite from seed (PBI, Cambridge, U.K.) in darkness for 9-12 days at 25°C. All
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handling of etiolated coleoptiles and etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts was carried out
under illumination provided by a purpose-built dim green safelight (three layers of
primary green celluloid filter, Lee Colortran, Wembley, U.K.; 14W daylight
fluorescent tube, Thorn, London, U.K.) as described in Smith (1976).

2.2.1.2 Isolation of Protoplasts from the Etiolated Primary Leaves of Wheat
The etiolated primary leaves were harvested after 9-12 days and were used
immediately for protoplast preparation. Protoplasts were prepared by a modification
of the method of Bossen er al. (1988). Primary leaves (15g) were sliced into sections
approximately 1mm in length. The sections were then mixed into 40m1 of Enzyme
Medium (0.5M Sorbitol, 1mM CaC1 2 0.05% BSA 2% Cellulase (Onozuka RS) 0.3%
pectinase (pH5.5) by gentle manual shaking in a 250m1 conical flask. Following
incubation of the segments for 3 h. at 25°C, the incubation mix was diluted with
120m1 of Isolation Medium A (0.5M Sorbitol 1mM CaC1 2 5mM MES-KOH pH6.7).
The diluted incubation mix was gently shaken manually for 10 mm. to release the
protoplasts from the leaf segments. The resulting protoplast suspension was filtered
through four layers of muslin into 12x12m1 centrifuge tubes to separate the
protoplasts from large pieces of tissue debris. The suspension was centrifuged at
lOOxg for 5 mm. and the resultant pellets were resuspended in 5m1 of Isolation
Medium B (0.5M Sucrose 1mM CaC12). 2m1 of Isolation Medium C (0.4M Sucrose
0.1M Sorbitol 1mM CaC12 5mM MES-KOH pH6.0) was added to form a layer on top
of the layer of Medium B, and this was overlaid with imi of Isolation Medium A.
The tubes were carefully loaded into the centrifuge and were centrifuged at 200xg for
5

mm. Following centrifugation, viable protoplasts were left between the layers of

Isolation Medium C and D. The protoplasts were recovered from the centrifuge tubes
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using a wide mouthed disposable pipette and were diluted 10 times with Isolation
Medium A. This suspension was centrifuged again at lOOxg for 5 mm. and the pellet
was resuspended in 0.5m1 Isolation Medium A. The protoplasts were then used
immediately or stored at 4°C prior to use. Protoplasts stored in this manner were used
4-12 h. after preparation.

2.2.1.3 Determination of the Viability of Protoplasts Using Vital Stains
In order to determine the viability of protoplasts under examination, vital
staining using phenosafranine, fluorescein diacetate, trypan blue or ethidium bromide
was carried out. In all cases the dye to be used was mixed with a droplet of protoplast
suspension on a slide to a final concentration of 0.2%, 0.5%, 0.3% or 0.5% w/v,
respectively. Protoplasts treated in this way were examined using a Reichert-Jung
Polyvar microscope. Tiypan blue and phenosafranine were sequestered into damaged
protoplasts giving a blue or red colour respectively, which can be observed using
brightfield illumination. Fluorescein diacetate enters live protoplasts and is
hydrolysed to produce fluorescein which fluoresces green under 490nm excitation.
Ethidium bromide is sequestered in the nucleus of damaged protoplasts and fluoresces
orange under UV excitation.

2.2.1.4 Red/Far-Red Irradiation Conditions
The 100W Mercury and 75W Xenon epifluorescence illuminators fitted to the
BioRad MRC-600 LSCM and ratio analysis microscopes, respectively, were also used
to provide red, far-red and UV irradiation during fluorescence imaging and
photometry. In the case of the ratio analysis equipment shown in Fig. 2.3, this was
achieved by use of 660nm, 720nm and 340nm/lOnm HBW interference filters fitted
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in the excitation filter changer. These could be selected using the 'Zapper' filter
changer control software. In the case of the MRC-600, a hand-operated filter wheel
was fitted in the epifluorescence light path (Fig. 2.1). This filter changer is fitted
with 660nm and 720nm/lOnm HBW interference filters (red and far-red). These
were selected manually and the irradiation started and stopped by inserting or
removing a makeshift shutter positioned immediately in front of the epifluorescence
lamp. UV irradiation was provided by a filter block consisting of a 340nm/lOnm
HBW filter fitted to a 400nm dichroic mirror. This filter block could be inserted or
removed from the light path to give control over the length of irradiation.

2.2.2 Imaging/Microscopy Techniques
2.2.2.1 Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy

Protoplasts were imaged using an MRC-600 LSCM based around a Nikon
Diaphot-TMD inverted epifluorescence microscope (Fig. 2.1). The microscope is
equipped with an Ar laser providing two emission lines, 488nm and 5 l4nm. The
BHS excitation filter block (EF in Fig. 2.2) was used to select the 488nm emission
line for imaging of Fluo-3 fluorescence. The fluorescence data from the sample was
detected by the channel 1 photomultiplier (PMT1 in Fig. 2.2). The barrier filter block
(BF2 and BF3 in Fig. 2.2) was omitted, and the transmission detector was fitted,
passing transmitted light directly to the channel 2 photomultiplier (PMT2) via a fibre
optic entering through the sighthole (S6) in front of PMT2.
Imaging with this microscope for the purposes of this study was carried out
using the following configuration: A neutral density filter was placed in the path of
the laser immediately before EF. This typically had a value of 1.5 or 2, providing 3%
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Figure 2.1
Schematic representation of the components forming the BioRad MRC-600 LSCM
imaging system. The system is based around a Nikon Diaphot-TMD inverted
epifluorescence microscope. The main components of the LSCM (25-mW Af laser,
scan head and RM Nimbus 486sx PC fitted with a Synapse framestore and scan card)
are as supplied by the manufacturer (BioRad, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, U.K.). The
system has been modified to allow irradiation of specimens with red, far-red and UV
light. This has been accomplished by the addition of a manually controlled filter
wheel attached to the 100W Hg epifluorescence lamp. Production of hard copies is
facilitated by the incorporation of a Mitsubishi CP200B video copy processor in line
between the framestore and Multisynch VDU (VDU 2). A 940 MB WORM drive
and future domain SCSI interface (Phoenix Computers LTD, Brackmills, Northants,
U.K.) has also been added to permit archiving of data.
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Figure 2.2
Schematic representation of the optical components of the scan head of a BioRad
MRC-600 LSCM. The components are the following:
EF

Excitation filter

D

Dichroic mirror

M

Mirror

BF

Barrier filter

I

Detector aperture iris diaphragm

PMT Photomultiplier
S

Sighthole

The role of these components and the particular configurations used in this study are
described in Sections 2.1.5 and 2.2.2.1.
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or 1% transmission respectively. For fluorescence imaging using the channel 1
photomultiplier, a gain setting of 10 and black level setting of 4.5-5.5 were typically
used, with the detector aperture open to 1.5 giving an optical section of approximately
1.0-1.7.iM depth. For brightfield imaging using the transmission detector and the
channel 2 photomultiplier, a gain setting of 1.9-2.8 and a black level setting of 3.5-4.5
were used. The pinhole for channel 2 was left fully open to maximise the signal
intensity at the detector. Images were captured using the Live or Complex menus in
the SOM control software. Single images were obtained using the Live menu, and
timecourses of images were gathered using the Collect and Wait commands in the
Complex menu. In both cases, the direct filter and a collection zoom of 1.5-4.5 were

used.

2.2.2.2 Fluorescence Ratio Imaging
The dual emission ratio Ca*

Indo-1, was used in order to obtain an

accurate quantification of [Ca 2 . Imaging of fluorescence from this indicator could
]

1

not be carried out using the MRC-600 LSCM described in Section 2.2.2.1, so the
ratio analysis system shown in Fig. 2.3 was used for visualisation of this indicator.
The basis of the system is a Nikon Diaphot-TMD inverted epifluorescence
microscope fitted with UV transmissible optics. Excitation light is provided by a
75W Xenon arc lamp and excitation wavelength is selected by a filter changer
installed in front of the Nikon epicondenser (Newcastle Photonic Systems,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, U.K.). The filter changer was fitted with a selection of triple
cavity interference filters, with a 340nm/lOnm HBW interference filter typically
being used for Indo-1 imaging. Excitation light was reflected onto the specimen and
was prevented from returning to the microscope side port by a 400nm dichroic mirror
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Figure 2.3
Schematic representation of the components of the ratio analysis system and
photometry system used during this study. The equipment is based around a Nikon
Diaphot-TMD inverted epifluorescence microscope fitted with a 75W Xenon
epifluorescence lamp, UV transmissible optics, and stepper motor driven excitation
and emission filter changers (EF and BF) which are controlled by a 33MHz 386sx
PC. The imaging equipment which can be fitted to the side port of the microscope
consists of an extended ISIS CCD camera, or a CCD video camera, purpose-built
framestore input selection box, JVC BR-S610E S-VHS video recorder, Synapse
framestore, Mitsubishi CP100B colour or CP68B mono video copy processor and
NEC Multisynch VDU. A Phillips 680 MB WORM optical disc drive is used for data
archiving. Instead of the imaging equipment, a photomultiplier assembly can be
fitted to the microscope side port. This consists of an aperture and PFX shutter
system, dichroic mirror and emission filters, barrier filters (BF), two EMI 9924a
photomultipliers tubes (PMT1 and PMT2), a dual channel photon counter and an Old
OL-400 laser printer or Hewlett-Packard 7475A plotter. Supplier details are as
contained in Sections 2.1.6 and 2.2.2.2.
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(Ealing Electro Optics, Watford, U.K.). Emitted light passed from the microscope
side port through the second filter changer which carries the two emission filters for
Indo-1 imaging (wavelength 1, 405nm/lOnm HBW; wavelength 2, 480nm/10nm
HBW). Both filter changers were controlled by 'Zapper' photometry software
running on an Elonex 333 microcomputer (Elonex, London, U.K.). Images were
gathered using an extended ISIS intensified CCD camera (Photonic Science, Kent,
U.K.) coupled to a Synapse framestore (Synoptics, Cambridge, U.K.) housed in a
Dell System 310 microcomputer (Dell Computer Corp., Berkshire, U.K.) running
under the control of Semper 6 Plus image processing language (Synoptics,
Cambridge, U.K.). Images were either captured singly using the

Live

command

under keyboard control or were captured as a timecourse using a purpose-written
program. In both cases a 0.5s hardware resident recursive filter was applied to the
incoming images. Two extra images were captured in each case, one of an unloaded
cell, to give an autofluorescence measurement, and one captured with the emission
shutter closed, to give a measure of dark current. Images captured in this manner
were stored on the internal 105MB hard disk of the Dell 310 or stored in a Phillips
680MB external WORM drive (Phoenix Computers LTD, Brackmills, Northants,
U.K.). Ratio images were produced from the stored fluorescence images gathered at
the two emission wavelengths of Indo-1 by following the sequence of commands
shown in Fig. 2.4.

2.2.2.3 Fluorescence Imaging
The ratio analysis system described in Section 2.1.7 and shown in Fig. 2.3 was
also used for single wavelength fluorescence imaging. The filter configuration of the
imaging system for use with all fluorescent dyes is shown in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.4
Diagram showing the steps taken in the calculation of a ratio image from images
gathered at the two emission wavelengths and measurements of the autofluorescence
and dark current. The calculation is carried out using the Calculate and Negate
commands in Semper 6 Plus. Images are shown as boxes, and actions performed on
the images are described between the boxes.
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masked
wavelength
th
2 image

I

I

Dye

EF

DM

EMF1

Fluo-3

490/10

510

535110

Indo-1

340/10

400

405/10

480/10

FDA

490/10

510

-

-

E.B.

340/10

400

-

-

EMF2

-

Table 2.1
Table showing the excitation filters (EF), dichroic mirrors (DM), and emission filters
(EMF) used in fluorescence imaging of Ca"' indicators and fluorescent vital stains.
The filter values are given as peak transmission wavelength and HBW respectively.
FDA=fluorescein diacetate, E.B.=ethidium bromide
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2.2.2.4. Photometry
Photometry was carried out using the single wavelength dye, Fluo-3. The
equipment used for photometry was essentially the same as that described in Section
2.1.6 with the photomultiplier assembly described in Section 2.1.7 fitted in place of
the emission filter changer and extended ISIS CCD camera. For Fluo-3 photometry,
a 490nm/lOnm HBW excitation filter was selected using the excitation filter changer
and a 530nm dichroic mirror was fitted. A 535nm/lOnm HBW emission filter was
also housed in the filter block with the dichroic mirror, and no dichroic mirror or
emission filters were fitted in the photomultiplier assembly. Numbers of photons
incident on the photomultiplier tube were counted over 250ms periods and were
displayed graphically using 'Count v3.0' software (Newcastle Photonic Systems,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, U.K.).

2.2.3 Techniques for the Use of Fluorescent Ca"'* Indicators and Caged
Probes
2.2.3.1 A Description of the Fluorescent Ca 2 Indicators Used in This Study
Two types of fluorescent indicator have been used in this study. The first type
are the "single wavelength" indicators. These exhibit an increase in fluorescence
across their entire emission spectrum on binding Ca 2 (Fig. 2.5A). The fluorescence
emission is measured at a single wavelength and the magnitude of the changes gives
an idea of the change in Ca` concentration; however, the fluorescence signal from
these indicators is also dependent on the concentration of the indicator, the amount of
indicator being measured (i.e., the thickness of the cell) and on the extent of
photobleaching of the indicator. These indicators are therefore primarily used to give
a qualitative impression of changes in Ca 2 within a cell. This group of indicators
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Figure 2.5
Typical fluorescence spectra of (A) a "single wavelength" C2 indicator, such as
Fluo-3 and (B) a dual emission, ratio Ca 2 indicator, such as Indo-1. For a dual
excitation Ca2 the fluorescence spectrum would appear the same as that in (B) but the
X axis would depict the excitation wavelength.
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includes Calcium Green, Calcium Orange, Calcium Crimson (Eberhard and Erne,
1991) and Fluo-3 (Kao er al., 1989; Minta et al., 1989; and Fig. 2.6A). Fluo-3 has
been the main indicator used in this study because its excitation wavelength (490nm)
is also one of the emission lines of the Ar+ laser available for use with the LSCM.
The second type of commonly used Ca' indicators are the ratio indicators.
These exhibit a shift in their excitation or emission spectrum on binding C2 (Fig.
2.513). The fluorescence emission from these indicators is measured at two
emission/excitation wavelengths, and the ratio of the two wavelengths provides a
value which is dependent solely on the Ca 2 concentration. Thus, these indicators can
be used for producing an accurate quantification of changes in [Ca 21, within a single
cell. The most commonly used of these indicators, Indo- 1 (Grynkiewicz et al., 1985;
Tsien, 1989; and Fig. 2.6B) and Fura-2 (Grynkiewicz et al, 1985; Tsien, 1989) have
excitation wavelengths which lie in the UV portion of the spectrum which makes
them impossible to use with caged probes and with many types of LS CM. Indo- 1 has
been used in this study to quantify changes in [Ca 2

] 1.

2.2.3.2 Loading of Etiolated Wheat Leaf Protoptasts with Fluorescent Indicators
and Caged Probes by Use of the AM Ester of the Indicator
Loading of the aceto-methoxy esters of Indo-I, Fluo-3 and Nitr-5 was
performed by a modification of the methods of Minta et al. (1989) and Elliott and
Petkoff (1990). The incubation medium used consisted of imi of Isolation Medium
A, with the addition of 100.tM Indo-1/AM or lOOp.M Fluo-3/AM esters, and 100.LM
Nitr-5/ AM ester where appropriate with 5.tM pleuronic F-127. This dye suspension
was mixed vigorously using a vortex mixer to break up any dye particles which had
formed and was added to the resultant pellet from the centrifugation of imi of
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Figure 2.6
Chemical structures of (A) Fluo-3 and (B) Indo-1.
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protoplast suspension for 5

mm. at lOOxg. This suspension was incubated at 32°C for

3 h. The protoplasts were washed twice in Isolation Medium A prior to observation.

2.2.3.3 The Use of Low pH for the Loading of Fluorescent Ca' Indicators into
Etiolated Wheat Leaf Protoplasts
Low p1-i loading of protoplasts using the tetrasodium salt of Indo- 1 was
carried out by a variation of the method of Bush and Jones (1987). Protoplasts were
incubated for 3 h. at 20°C in Isolation Medium A with the addition of 10mM
dimethyl glutaric acid and 75.tM Indo-1

(pH4.5).

Following incubation, the

protoplasts were washed twice in Isolation Medium A prior to observation.

2.2.3.4 The Use of Electroporation as a Method for the Loading of Fluorescent
Ca"' Indicators and Caged Probes
Caged probes and fluorescent Ca" indicators which were not available in
acetoxymethyl ester form were loaded by electroporation. This was carried out using
BioRad Genepulser electroporation apparatus and 0.4cm electrode gap Genepulser
cuvettes. 0.75m1 of protoplast suspension (106 protoplasts m1') in Isolation Medium
A was added to the electroporation cuvette. The Ca 2 indicator to be loaded (Fluo-3
or Indo-1, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, U.S.A.) and caged probe (Caged InsP 3 ,
Calbiochem, Nottingham, U.K.; Caged cGMP, Caged ATP and Diazo-2, Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR, U.S.A.) were added to a final concentration of 75tM or lOOp.M
respectively. The protoplast suspension was subjected to 3 pulses of 1200Vcrxi' field
strength, with a time constant of 100 s., discharged from a 0.25p.f capacitor at 5

S.

intervals. Following this treatment the protoplast suspension was maintained at 4°C
for 10 min. followed by 2 h. at room temperature. The protoplasts were then washed
twice in Isolation Medium A prior to use.
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2.2.3.5 Calibration of Emission Ratios Obtained Using Indo-1 Against Free Ca 2
Concentration
Calibration of the ratio images obtained was carried out using the Molecular
Probes Ca` calibration kit (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, U.S.A.). A drop of each
of the supplied buffers was mixed with Indo- 1 to give a final dye concentration of 10
J.tM. Images were then captured at 405nm and 480nm and the ratio of the two images
was calculated following autofluorescence and dark current subtraction as described
in Section 2.2.2.2. The stages of the ratio calculation concerned with masking
background fluorescence were omitted. The average ratio value in the image was
then obtained using a macro which averages pixel intensities (@XY). This value was
compared directly with the ratio values obtained in images of protoplasts.

2.2.3.6 A Description of the Caged Probes Used in This Study
The availability of photosensitive "caged compounds" has had a
revolutionising influence on many aspects of cell biology. These compounds can be
loaded into a living cell and have little effect on that cell until they are
"photoactivated," whereupon a selected metabolite is released into, or sequestered
from, the cytosol of that cell. Two types of caged probe have been used in this study:
1. Probes which change their affinity for a metabolite following UV irradiation.
These are chelators of a specific ion, which in one form have high affinity for that ion
and their alternate form have a low affinity for that ion. Conversion between the two
forms is triggered by UV irradiation. Nitr-5 (Kaplan and Ellis-Davies, 1988; and Fig.
2.7) and Diazo-2 (Adams et al., 1989) are photoactivatable Ca" , chelators which work
in this fashion. Nitr-5 is supplied as a high affinity form with Ca" , bound while
Diazo-2 is supplied as a low affinity form. UV irradiation of these probes causes
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Figure 2.7
Diagram showing the mode of action of Nitr-5. Nin-5 can exist in two forms, one
with a high affinity for Ca2 (left) and one with a low affinity (right). These two
forms can be interconverted by irradiation with UV light. Conversion from the high
affinity form to the low affinity results in the release of free Ca 2 , as shown.
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Nitr-5 to change into its low affinity state, releasing Ca'*, and causes Diazo-2 to
change into its high affinity state, sequestering Ca'.
2. Probes which are cleaved by UV light, releasing an active metabolite. These are
compounds which have been modified by the addition of a photolabile side chain
which prevents the metabolite from binding to its site of action (Kaplan and Sonilyo,
1989). Upon UV irradiation this side chain is cleaved from the metabolite, leaving
the metabolite free. Examples of this type of caged compound include caged InsP 3
(Kaplan and Somlyo, 1989; and Fig. 2.8A), caged ATP, and caged cGMP (Walker et
al., 1989; and Fig. 2.8B).

2.2.3.7 Loading Techniques Used with Caged Probes
Nitr-5/AM and Diazo-2/AM esters were loaded into etiolated wheat leaf
protoplasts by ester loading. The caged probe was added to the incubation mix
described in Section 2.2.3.2 to a final concentration of 100p.M. The procedure was
otherwise carried out as described in Section 2.2.3.2. All other caged probes were
loaded into the protoplasts by electroporation. The caged probes were added into the
electroporation cuvette to a final concentration of 100p.M. The procedure was
otherwise as described in Section 2.2.3.4.

2.2.3.8 Conditions Used for Photolysis of Caged Probes
All caged probes were photoactivated by irradiation with UV light from the
microscope epifluorescence lamp. A filter block formed from a 400nm dichroic
mirror and 340nm/lOnm HBW excitation filter was inserted into the epifluorescence
light path. The irradiation regime was then started by removal of a makeshift filter
from the neutral density filter holder in front of the epifluorescence lamp. The
sample was irradiated in this manner for 40 s. and the irradiation regime was stopped
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Figure 2.8
Diagram showing the structure of caged cGMP (bottom) and caged InsP 3 (top). The
"cage" is the nitrophenyl group on the left of both diagrams. The preparation of
caged InsP3 used here contained equal amounts of two isomers, with the cage present
on either the 4 or 5 position phosphate of InsP3.
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by replacement of the shutter. The filter block was removed from the light path
before imaging the sample.

2.2.4 Digital Image Processing
2.2.4.1 Determination of Protoplast Volume
Protoplast volume determinations were made from transmitted light images
obtained concomitantly with the fluorescent images of the protoplasts under
examination, using the transmission detector of the BioRad MRC-600 LSCM. The
transmitted light portions of these images were isolated using the Edit command and
were imported in Semper 6 Plus using the Cget command. Protoplast volume was
calculated from the diameter of the protoplast image, which was determined by
manually marking points on the circumference of the image. The diameter of the
protoplast, the volume of the protoplast, and the change in volume compared with
that prior to stimulation of the protoplast were determined using a purpose-written
program.

2.2.4.2 Average Fluorescent Intensity Measurements Obtained from Images
Captured Using LSCM
The Histogram command in CoMoS was used in some cases to produce
measurements of the average pixel intensity within an area of a protoplast image
representing the cytoplasm of that protoplast. The area concerned was outlined in
these cases by a suitably sized box, and an average value for pixel intensity within
that box was obtained. Values obtained in this fashion have been represented as
graphs within this thesis to produce a timecourse of changes in [Ca''].
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2.2.4.3 Other Image Processing Functions
Semper was also used to carry out general image processing tasks such as
zooming image regions and smoothing of images. Such procedures are mentioned in
the main text accompanying images, where appropriate.
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Chapter 3
Evaluation of Indicator Loading Methods

3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 How Plants Cope with a Changing Environment
Most plants are static organisms and cannot seek shelter, go in search of food
or run from an enemy when the need arises. All such problems must be overcome in
situ by means of alterations in the physiology of the plant. The plant must therefore
be able to perceive, and to respond to, changes in its environment. As the plant is a
multicellular organism, individual cells within the plant must not only be able to
respond to changes in the environment of the plant, but also to signals from other
cells within the plant. The set of signals to which a plant cell must respond are many
and varied, yet each produces its own specific change in the physiology or
metabolism of the cell, while many of these signals, such as growth regulators and
plant hormones never enter the cell.

3.1.2 A Problem to Address
The description above poses a question, which the study presented in this
thesis alms to address, namely; how do such signals cause changes in the physiology
and metabolism of an individual cell. Such signal transduction, or intracellular
signalling pathways, by which extracellular stimuli are communicated to target
proteins within a cell are known to exist within animal cells (Stryer, 1988; Barritt,
1992; Martin, 1988). These pathways consist of a receptor for the signal, linked to an
enzyme which can increase the levels of a second messenger such as Ca 2 or cAMP
within the cell. It is these intracellular signals which then alter the action of specific
enzymes within the cell, causing changes in metabolism and physiology (see Chapter
1). Whether plant cells use similar signal transduction mechanisms to those observed
in animal cells, or whether they have their own unique methods of intracellular

signalling is an ongoing debate. There is however, a considerable amount of
evidence which supports the idea that Ca 2 is involved in signal transduction in plants
(Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991; Read et al., 1992). In particular, there is a growing
amount of evidence to suggest that the photoreceptor phytochrome produces
intracellular signals that are mediated by C2 (Roux, 1986), and it is with the mode
of action of this receptor that this study is concerned.

3.1.3 Methods for Measuring [C al*],
Two main methods exist for the measurement of [Ca 2 ], within plant cells,
Ca'-sensitive microelectrodes and fluorescent Ca' indicators. As it is not intended
to use microelectrode techniques in this study, they will not be discussed further here.
Fluorescent C2' indicators such as Fluo-3 and Indo-1 (described in Section 2.2.3.1)
are loaded into the cell in which [Ca 2

]

is to be measured and undergo a significant

change in fluorescence upon binding C2. Thus, the [Ca 2

]1

can be quantified.

3.1.4 The Loading of Fluorescent Ca 2+ Indicators into Plant Cells
The fluorescent [Ca2

]1

indicators used in this study, Fluo-3 (Minta et al.,

1989) and Indo-1 (Grynkiewicz et al., 1985) both carry a large negative charge. This
negative charge prevents the indicator from crossing the plasma membrane. In order
to load the indicators into the cytoplasm of a cell or protoplast, a method which
allows the indicator to cross the plasma membrane without damaging the integrity of
the membrane is required. Five methods are routinely used for loading these
indicators into plant cells; low pH loading (Bush and Jones, 1987), electroporation
(electropermeabilisation) (Tsong, 1991), ester loading (Tsien, 1987), microinjection
(Callaham and Hepler, 1991 Gilroy et al 1990) and digitonin permeabilisation
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(Timmers et al., 1991). There appears to be no generally applicable method for
introducing fluorescent Ca2 indicators into the cytoplasm of all types of plant cells
(Read er al., 1992), and the effectiveness of each of these methods must be
determined with respect to each plant cell or protoplast type examined. The
effectiveness of three of the methods mentioned above, ester loading, low pH loading
and electropermeabilisation, have been assessed here, using the etiolated wheat leaf
protoplasts intended for use during this study.

3.1.5 Ester Loading
Ester loading is currently the most common method used for loading
fluorescent C2 indicators into animal cells (Read et al., 1992) and has also been
successfully used for the loading of C2 indicators into some types of plant cells
(Elliott and Petkoff, 1990; Chae et al., 1990) but has also been shown to be
ineffective with others (Gilroy et al., 1986, 1990; Bush and Jones, 1987). This
technique relies on the use of the AM ester of the Ca' indicator. These esters are
highly lipophilic and will cross the plasma membrane easily. Once inside the cell,
esterases will cleave the ester bond leaving the free indicator within the cytoplasm.
The indicator cannot then leak out of the cytosol as it is highly charged.

3.1.6 Low pH Loading
Low pH loading is a loading method for [Ca 2

]1

indicators developed

specifically for use with plant cells. This technique requires the cells to be loaded to
be exposed to low pH for long periods of time. Many types of plant cells appear to
be unaffected by such treatment. C2 indicators have a negative charge at
physiological pH due to the presence of dissociated carboxyl groups. However, the

dissociation of the carboxyl groups is an equilibrium reaction (Fig. 11A). At
physiological pH this equilibrium is pushed far to the right so the number of
undissociated carboxyl groups is negligible. If the pH is lowered, the equilibrium
moves further to the left, meaning that far more of the carboxyl groups present will
exist in the undissociated state. In acid loading this effect is enhanced as the indicator
molecules possessing undissociated carboxyl groups will be able to enter the interior
of any cells or protoplasts present by crossing the plasma membrane. Once within the
cell, at physiological pH, the indicator becomes dissociated, preventing it from
leaving the cell. This effectively reduces the concentration of the undissociated
group, pushing the equilibrium to the left by Le Chatelier's principle (Fig. 11B).
This method enables indicators to cross the plasma membrane of intact cells or
protoplasts and then become trapped within the cell. The first practical application of
this method was reported by Bush and Jones (1987) when this technique was used to
load aleurone protop lasts of Hordewn vulgare with Indo- 1. It has since been used to
introduce fluorescent [Ca 2

]

1

indicators into root protoplasts of Zea mays (Lynch et

al., 1989), protoplasts and filaments of Mougeoria scalaris (Russ et al., 1991), and
into protonema of Funaria hygrometrica (Hahm and Saunders, 1991).

3.1.7 Electroporation
Electroporation is a reversible permeabilisation procedure which uses one or
more high voltage pulses to cause the formation of pores in the plasma membrane.
These pores are held open by maintaining the cell or protoplast at low temperature;
and during this period, large or highly charged molecules can diffuse across the
membrane. The pores can then be resealed by incubation at room temperature
(Fromm et al., 1985). This technique has been successfully used to load fluorescent
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Figure 3.1
Diagram illustrating the principle of low pH loading. The carboxyl groups of the
Ca2 indicator can exist in two forms, either undissociated or dissociated (A). The
position of the equilibrium between the two forms depends on the pH of the
surrounding medium. At physiological pH the equilibrium tends toward the
dissociated form (A). At lower pH (B) the equilibrium tends toward the
undissociated form. Ca 21, indicators with carboxyl groups in this state are uncharged
and are therefore able to enter a cell or protoplast. Once within the cell or protoplast,
at physiological pH (B) the equilibrium tends again toward the dissociated form and
the indicator is trapped within the cell or protoplast.
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compounds into plant protoplasts (Gilroy, 1987), walled cells (Jackson and Heath,
1990) and fern spores (Scheurlein et al., 1991).

3.1.8 Summary
As there appears to be no universally applicable technique for the loading of
Ca2 indicators into plant cells and protoplasts, the effectiveness of each technique
must be assessed with regard to the particular type of cell intended for study. In this
study the effectiveness of the three techniques described above have been assessed
using the fluorescent Ca 2 indicators Fluo-3 and Indo-1 with etiolated wheat leaf
protoplasts. These techniques were chosen as it is possible to load large numbers of
protoplasts in suspension using them.

3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 Ester Loading
Ester loading (Tsien, 1981; Read er al., 1992) relies on the uncharged nature
of the AM ester of the indicator which enables this form of the indicator to pass
through the plasma membrane. Intracellular esterases then cleave the ester bonds,
releasing the free, charged indicator. This method has been successfully applied to a
number of plant cell types, including pollen tubes of Liliwn Ion gflorum (Reiss and
Nobiling, 1986) and hypocotyl and root of Perroseilnum hortense (Gehring et al.,
1990).
Two samples of protoplasts (106 m1 1 ) were incubated in Isolation Medium A
with the addition of lOOj.tM Fluo-3 AM as described in Section 2.2.3.2 for 3 h. One
sample was incubated at room temperature (18°C) as described by Tsien (1981). The
other sample was incubated at 32°C as incubation at this temperature has been shown

to promote uptake of fluorescent Ca" indicators in some types of protoplast (Elliott
and Petkoff, 1990). A droplet of protoplast suspension was removed from the
samples immediately following addition of the protoplasts to the incubation medium
and every 30 mm. thereafter. The total number of protoplasts in the sample was
ascertained and compared with the number of protoplasts with indicator present in the
cytoplasm. In such cases the cytoplasm of the protoplast could clearly be seen to
fluoresce when viewed using fluorescence illumination (Polyvar microscope, 01
filter block, 490nm excitation, 520-540nm emission). Fig. 3.2 shows the percentage
of protoplasts loaded with indicator at both temperatures. Both protoplast samples
show the greatest extent of loading after 3 h. of incubation. However, the sample
incubated at 32°C shows a greatly increased percentage loading compared with those
incubated at room temperature.
When protoplasts loaded with Fluo-3 in this way are examined under the
LSCM (Fig. 3.3A), it is apparent, from comparison of the fluorescence image with a
concomitantly gathered transmitted light image (Fig. 3.3B), that the indicator is
contained within the cytoplasm of the protoplast. It can clearly be seen that
fluorescence "hotspots" exist within the cytoplasm. The two most likely reasons for
the appearance of such hotspots are; firstly that some indicator may be sequestered
into small organelles (Read et al 1992) and secondly that the [Ca2+]j may not be
uniform. In the case of the etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts described here, the latter
explanation fits the available data best, as these 'hotspocs' are associated with the red
light induced increases in [Ca2+] j reported in later chapters (see section 4.2.2). The
indicator can, however, clearly be seen to be excluded from the vacuole in all
observed cases.

Figure 3.2
Progress of ester loading observed in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts incubated at
either 18°C ( • ) or at 32°C ( ). The protoplasts were incubated in Isolation
Medium A with the addition of 100.iM Fluo-3/AM, and 0.002% pleuronic F-127 (pH
6.7). Both protoplast samples were incubated for 3 h., during which aliquots were
removed at 30

mm.

intervals and were examined using fluorescence microscopy

(490nm excitation, 520-540nm emission). The percentage of loaded protoplasts
present in each sample was then calculated. Points show average values ± SEM
(n=7).
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Figure 3.3
Images showing the distribution of Fluo-3 (A) and a transmitted light image (B)
showing the organisation of the cytoplasm and the major organelles within an
etiolated wheat leaf protoplast. Both images were obtained from the same protoplast
using LSCM, as described in Section 2.2.2.1, following ester loading with Fluo-3 for
3 h. at 32°C, as described in Section 2.2.3.2. In Fig. 3.2A, the brightness of
fluorescence is represented by colour, ranging from blue (low intensity) to red (high
intensity). By comparison of Fig. 3.2A and B, the fluorescent dye can be seen to be
located in the cytoplasm of the protoplast (the coloured area in A). The indicator can
clearly be seen to be excluded from the vacuole (the dark area in A and B) but
brighter spots of fluorescence can be seen, showing that there are non-uniformities
either in [Ca2 ]j or in indicator concentration within the cytoplasm. A and B appear
grainy (pixelated) because of the extent to which the figures have been enlarged.

I

Successful loading of [Ca 2

] 1

indicators into protoplasts obtained from other

plant tissue has previously been achieved using this method. These include root
protoplasts of Zea mays (Kiss et al., 1991), oat protoplasts (Chae, et al., 1990), and
protoplasts of Ainaranthus tricolour (Elliott and Petkoff, 1990). In all three cases the
dye was found to be localised within the cytoplasm and was found to be responsive to
changes in [Ca2 . Whether the dye was seen to be sequestered within small
] 1

organelles in the above mentioned studies is not known as high resolution imaging of
the loaded protoplasts was not carried out.

3.2.2 Low pH Loading
This loading method relies on the formation of the uncharged, undissociated
form of the Ca 21, indicator by maintaining it at low pH. This form of the indicator can
pass into the protoplast, where it becomes dissociated, trapping it in the cytosolic
space (Bush and Jones, 1987; and Section 3.1.6). This technique has been used
successfully to load protoplasts obtained from a number of plant species with Ca 2
indicators, including Hordeum vulgare aleurone protoplasts (Bush and Jones, 1987),

Zea mays root protoplasts (Lynch er al., 1989) and Mougeotia scalaris protoplasts
(Russ et al., 1989). It has not as yet been tried with protoplasts obtained from wheat
leaves.
Protoplasts were incubated for 3 h. in Isolation Medium A containing 10mM
DM0 and lOOj.tM Fluo-3 (pH4.5) at 18°C as described in Section 2.2.3.3. A sample
was removed immediately following the addition of the protoplasts to the incubation
medium and every 30 mm. thereafter. The sample was examined using fluorescence
microscopy as described above. After 3 h. there was no apparent change in the
number of protoplasts exhibiting fluorescence in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3.4). Following
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Figure 3.4
Progress of loading in protoplasts incubated at low pH with Fluo-3. A sample of
etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts was incubated at 20°C for 3 h. in Isolation Medium A
with the addition of 10mM DMG and 100.tM Fluo-3 (pH 4.5), as described in
Section 2.2.3.3. At 30 mm. intervals following the addition of the protoplasts to the
medium, aliquots were removed from the protoplast suspension and examined under
the fluorescence microscope (490nm excitation, 520-540 emission). The number of
loaded protoplasts in the sample was then calculated. Each data point represents the
mean number of loaded protoplasts in each sample ± SEM (n=5).
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treatment of etiolated wheat protoplasts with low pH for 3 h. the protoplasts appear
crenellated and deformed, possibly suggesting that this treatment may damage the
plasma membrane (data not shown). Although this technique can be used to load
[Ca2

] 1

indicators into plant protoplasts successfully (Kiss et al., 1991; Bush and

Jones, 1987), it does not appear to be a viable technique for loading Ca 2 indicators
into etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts. From previous studies it appears that cells and
protoplasts from some plant species are better suited to the application of this
technique than others, possibly reflecting their varying ability to withstand long
incubations at low pH.

3.2.3 Electroporation
Electroporation uses short pulses of high voltage to cause the reversible
electrical breakdown of the plasma membrane. This allows the entry of large or
highly charge molecules into the cytoplasm of the cell or protoplast (Knight and
Scrutton, 1986; Zachrisson and Bornman, 1986). It is most commonly used for the
transformation of plant protoplasts (Joersho and Brunstedt, 1991), but has been used
to introduce fluorescent [Ca 2+ indicators into spores of Dryopteris paleacea
]i

(Scheurlein et al., 1991), and root protoplasts of Phaseolus mungo (Gilroy et al.,
1986).
Protoplasts (10 6m1 1 ) were added to Isolation Medium A containing lOOj.tM
Fluo-3 as described in Section 2.2.3.4. imI of this protoplast suspension was added
to a chilled electroporation cuvette (0.4cm electrode gap). A sample was taken prior
to electroporation and tested for viability using phenosafranine as described in
Section 2.2.1.3, and the number of permeable protoplasts was recorded. The
protoplasts were then exposed to 3 pulses of field strength 1200Vcm', at a time
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constant of 100 s., at 5 s. intervals, as described in Section 2.2.3.4. The protoplasts
were kept at 4°C for 10 mm. following exposure to the high voltage pulses. At the
end of this period, a sample was removed and treated with phenosafranine as above.
The protoplasts were then maintained at room temperature for 2 h. to allow the
protoplasts to reseal. Samples were taken at 30 mm. intervals during this period and
were examined as described above.
Fig. 3.5 shows the percentage of protoplasts within each sample which were
found to be permeable using the phenosafranine viability test. 40% of the total
sample examined were found to be permeable before electroporation. These
represent the protoplasts within the sample which have been damaged in some way
during isolation. Immediately following the delivery of the high voltage pulses, the
number which are permeable increases to approximately 80%. This figure decreases
to approximately 60% following the 2 h. incubation at room temperature, showing
that the protoplasts in the sample are regaining the integrity of their plasma
membranes. Before exposure to the electric field, the sample contained 40%
permeable protoplasts; while after resealing, the sample contained 60% permeable
protoplasts, showing that 20% of the protoplasts exposed to the pulses do not recover.
This technique has been used to introduce a variety of fluorescent molecules into
plant protoplasts. These include {Ca 2

}1

indicators (Gilroy, 1986) and ethidium

bromide (Mehrle et al., 1985). Although it is not an entirely satisfactory technique
for use with etiolated what protoplasts, because of the large numbers of protoplasts
which do not appear to recover from the treatment, it does provide a method for
loading cell impermeant compounds into large numbers of these protoplasts at once.
Due to the ease of selecting viable protoplasts using imaging techniques, the
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Figure 3.5
Graph showing the permeability of etiolated wheat protoplasts before and after
exposure to short-term, high voltage pulses (electroporation). The protoplasts were
suspended in Isolation Medium A (pH 6.7), and a sample was removed and tested for
viability by addition of 0.2% w/v phenosafranine to the sample, as described in
Section 2.2.1.3. The protoplasts were then exposed to 3 pulses of 1200Vcm' field
strength, with a 100 s. time constant at 5 s. intervals, as described in Section 2.2.3.4.
The protoplasts were placed on ice and another sample was taken and tested for
viability as described above. The protoplasts were kept on ice for 10 min. and were
then allowed to recover for 2 h. at room temperature. During this period samples
were taken at 30 mm. intervals and were tested for viability as described above. Data
points represent the mean number of permeable protoplasts within the sample ± SEM
(n=10).
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reduction in viability does not rule out the use of this technique for the loading of
Ca2 indicators for the purposes of this study.

3.3 Discussion and Conclusions
The three methods of indicator loading examined here using etiolated wheat
leaf protoplasts have been shown to have varying degrees of success. Of the three
loading protocols attempted, ester loading has proved to be the most successful.
Using this technique it is possible to achieve loading in which most of the fluorescent
indicator is located within the cytoplasm of the protoplast, apparently without
damaging the integrity of the plasma membrane of the protoplast. Some of the
fluorescent indicator can be seen to be sequestered into small organelles, causing
small fluorescent "hotspotst' in the image. These non-uniformities of loading may
cause aberrant data when using techniques such as photometry and fluorometry in
which the total fluorescence signal from the protoplasts is averaged. It is, however,
possible to discriminate between signals originating from these fluorescence hotspots
and those originating from the cytosol using imaging techniques. As imaging
techniques were to be the primary source of data in this study, this small amount of
sequestration was considered insignificant. The type of indicator used did not appear
to affect the efficiency of loading; and ester loading was also used to load Indo- 1/AM
and Nitr-5/ AM as well as Fluo-3/AM during this study. The main limitation of this
technique is that the indicator or caged probe to be loaded must be available in AM
ester form. Although the most commonly used indicators and caged probes are now
commercially available as AM esters, some, which have been required for this study,
are not. This meant that ester loading could not be universally applied throughout
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this study, and a method of loading free acid forms of indicators and caged probes
was required.
Using electroporation it is possible to load cells with highly charged
compounds (Knight and Scrutton, 1986). In the trials carried out here, limited
success was achieved using this technique. In cases where full recovery was shown
by the protoplast under examination, the plasma membrane was seen to regain its
semi-permeability and the loaded indicator appeared to be limited to the cytosol.
However, the proportion of individuals within the protoplast population which were
damaged during the loading procedure was high. This did not rule out the use of this
technique provided that careful examination of the protoplasts to be used was
undertaken prior to starting an experiment to ensure that they were viable.
Protoplasts which did appear to recover fully from electroporation exhibited an
increase in volume in response to irradiation with red light (Bossen er al., 1986),
demonstrating that the mechanism by which this physiological response occurs does
not appear to be damaged by the loading treatment.
Low pH loading was not successful as both the number of protoplasts into
which any indicator entered and the amount of indicator loaded into the cytoplasm in
those where this occurred were very low. Etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts also appear
to be damaged by incubation at low pH for 3 h. On the basis of the data presented
here, during the remainder of this study, ester loading was used wherever AM ester
forms of the compound to be loaded were available and electroporation was used
where only free acid forms were available.
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Chapter 4
Red Light Effects on Volume and [Ca2+]

4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Light as a Photomorphogenetic Signal
Light is one of the primary environmental signals which influences plant
growth and development. The second messenger, Ca 2 , has been shown to be
involved in some events which control plant physiology, such as phototropism
(Gehring et al., 1990); and considerable evidence now exists which supports the
possible involvement of [Ca2 ], in red light-induced phytochrome-mediated responses.
However, the nature of this involvement remains unclear.

4.1.2 Ca2 Involvement in Phytochrome-Mediated Responses
The involvement of [Ca 2+]iin phytochrome-mediated responses was first
postulated by Haupt and Weisenseel (1976). This suggestion was followed by a
detailed hypothesis proposed by Roux (1986), where it was suggested that an increase
in [Ca2

]1

is one of the intermediate steps in the signal transduction of phytochrome-

mediated plant responses; and considerable circumstantial evidence now exists to
support this hypothesis (Takagi er al., 1990; Appenroth and Augsten, 1990; Durr and
Scheurlein, 1990; Park and Chae, 1990).

4.1.3 The Search for a Suitable Model System
To date no direct measurements of changes in [Ca 2

]1

in relation to a

phytochrome-mediated response have been carried out. One of the apparent problems
associated with obtaining direct measurements of changes in [Ca 2

]1

during a

phytochrome- mediated response to red light irradiation appears to have been the lack
of a suitable model system. Such a model system should allow [Ca 2*] i and a
physiological phytochrome-mediated response to be measured simultaneously.
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Bossen et al. (1988) demonstrated in a series of experiments that, in response
to red light irradiation, protoplasts obtained from etiolated wheat leaves will exhibit
an increase in volume and also showed that [Ca 21 1 may be involved in this response.
These data, together with evidence implicating C2 in plant cell turgor regulation
(Okazaki and Tazawa, 1990) suggest that [Ca 2

]1

changes may be involved in

phytochrome-mediated protoplast swelling and leaf expansion.

4.1.4 A Problem to Address
This study aims to gain evidence which may provide an indication that the
phytochrome-mediated swelling of etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts is a C2-mediated
response. In order to show that any response is phytochrome-mediated, three criteria
must be satisfied (Read et al., 1993):
The response is preceded or accompanied by an increase in [Ca 2

]1.

Blocking the action of C2 will abolish the response.
Artificially increasing the [Ca 2

]1

should induce the response.

In order to ascertain whether these statements apply to a particular cell and response
type, it must be possible to measure the response exhibited by the cell, and its [C2],
simultaneously. It has been demonstrated by Bossen et al. (1988) that etiolated wheat
leaf protoplasts exhibit an increase in volume in response to red light and it has
already been described within this thesis how these protoplasts can be loaded with
Ca"' indicating fluorescent dyes (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3). Using appropriate
detection techniques, such as dual channel LSCM, it is therefore possible to detect
simultaneously the red light-induced swelling response and the change in [Ca 2 ], in a
single etiolated wheat leaf protoplast (Shack.lock et al., 1992). It is this approach
which is described in this chapter.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Red Light-Induced Volume Changes
A considerable amount of evidence has been published relating to protoplast
swelling in response to red light irradiation (Bossen et al., 1988; Zhou et al., 1990).
The data contained in these articles have been based upon measurements of the
average diameter increase in a population of protoplasts. As one of the requirements
of this study was the comparison of [Ca 2 ], and volume changes occurring within a
single protoplast in response to red light irradiation, a system of measurement was
required which would enable the observer to discern very small changes in the
diameter of a single protoplast while simultaneously gathering data on [Ca 2 . The
use of dual channel LSCM coupled with digital image analysis, with one channel
used for fluorescence image capture and the other for transmitted light image capture,
has enabled this aim to be achieved.
A droplet of protoplast suspension in which the protoplasts had been loaded
with Fluo-3 by ester loading (Sections 2.2.3.2), was examined using LSCM (Sections
2.1.5 and 2.2.2.1). The transmission detector was used to gather transmitted light
images via the channel 1 photomultiplier, and fluorescence images were gathered
using the channel 2 photomultiplier (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Images were obtained prior
to irradiation with red light (660nm/lOnm HBW, fluence rate 100vIol m 2 s'; see
also Section 2.2.1.4) for 3 nun., after which images were captured every 3 s. The
transmitted light portion of the images were isolated using the Image

Edit

command in CoMoS and were imported into Semper. The volumes of the protoplast
were ascertained using a purpose-written image analysis program within Semper
(Section 2.2.4.1).
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The average response seen in the protoplasts examined was an increase in
volume (Fig. 4.1); although within the sample examined (n=23) variation was
observed. Of the 23 protoplasts examined, 18 showed a change in volume immediately
after or just before the end of red light irradiation. Of these 18, 12 showed an increase
in volume, amounting to approximately 16% of their original volume. The remaining 6
showed a small increase followed by shrinkage ending with the protoplast appearing
crenellated. The plasma membranes of the protoplasts which collapsed appeared to
have been damaged during the irradiation treatment and were non-viable following red
light irradiation. These protoplasts were therefore not included in average volume
measurements. The 5 protoplasts which showed little or no change in volume
following irradiation appeared to be damaged following red light irradiation. This
damage may have been caused by the plasma membrane of the protoplast being unable
to contain the volume increase without the presence of the cell wall The 16 010 increase
in volume reported here compares well with the data presented by Bossen et at. (1986)
and by Zhou et at. (1990), in which 12% and 14% volume increases were reported,
respectively, following red light irradiation. These data also show that ester loading of
protoplasts with Ca 2* indicators does not appear to have an adverse effect on their
capacity to swell.

4.2.2 Red Light-Induced [Ca 2 ] Changes
The possibility of [Ca] 1 being involved in phytochrome-mediated responses
was first postulated in 1976 by Haupt and Weisenseel. Since this suggestion was
made, a considerable amount of evidence has emerged to support this hypothesis
(Bossen et al., 1986; Hale and Roux, 1980; Park and Chae, 1990; Takagi et al., 1990;
Appenroth and Augsten, 1990; Durr and Scheurlein, 1990). Much of the evidence
available, although indicating the involvement of [Ca 2 ], leaves the nature of the [Ca 2
response unclear.

] 1

Figure 4.1
Changes in protoplast volume induced by 3
light irradiation followed by 2

mm.

throughout the period of imaging

mm. red light irradiation ( • ), 2 mm. red

far-red light ( o ) and exposure to the Ar' laser
A
(

). Transmitted light images were gathered

using the transmission detector on the BioRad MRC-600 LSCM and were imported
into Semper 6 Plus. The diameter of the protoplast image was determined and the
volume of the protoplast calculated using a purpose-written program. The
microscope epifluorescence illuminator was used as the source for red and far-red
irradiation. The irradiation wavelength was selected using interference filters housed
in a filter changer in front of the epifluorescence illuminator (660nm/lOnm HBW,
fluence rate lOOj.LMol m 2 s- 1 ; and 720nin/1Onm HBW, fluence rate llOp.Mol m2 s1 , respectively, as described in Section 2.2.1.4). Each data point represents the

average volume of 17 separate protoplasts measured at each time point after the end
of red light irradiation. The t=O time point represents the end of the irradiation period
for those protoplasts given red and red/far-red light irradiation regimen, and the
beginning of exposure to the A? laser for the control.
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A considerable amount of evidence has also been published suggesting that
red light, acting through phytochrome, can influence Ca 2 movements across the
plasma membranes of many different types of protoplast. Hale and Roux (1980) have
shown that Ca" efflux from protoplasts may occur following exposure to red light,
Das and Sopory (1985) have shown that Ca"' is taken up into maize protoplasts
following red light irradiation, and Chae and Park (1990) have shown, using
fluorometric measurements carried out using populations of protoplasts, that [Ca"],
may increase following irradiation. In this study, we have used single cell
fluorescence imaging techniques and fluorescent Ca 2 indicators to observe the
changes in [C2]1 which are seen in an individual protoplast following red light
irradiation.
Protoplasts were loaded with the fluorescent Ca" indicator, Fluo-3, by ester
loading (Section 2.2.3.2) and were examined using LSCM (Section 2.2.2.1). Images
were gathered to give a measurement of basal [Ca 2]1. The protoplasts were exposed
to red light for 3

mm. (Section 2.2.1.4), and fluorescence and transmitted light images

were gathered every 3 s. thereafter. The images were then pseudocoloured using a
pre-defined look-up table and the timecourse was animated using the Thruview
software to show any time-related changes in [Ca 2]1. This procedure was repeated
using photometry, as described in Section 2.2.2.4, to obtain a clear time-related trace
of changes in [Ca2

] 1.

All of the 23 protoplasts examined using LSCM and photometry showed
changes in [Ca2

] 1

following red light irradiation (Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4), although

considerable variation in the nature of the response was observed between protoplasts
within the population examined. The continuum of [Ca 2 ], changes observed using
LSCM and photometry can be grouped into three types of response (Figs. 4.2, 4.3 and

Figure 4.2
Changes in [Ca"] induced by 3 mm. red light (A-C) and 2

mm. red light followed by

2 mm. far-red light (I)) irradiation. The three classes of [Ca 2 ], response described in
the text are shown in parts A-C of this figure. In the first class (A) [Ca 21, is seen to
increase transiently before rapidly decreasing to below resting level. Protoplasts
showing type (B) responses were seen to have an elevated [Ca'] following red light
irradiation, and this was again followed by a rapid decrease to below resting level. In
protoplasts showing type (C) responses, generally only the rapid decrease phase is
observed. However, in the particular case shown here (C), there is an apparent
increase in [Ca211 within a localised area of the cytoplasm occurring concomitantly
with the overall decrease. The protoplasts were ester loaded with Fluo-3 (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR, U.S.A.) and imaged using a BioRad MRC-600 LSCM (BioRad,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts, U.K.) equipped with a 25mW Ar laser providing
excitation at 488nm. Irradiation treatments were as described for Fig. 4.1. The
colour scale is provided to allow an estimation of [Ca2+]j to be made. Low [Ca2 ij
is indicated by 'cold' colours while high [Ca 2 ] is represented by hot colours. The
true [Ca2 ] concentrations shown were obtained by comparison of changes in
fluorescence intensity in Fluo-3 loaded protoplasts with measurements made in Indo1 loaded protoplasts (see Section 2.2.3.5 and Chapter 5) and are only provided to give
an approximate indication of [Ca2+]j. Times are in s. after irradiation. The first
images in (B) and (D) were gathered before irradiation. The images are
representative of the following numbers of replicate experiments: red light, n=23;
red/far-red, n=8.
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Figure 4.3
Timecourses showing changes in [Ca 2

'] 1

dynamics seen in each of the classes of

response to red light irradiation (A, B and C) described within the text and in Fig. 4.2,
and in response to red light irradiation followed by far red light irradiation (I))
Protoplasts exhibiting a class A response are represented in the left-hand column,
class B are shown in the centre column, and class C are represented in the right-hand
column. The protoplasts were loaded with Fluo-3 and were examined using LSCM as
described in Fig. 4.2. The protoplasts were then irradiated with red light for 3
(A,B andC) or with 2

mm.

mm. red light followed by 2 mm. far red light; and images were

gathered every 3 s. thereafter. The area of the image representing the cytoplasm of
the protoplast was marked using the CoMoS Histogram command and the average
pixel intensity within that area was calculated. This procedure was repeated to
produce the average pixel intensity for each time point shown on the chart. Numbers
of replicates (n) are as shown for each response class on the chart.
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Figure 4.4
Changes in [Ca2

]1

dynamics seen following red light irradiation in the three classes of

[Ca2*] j response (A, B and C) in Fluo-3 loaded etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts.
Resting levels of [Ca 2

]1

(represented by the dotted line) were recorded prior to the

start of the irradiation period. The protoplasts were then irradiated with red light
(660nm/lOnm HBW) for 3

mm. Photometric measurement (excitation 490nin/lOnm

HBW, emission 520nm/lOnm HBW, 250ms sampling rate) of [Ca 2'] j was carried out
continuously from the end of this irradiation period. The three classes of [Ca 211
response were again observed. Protoplasts exhibiting [C2] 1 responses in class A (left
column) showed a peak in [Ca2

]1

following the end of red light irradiation. Those in

class B exhibited an elevated [Ca 2

]1

following red light irradiation. Class C

responses (right column) exhibited no elevation in [Ca 2 ] 1 . In all cases, following the
[Ca"], increase, or in the case of class C, following the end of the red light
irradiation, a rapid drop in fluorescence, ending below resting level was observed.
Each data point represents a 250ms sample taken from the trace at 10 s. intervals.
The numbers of replicates (n) are as shown in the diagram.
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4.4). Protoplasts in class A (Figs. 4.2A, 4.3A and 4.4A) (n=l 1) exhibit a transient
increase in [Ca2

]

1

beginning after the end of red light irradiation, lasting

approximately 1 mm. The examples of this type of response show considerable
variation. In some cases the [Ca2 ] can be seen to be elevated following the end of
red light irradiation and continue to increase above this elevated level (Fig. 4.4A,
second row), while in others the transient does not begin until 150 s. after the end of
red light irradiation (Fig. 4.4A, top). In the protoplasts examined using LSCM, the
transient was typically initiated 0-90 s. following the end of red light irradiation.
This time lag appeared to be more variable in those protoplasts observed using
photometry. These transients are followed by a rapid efflux of Ca 2+ from the cytosol,
taking [Ca2

]1

to below basal level. The protoplasts grouped into class B (Fig. 4.2B,

4.3B and 4.4B) (n=8) show an increased [Ca2
[Ca2

]1

] 1

following red light irradiation. The

typically remains elevated with no further increase for 60-90 s. following the

end of red light irradiation and is followed by rapid efflux of Ca', ending with [Ca 2

]1

below basal level as in class A. Class C protoplasts (Figs. 4.2C, 4.3C and 4.4C)
(n=4) show no increase in [Ca 2

]

1

but do exhibit the rapid decrease in [Ca2]1. In all

cases the [Ca2 1 1 changes occurred in localised areas within the cytoplasm (Figs. 4.2AC).
Although protoplasts examined using photometry were seen to exhibit similar
types of response to those imaged using LSCM (Figs. 4.2A-C and 4.4A-C), the
magnitude of the changes seen was smaller than those seen in protoplasts imaged
using LSCM. This may be due to the nature of photometry in which the "average"
fluorescence intensity in the whole protoplast is represented, and changes in [C211
occur only in a very small area of the protoplast, as seen using LSCM (Figs. 4.2A-C).

We

The type of variability observed in this system has been previously observed
in experiments carried out using animal cells (Cheek et al., 1991). The increase in
[Ca2*] j reported by Chae and Park (1990) may be analogous to those reported here,
but the data are open to question as increases in fluorescence emission from
intracellularly located fluorescent dyes can also be caused by changes in light
scattering due to increases in protoplast volume (Gilroy, 1987). The rapid efflux
component of the response reported here may represent C2 efflux from the
cytoplasm into the extracellular medium or may represent dilution of the indicator in
the cytoplasm of the protoplast, caused by an influx of water during the protoplast
swelling. This long-lived efflux component of the response would, however, account
for the increase in Ca 2+ in the extracellular medium reported by Hale and Roux
(1980). As this decrease occurs with more uniformity across the entire protoplast
population and is longer-lived than the short term [Ca 2

]

1

increases reported here, it is

more likely that this would be detected if the average response of the protoplast
population was measured using techniques such as fluorometry.

4.2.3 Comparison of [Ca2

] 1

Changes and Volume Changes

One of the initial aims of this study was to examine the relationship between
red light-induced changes in volume and [Ca 2

]1

changes within a single protoplast.

As the brightfleld images used for the examination of protoplast volume changes
were collected concomitantly with the fluorescence images used in the examination of
[Ca2

]1

changes, it was possible to achieve this aim. Both types of image were

collected from the same protoplast, thus enabling a direct comparison of [Ca 2
changes and volume changes within that protoplast.
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If the increase in [Ca 2+ observed within these protoplasts (Section 4.2.2) is an
intracellular signal, the [Ca 2 ], transient would be expected to begin before the volume
increase. As this study aimed to gain evidence in support of the hypothesis that
[Ca2

]1

is the second messenger involved in phytochrome-mediated responses, this

aspect of the relationship between [Ca 211 and the volume increase was, therefore, the
focal point of this section of the study.
The majority of examples of [Ca 2

] 1

changes observed during the course of this

study were seen to begin before the end of the red light irradiation period (Figs. 4.24.4). Thus the exact starting point of the [Ca 2

]

1

transients is difficult to determine. If

the latency of these transients is taken to be 0 s., it is clear that all volume changes
can be seen to begin after the start of the transients (Fig. 4.5). It was also found that
in all cases where [Ca 2 J1 was seen to increase, volume also increased, although in a
number of these cases the protoplast volume was seen to return to resting level.
However, there were a number of cases where volume was seen to change with no
apparent increase in [Ca 2

]1.

These data provide evidence in support of the hypothesis that [C2]1 is the
second messenger which mediates the red light-induced swelling response in etiolated
wheat protoplasts. There is, however, an apparent anomaly in those protoplasts
which appear to increase in volume with no apparent increase in [Ca2J1. In such
cases it is possible that the [C2] 1 increase had occurred within the red light
irradiation period and therefore was unseen, as observation of the fluorescence signal
emitted from the protoplast was not possible during red light irradiation.
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Figure 4.5
Graph showing the time delay (latency) seen before the onset of the [Ca"], response
and the latency of the volume change. The time before the beginning of the [C2],
increase was measured and plotted against the X axis. For class B and C responses,
the [Ca2

] 1

increase was considered to have begun within the red light irradiation

period and were therefore plotted as having a latency of 0 s. All of those protoplasts
exhibiting a class A response in which [C2] was seen to be elevated at the end of the
red light irradiation period were also included in this group. This group of responses
included most of the cases examined and therefore most data points lie on the Y axis.
The mean value of these points (n=12) was taken to give a single data point. The line
plotted through all of the acquired data points shows the expected delay between the
onset of any given [Ca'], increase and the onset of the subsequent volume increase.
The second plotted line shows a dataset obtained by considering the theoretical case
in which both the [Ca2 ], increase and the volume increase occur simultaneously. As
the observed data all lie above this theoretical line, all volume increases occur after
the beginning of the [Ca"], transient. These data also show that the delay between the
onset of the [C2] transient and the beginning of the volume increase remains
constant in the range of 60-80 s.
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4.2.4 Red/Far-Red Photoreversibility of the Response
Phytochrome is a red light receptor through which light can control
photomorphogenesis, photoperiodism, shade avoidance and proximity perception
(Smith and Whitelam, 1990). The possibility of phytochrome being the receptor
involved in the red light-induced protoplast swelling response was suggested by
Bossen

et

al. (1988), when they found that protoplast swelling in response to red light

irradiation is photoreversible by subsequent irradiation with far-red light. This
criterion is the classical indication of the involvement of phytochrome in a red lighttriggered response (Smith

et al.,

1976). In order to obtain an indication of

phytochrome involvement in the red light-induced changes in [Ca*] i dynamics
reported here, we examined the red/far-red photoreversibility of this [Ca 2

]1

response.

Protoplasts loaded with Fluo-3 (Section 2.2.3.2) were exposed to 2
light, followed immediately by 2

mm. red

mm. far-red light (Section 2.2.1.4). This length of

red and far-red light irradiation had previously been shown to be effective in eliciting
and reversing the swelling response (Bossen

et

al., 1986; Fig. 4.1). Fluorescence and

brightfield images were collected before, and every 3 s. after, red/far-red irradiation
using LSCM as described previously (Section 2.2.2.1). The images collected were
assessed for changes in [Ca2

] 1

and volume (Section 2.2.4.1). The length of red and

far-red irradiation required to convert Pr to Pfr and then to reverse this amounted to 1
mm. more than the red light irradiation time previously used. Ideally this irradiation
time should have been reduced by the use of a higher fluence rate lamp; however, as
none were available, the longer irradiation times had to be used. During this extra
minute, most of the observed [Ca"], increases would have been complete. However,
the longer-lived Ca"' decrease observed in all cases would have been present for some
time after the end of the irradiation period.
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It was found that protoplasts treated in this way (n=10) exhibited neither the
increase in [Ca2

]

1

nor the rapid decrease phase of the [Ca 2

] 1

response elicited by red

light alone (Fig. 4.2D and 4.3D). All the protoplasts used in this experiment were
also examined for volume changes. It was found that none increased in volume and
that many showed a marked shrinkage (Fig. 4.1). Shrinkage of etiolated wheat
protoplasts following far-red light irradiation is also apparent in the results presented
by Bossen et al. (1988).

4.3 Discussion and Conclusions
The red light-induced swelling of etiolated wheat protoplasts has presented us
with a useful model system for the study of phytochrome- mediated physiological
responses at the single cell level. The work carried out within this study has given
some insight into the signal transduction events which follow red light irradiation of
the protop last, leading to an increase in protoplast volume.
The data presented here suggest that red light can cause an elevation in [Ca 2

]1

within etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts. This increase in [Ca'], appears to occur prior
to the onset of the increase in volume, suggesting that [Ca'] may be the second
messenger which triggers this physiological response. The possibility that
phytochrome is the receptor which is responsible for bringing about this elevation in
[Ca2

]

1

and the subsequent volume increase is suggested by the observation that both

the [Ca2

] 1

changes and the subsequent volume changes normally observed following

red light irradiation are abolished by irradiation with far-red light. This
photoreversibiity is the classical indication of the involvement of phytoebrome in a
response (Smith, 1976).
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Considerable variation has been observed in both forms of the red lightmediated [Ca2 ], response seen and in the magnitude of the subsequent swelling
response. The variation in the magnitude of the swelling response seen cannot be
shown to be directly related to the type of [Ca 2

]

1

response observed. The possibility

has also been considered that all of the observed [Ca 2

] 1

responses may consist of a

[Ca"] increase followed by a rapid decrease in [Ca 2 , as seen in protoplasts in class
]1

A, and that the different forms observed simply reflect differences in the timing of
initiation of the [Ca2

]1

responses observed. This idea is primarily suggested by the

rapid efflux component of the response which is common in all examined cases.
Variation in timing and form of [Ca2

]

1

responses has previously been reported

in animal cells without alteration of the final response (Cheek et al., 1991). The
observed variation in the magnitude of the volume changes seen may simply reflect
different responses from protoplasts obtained from different cell types within the
wheat leaf, as individual cell types were not selected for prior to observation.
These data provide evidence in support of the hypothesis presented by Roux
(1986) that an increase in [Ca 2

] 1

is one of the intermediate steps in red light-induced

photomorphogenesis. The apparently independent variability of the [Ca 2]1 response
and the protoplast swelling response also suggests, however, that the chain of events
in the transduction of red light signals is not clear and may involve a complex
regulation system, possibly involving interactions with other signal transduction
pathways in order to bring about the complex events involved in
photomorphogenesis.
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Chapter 5
Assessment of the Magnitude and Extent of
Red Light - induced [Ca2+] 1 Changes in
Etiolated Wheat Leaf Protoplasts

51 Introduction

5.1.1 Ca' as an Intracellular Signal
The concept of Ca2+ acting as a second messenger in plant and animal cells is
now widely accepted (Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991; Berridge, 1985). As other
signalling pathways exist within cells it is necessary to characterise the [C a2 lTJj
response very carefully in order to ensure in the particular instance under examination,
it is possible that Ca2+ is acting as a second messenger. The previous chapter
described the qualitative changes in [Ca 2 ] observed following red light irradiation.
This chapter describes the methods used to try to quantify this response.

5.1.2 The Use of Ratio Indicators to Quantify [Ca 2

]1

Responses

Although data acquired using the single wavelength emission Ca2+ indicators,
such as Fluo-3, gives a qualitative impression of changes in [Ca2h]j, the dual emission
or dual excitation ratio indicators provide the most accurate quantification (Read et al.,
1992) of [Ca2 ] changes, as the intensity of the fluorescence signal from a single
wavelength emission Ca 2 indicator is altered by both the dye and the Ca 2
concentrations, while the ratio of the two emission or excitation wavelengths used by a
ratio indicator is only affected by the Ca2+ concentration. Therefore, the indicators
most commonly used in this role are Indo- 1, a dual emission indicator, and Fura-2, a
dual excitation indicator. Fura-2 is commonly used in studies involving animal cells,
and has been successfully used in a number of studies in plant cells (Read et al., 1992).
Indo- 1 has however become the indicator of preference for studies using cells or
protoplasts obtained from most plant species (Read et al., 1992).

5.1.3 A Problem to Address
A considerable degree of variation exists in the loading characteristics of
individual etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts within a population (Sections 3.1.5 and
3.1.7). Thus the amount of fluorescent Ca2+ indicator present in the cytoplasm of
individual etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts within a population, which have been loaded
by the same method will vary widely. When single wavelength dyes are used it is thus
impossible to make direct comparisons of the magnitude of changes in [Ca 2 1i
between individual protop lasts. The dual emission ratio Ca2+ indicator, Indo- 1, has
been used here to obtain a calibration of the changes in [Ca 2 hj seen following red
light irradiation of these protoplasts.

5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Calibration of the [Ca"], Response
The protoplasts examined in the course of this study have widely varying
loading characteristics, resulting in intracellular dye concentration differing greatly
across a population of protoplasts loaded in the same manner. In the studies carried
out using Fluo-3, protoplasts with a higher intracellular concentration of Fluo-3 appear
brighter initially and non uniformity in the distribution of indictor within the cytosol
can cause non uniformities in fluorescence which do not necessarily reflect nonuriifomities in [Ca2T]j. These problems can be overcome by use of a 'ratio" indicator,
but the use of UV excitable indicators such as Indo-1 (Grynkiewicz et al., 1985) in
studies of phytochrome-mediated responses may produce a particular set of specific
problems.
Light close to the UV portion of the daylight spectrum is known to participate
in phytochrome-mediated responses (Fig. 1.1 and 1.2) (Withrow et al., 1957). UV
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light also causes red autofluorescence within etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts (data not
shown), which is another method by which UV light could potentially activate
phytochrome. These factors necessitate the use of very short exposure times for the
capturing of images when using the Indo- 1 for the study of red light-induced {Ca 2 ]
changes. This technique produces "snapshots" of the [Ca2+]j at various points in time
following stimulation of the protoplasts. It has also been necessary to determine the
effect of UV irradiation on protoplast [Ca21]j and volume, as described later in this
chapter.
Protoplasts were ester loaded, as described in Section 2.2.3.2, with Indo-1.
These protoplasts were examined using the ratio imaging equipment described in
Sections 2.1.6 and 2.2.2.2. Images from both emission wavelengths, 405 and 408nm,
representing the resting level [Ca 2

T], were gathered. The protoplasts were then

irradiated with red light (600nin/10nm HBW, fluence rate lOOi.iM s 4 ) (as described in
Section 2.2.1.4) for 3 mm. and images were gathered every 60 s. thereafter. Ratio
images were produced from these images as described in Section 2.2.2.2.
Seven separate protoplasts were examined in the manner described above. The
average ratio in the cytoplasm of each protoplast was obtained by taking 4 random
samples within the cytoplasm using the @XY command in Semper 6 Plus. The mean
ratio value at each time point in the seven protoplasts examined was calculated and
plotted (Fig. 5.1). A series of images was also obtained from an in vitro calibration
using Ca standard solutions (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, U.S.A.), as described
in Section 2.2.3.5. The ratio values obtained from imaging the Ca 2 standards were
used to construct a standard curve (Fig. 5.2), which in turn was used to calibrate the
experimental ratio values obtained. An in vivo calibration was not attempted as it had
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Figure 5.1A
Graph showing the average change in [Ca 2 ],in a population of protoplasts (n=7)
following irradiation with red light (660nm/lOnm HBW) for 3 mm. Protoplasts were
loaded with the [Ca2 ] indicating dye Indo- 1, and ratio images were obtained before,
and every 30 s. following, exposure to red light for 3 mm. (Red light was provided by
a 660nm/10nm HBW interference filter, fluence rate llOp.M s. Imaging was
performed using the following configuration of interference filters in conjunction with
the ratio imaging equipment described in Chapter 2: 340nm/lOnm HBW excitation,
405nm/l0nm HBW and 480nrn/10nm HEW emission.) These images were calibrated
against ratio images produced from Ca2+ standard solutions (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR, U.S.A.). The average ratio value from the cytoplasm of each protoplast
was determined using the @xY macro in Semper 6 Plus. Each data point shows the
mean ratio from 7 protoplasts ± SEM. Also shown is a representation of the change in
[Ca2+]j within a single protoplast. This information is represented here as a Y
modulation plot; the X and Y axes give spatial information while the Z axis represents
the ratio and, therefore, the [Ca2+]j at that point.

Figure 5.1B
Examples of the [Ca2+]i changes seen in single etiolated wheat protoplasts in response
to 3 mm. red light irradiation. Examples of the three classes of response seen using
LSCM were also observed here although the examples shown only include an example
of the class A type response. Number of replicates, n=7.
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Figure 5.2
Calibration curve showing experimentally obtained ratio values against true C a2+
concentrations. Indo- 1 was mixed with a droplet of Ca2+ calibration buffer to a final
indicator concentration of lOp.M, as described in Section 2.2.3.5. The sample was the
imaged using the ratio imaging equipment as described in Section 2.2.2.3.
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already been demonstrated using stomatal guard cells that this two type of procedure
produced very similar results to the in vitro calibration (Gilroy et a! 1990).
In the average response described above, [Ca2+], was estimated to rise from a
resting level of 250 ± 20nM, peaking at a maximum of 450 ± 70nM, then declining to
150 ± 5nM 2-3 mm. later (Fig. 5.1). The responses observed in individual protoplasts
showed considerable variation from these average values (Fig. 5.3). These [Ca 2 TJ
increases ranged between 60nM and >1000nM in localised areas of the cytoplasm, and
the final resting levels varied between 20 and 1 8OnM below the original resting level.
This magnitude of response is in keeping with that reported previously in the ABA
response of guard cells (Gilroy et al., 1990). The values obtained from this series of
calibrations were also used to provide an approximate calibration for images obtained
using Fluo-3 (Chapter 4).
It is possible that values for [Ca 2 T]i obtained using the procedure described
above may differ from the true [Ca2+]i values due to differences in the optical qualities
or ionic composition of the cell compared with the 'perfect' solution used here. For
example, the presence of ions such as Mn2+ within the cell could lead to quenching of
fluorescence from the indicator and shading by organelles could also lead to aberrant
fluorescence data being obtained. A better approach may have been to carry out an in
vivo calibration in which the extracellular Ca2+ concentration is equilibrated with the
[Ca2 T]j using a Ca2 ionophore such as bromo A23187.

5.2.2 Effect of UV Light on Protoplast Volume and [Ca l ]
The red light absorbing form of the photoreceptor phytochrome has two
absorption peaks (Fig. 1.1), one at 290nm and one at 666nm (Vierstra and Quail,
1983). The activation of this photoreceptor has been shown to cause an increase in

Figure 5.3
Changes in [Ca2 1j seen in individual etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts following red
light irradiation. Protoplasts were treated and examined as described in Fig. 5.1. The
three types of response described in Section 4.2.2 are also shown here. The trace in
the top left hand corner shows the type B response, ([Ca2+]j is elevated immediately
following the end of red light irradiation), the top right and bottom left traces show the
type A response (a transient increase in [Ca2]j), and the bottom right shows the type
C response (a decrease in {Ca2T]j). The right hand Y axis represents the average ratio
value in the cytoplasm of the protoplast, while the left Y axis represents the true
[Ca2 ]j value. The dotted line represents the resting [Ca 2+]i in all cases.
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[Ca2+]j (Shacklock et al., 1992) and a subsequent increase in protoplast volume
(Bossen et al., 1988). As UV Light causes red autofluorescence in etiolated wheat leaf
protoplasts and is also absorbed by phytochrome, it is conceivable that it may mimic
these effects. It has therefore been necessary to ascertain if the UV light used to excite
the fluorescent Ca indicator, Indo-1, is contributing to the [Ca 2 +1i changes
observed following red light irradiation. Fluo-3, which has an excitation peak at
490nm, has been used in conjunction with LSCM in order to ascertain whether short
term UV irradiation can cause changes in [Ca 2 ]j or protoplast volume.
The basal level of [Ca- ] in protoplasts which had been ester loaded with

Fluo-3 was ascertained by LS CM, as described in Chapter 4 and Section 2.2.2.1, prior
to irradiation with UV light (340nm/lOnm HBW, fluence rate 80p.M s; see also
Section 2.2.3.8) for 60 s. Images, both fluorescence and transmitted light, were
subsequently gathered every 3 s. throughout the period of observation. The
fluorescence images were analysed for changes in fluorescence intensity by use of the
CoMoS Histogram commpnd, using images gathered 9 s. apart. The average
fluorescence intensity in the sample (n=5) was then calculated using these values. The
brightfleld images were isolated using the CoMoS Image Edit command and were
analysed for volume changes using Semper 6 Plus as described in Chapter 4 and
Section 2.2.4.1.
No large changes in fluorescence intensity (Fig. 5.4) or in protoplast volume
(Fig. 5.5) were observed during the period of observation, although small decreases in
fluorescence intensity and volume were seen to occur after UV light irradiation. These
small decreases are considerably smaller than the change in volume and [Ca 2 ]i seen
following red light irradiation (-2.5 and -10.2 fluorescence units and 3% decrease and
16% increase in volume following UV and red light irradiation, respectively). These

Figure 5.4
Changes in fluorescence intensity seen following exposure of Fluo-3 loaded etiolated
wheat protoplasts to UV light. Protoplasts which had been ester loaded with Fluo-3
were examined using LSCM prior to, and every 3 s. following, irradiation with UV
light (340ninJlOnm I{BW, fluence rate 80p.M s 4) for 60 s. (shown by the horizontal
bar on the graph). Changes in fluorescence intensity in the images were assessed using
the CoMoS Histogram command. The average fluorescence changes across the
examined sample (n=5) were calculated and plotted. Each data point represents the
sample mean ± SEM.
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Figure 5.5
Change in protoplast volume following UV light irradiation. Transmitted light images
were gathered using the transmission detector of a BioRad MRC-600 LSCM prior to
irradiation with UV light (340nm/lOnm HBW, fluence rate 90i.tM s) for 60

S.

Transmitted light images were then gathered at 3 s. intervals. The area of the
protoplast images was measured using a purpose-written program in Semper 6 Plus
and the volumes were calculated. The percentage change in volume, compared with
the resting state of the protoplast, was also calculated, and the average change seen in
the sample (n=5) was plotted. Each data point shows the sample mean ± SEM.
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decreases may be accounted for physical factors such as photobleaching and drying of
the sample.
These data indicate that the short exposure (typically <30

S.)

to UV light prior

to the red light irradiation period used during the experiments involving ratio imaging,
described above, should have had little effect on the response seen following the 3 mm.
red light irradiation period used to elicit the [Ca 2 ]j responses described earlier in this
chapter.

5.2.3 Assessment of the Extent of the [Ca 2

]1

Response, Using Mn 2 as a

Surrogate for Ca'
can act as a surrogate for Ca2+ during ion transport across the plasma
membrane (Read et al., 1992). Mn2+ also has the effect of quenching the fluorescence
of [Ca2+]i indicators (Bush and Jones, 1987; Read et al., 1992). If Mn 2 is present in
the medium surrounding a cell or protoplast loaded with a fluorescent [Ca 2 ]j
2+ uptake into that cell or protoplast by
indicator, it is possible to monitor the
monitoring the quenching of the indicator (Cheek et al., 1991). As

2+ is known to

enter cells through Ca2+ channels, the quenching of fluorescent Ca2+ indicators
located within the cytoplasm of the cell can be used to monitor the Ca2+ channel
activity in that cell. This technique has been used in this study to aid in assessing the
number of protoplasts within the protoplast population which show an increase in
Ca2 + channel activity following red light irradiation, as Ca2+ has been suggested to
enter cells through plasma membrane Ca2+ channels following activation of
phytochrome (Bossen et al., 1988; Roblin et al., 1989).
Protoplasts loaded with Indo- 1 were incubated in Isolation Medium A
containing 1mM CaC12 and 5mM MnC12. The protoplasts were exposed to red light

(660nm/lOnm HBW, fluence rate 100JLM s; see Section 2.2.1.4), and images were
collected every 60 s. using an extended ISIS camera in conjunction with the ratio
imaging equipment described in Sections 2.1.6, 2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.3. A 360nm emission
wavelength was selected using a 460nxn/lOnm HBW interference filter. This
wavelength is the isosbestic point of Indo-1; thus, any changes in fluorescence
observed at this wavelength are independent of any changes in [C a2+] i.
It was found that all protoplasts examined (n-5) showed rapid quenching of the
fluorescence signal following the end of red light irradiation (Fig. 5.6A). This
quenching was seen to occur faster than the photobleaching caused by exposure of the
dye to the UV lamp (Fig. 5.6B).
These data suggest that Ca2+ is able to enter all protoplasts, possibly via
plasma membrane Ca 2 channels either during, or immediately following, red light
irradiation and supports the hypothesis that all protoplasts may exhibit an increase in
[Ca2 ]i at some point in their response to red light as described in Section 4.2.2,
although in some cases this may occur during the red light irradiation period and will
thus go unseen during imaging. Thus the variation in [Ca2+]i response observed using
LSCM may merely reflect variation in the timing of the response as opposed to
variation in the type of [Ca2

T] response observed.

5.3 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter it has been shown that it is possible, using the UV excitable
Ca2 + indicator, Indo-1, to quantify the [Ca 2

T] changes which occur in etiolated wheat

leaf protoplasts following red light irradiation. The type of the response seen using
this indicator has been shown to be similar to that observed previously using Fluo-3
(Chapter 4), and these data provide evidence which supports the hypothesis proposed

Figure 5.6
quenching of Indo- 1 fluorescence following red light irradiation (A) and control
showing the extent of photobleaching of Indo-1 following exposure to UV light (B).
The protoplasts in (A) were loaded with Indo-1 by ester loading and incubated in
Isolation Medium A, with the addition of 5mM MnC12. The protoplasts were imaged
using the fluorescence imaging equipment described in Section 2.2.2.2, with
fluorescence emission measured at the isosbestic point of Indo- 1 (360nm). Images
were gathered before and every 60 s. following 3 mm. red light irradiation (660nm/10
HBW, fluence rate lOOp.M m 2 s 1) The protoplasts in (B) were treated as described
in (A) except no red light irradiation was given. The protoplasts in (A) show a
decrease in fluorescence emission following red light irradiation. The fluorescence
emission from protoplast 1 is no longer discernible 120 s. after irradiation and
protoplast 2 shows an overall decrease in intensity. The protoplast in (B) shows very
little change in fluorescence emission throughout the period of imaging. The images
are represented here as Y modulation plots, with the X and Z axes representing spatial
position and the Y axis showing fluorescence intensity. The first image in (A) was
collected prior to red light irradiation, and that in (B) represents the time at which
imaging was commenced. Times in (A) show s. after irradiation, those in (B) show s.
after the start of imaging. Number of replicates, n=5.
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in Chapter 3, that red light can cause changes in [Ca 2 1j in etiolated wheat leaf
protoplasts. Further to this hypothesis is the possibility that Ca2+ may enter all
protoplasts in response to red light irradiation.
The possibility that Ca2+ enters etiolated wheat protoplasts through plasma
membrane Ca2+ channels following red light irradiation was first suggested by
experiments involving inhibitors of Ca 2 channel activity published by Bossen et al.
(1986). In their paper Bossen et al. show that etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts which
have been incubated with inhibitors of Ca2+ channel activity do not increase in volume
following red light irradiation. This suggests that Ca2+ entry via plasma membrane
Ca2 + channels is a necessary part of the red light-mediated swelling response.
The data presented here which suggests that Mn2+ may enter a significant
proportion of protoplasts following red light irradiation supports these findings and
suggests the possibility that Ca2+ channels are the route through which the increases in
[Ca

which appear to form part of the red light-mediated swelling response may

occur. These data also suggest that [Ca 2 hj increases may occur in a larger proportion
of the protoplast population than is suggested by the observations carried out using
LSCM. These findings are in agreement with data previously published by Das and
Sopory (1985) in which red light was found to promote Ca 2 uptake in maize
protoplasts.
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Chapter 6
Examination of the Effects of Artificially Elevating [Ca 2 ]i

Using Caged Ca2 and Caged lnsP3

6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 The Case Supporting the Involvement of [Ca 2

] 1

in Phytochrome-

Mediated Plant Responses
All the elements of a Ca2+ signal transduction system have been shown to be in
place within plant cells (Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991), and [Ca2h]j has been shown to
be involved in plant cell perception of a wide range of environmental stimuli (Gilroy
and Trewavas, 1991; Knight et al., 1991). In this study it has been attempted
(Chapters 4 and 5), by direct measurement of changes in [Ca 2 ]j, to show that this
second messenger is involved in the red light-induced, phytochrome-mediated swelling
response of etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts. Due to the variation in the change in
[Ca2 ]j in response to red light, it has been difficult to obtain an indication of the
causative nature of a [Ca21]i increase in the protoplast swelling response. In order to
show that changes in [Ca2+]j have a direct effect on protoplast volume, we have
attempted to manipulate [Ca 2 ] using caged probes.

6.1.2 The Use of Caged Probes in the Investigation of Intracellular
Signalling
Caged probes are compounds of physiological interest which have been
rendered inactive by chemical modification. The chemical modification is performed in
such a way that UV irradiation of these probes results in the release of the free,
physiologically active "probe.' These caged compounds provide the investigator with
a direct means of manipulating the components of a signal transduction pathway
(Kaplan and Somlyo, 1989). Caged versions of ATP (Walker er al., 1989), cAMP,
cGMP (Nerbonne er al., 1984) and InsP3 (Walker et al., 1987) are now commercially
available along with caged Ca 2 (Kaplan and Ellis-Davies, 1988) and caged Ca 2
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buffers (Adams et al., 1989). These probes have been used previously to determine
the nature of the involvement of [Ca 2 ] in the closure of guard cells (Gilroy er al.,
1990) and in many studies using animal cells derived from various tissues (Gurney et

al., 1987; and Goldman er al., 1982).
The caged compounds Nitr-5 (Caged Ca 2 ), caged InsP3 and Diazo-2 (a
caged Ca2+ scavenger) have been used in this study to gain further evidence
illustrating the nature of the [Ca 2 ]j involvement in the protoplast swelling response
and to provide evidence supporting the hypothesis that a transient increase in [C a2+] j
can initiate this response.

6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 The Use of Caged Cal to Elevate [Ca2 ] Artificially
The caged compound Nitr-5 is a Ca2+ chelator which can exist as two forms
with different binding affinities for Ca 2 (Fig. 2.6). The high affinity form
(Kd=145nM) may be converted into the low affinity form (Kd=6p.M) by irradiation
with UV light, thus releasing bound Ca 2 . This probe can be loaded into the cytosol
of cells or protoplasts under investigation, and [Ca 2 ] can be raised by brief
irradiation with UV light. Changes in [Ca 2+1i can be followed by use of a [Ca 2 ]j
indicator which is excited by visible light, such as Fluo-3 which has an excitation peak
around 490nm (Tsien et al., 1989). This technique also allows these probes to be used
in conjunction with LSCMs equipped with an laser such as the BioRad MRC-600
used in this study.
Protoplasts were loaded with Nitr-5/AM and Fluo-3/AM (Tsien et al., 1989)
by ester loading (Tsien et al., 1981; also see Section 2.2.3.2), and the basal [Ca 2 Tlj
was determined from images obtained by LSCM, as described in Chapters 4 and 5.

Ca2 was released from Nitr-5 by 25 s. irradiation with UV light provided by the
microscope 100W Hg epifluorescence illuminator and an interference filter
(340nm/lOnm HBW, Section 2.2.3.8). Brightfield and fluorescence images were
collected using LSCM at 3 s. intervals following irradiation as described in Sections
2.2.2.1 and 4.2.2. Accurate calibration of the magnitude of [Ca2lT]j increases observed
using this technique was not possible using Indo- 1 as the UV light used to excite the
dye would also release the caged probe. An approximate calibration of the magnitude
of the response was obtained by calculating average fluorescence values from
protoplasts in which Nitr-5 had been released using the Histogram command in
CoMoS. These values were then compared with average fluorescence values obtained
in the same way from the already calibrated red light response. The transmitted light
images were isolated using the Image Edit facility in CoMoS and were imported
into Semper in order to carry out volume determination (Section 2.2.4.1).
Immediately following the end of the irradiation period, [Ca 2 ]j was seen to
increase to a maximum of <1000nM (Fig. 6.1A and B). [Ca 2 ]j then returned to
resting level over the next 30-150 s. The [Ca2+]i in these protoplasts was not seen to
decline below the resting [Ca 2h ]i even during prolonged observation.
The volume of the protoplasts examined was seen to begin to increase 0-30

S.

following the end of the irradiation period and continued to increase over the next 5
mm. until an average volume increase of approximately 22% had occurred (Fig. 6.2).
This pattern of volume increase occurred uniformly throughout the protoplast
population.
These data show that a transient increase in [Ca 2 hj alone is sufficient to cause
a change in protoplast volume, mimicking the red light-induced swelling response. It is
also apparent that the brief (30-60 s.) [Ca 2 T]i transient produced by the release of
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Figure 6.1
Changes in [Ca 2

]1

following photoactivation of Nitr-5 (A and B) and caged InsP 3 (C

and D). Protoplasts were loaded with Fluo-3 and the caged probe by ester loading (A
and B) or by electroporation (C and D). Images of basal [Ca 2

] 1

were obtained using

LSCM and the protoplasts were irradiated with UV light (340nm/lOnm HBW, fluence
rate 8OtM m 2 s') for 25 s. to photoactivate the caged probe. Images were collected
at 3-5 s. intervals thereafter. The scale shows an approximate calibration calculated
from the calibration of the red light-induced [Ca] 1 response using Indo- 1. Times
shown are in s. after the end of the irradiation period. The first images in all series
were gathered prior to UV irradiation. Number of replicates, n=12 (Nitr-5) and n=13
(caged InsP3). The true [Ca2+] j concentrations shown were obtained by comparison
of changes in fluorescence intensity in Huo-3 loaded protoplasts with measurements
made in Indo- 1 loaded protoplasts (see Section 2.2.3.5 and Chapter 5) and are only
provided to give an approximate indication of [Ca2].
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Figure 6.2
Average change in volume seen in a population of protoplasts following
photoactivation of Nitr-5. Protoplasts were ester loaded with Nitr-5 and were imaged
using the transmission detector of an MRC-600 LSCM. Transmitted light images were
gathered before, and every 3 s. following, photoactivation of Nitr-5 by 25 s. UV
irradiation (340nm/lOnm HBW, fluence rate 80j.tM m 2 s'). Changes in diameter in the
protoplasts examined were ascertained using Semper 6 Plus, as described previously
(Section 2.2.4.1). Each data point represents the mean volume ± SEM. Times are in
s. after completion of the UV irradiation period.
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Ca2 + from Nitr-5 is sufficient to produce a larger volume change than that seen
following red Light irradiation (24% compared with 16%). This may be due to the
initial [Ca2 'li increase being larger than that caused by red light irradiation of the
protoplasts. An alternative hypothesis is that red light may trigger a physiological
controlling mechanism which limits the size of the response and that this control is not
activated by a change in [Ca2]j alone. The rapid efflux phase of the [Ca 2 ] response
seen following red light irradiation is not duplicated here and it is possible that this may
represent part of such a constraining mechanism.

6.2.2 The Use of Caged InsP3 to Elevate [Ca 2

]
1

Artificially

The involvement of JnsP3 in releasing Ca2+ from intracellular Ca2+ stores via
InsP3-sensitive Ca 2 channels is well documented in animal cells (Berridge, 1985),
and more recently a considerable amount of evidence has been accumulating indicating
that InsP3 may be able to carry out a similar function in plant cells (Gilroy et al., 1990;
Drøbak and Ferguson, 1985; Schumaker and Sze, 1986; and Ranjeva et al., 1988).
Bossen er al. (1988) showed that inhibitors of inositol phosphate metabolism
may also inhibit the red light-induced swelling response, suggesting that InsP3mediated Ca release from Ca 2+
stores may play a part in this phytochrome-mediated
response. In order to assess the possibility that the second messenger InsP3 may be
able to initiate the swelling response seen with red light, caged InsP3 was used to
increase artificially the cytosolic concentration of InsP3 in etiolated wheat leaf
protoplasts, and the effects on protoplast [Ca 2 T]j and volume were determined.
Protoplasts were loaded with caged InsP3 and Fluo-3 by electroporation
(Section 2.2.3.4). Free InsP3 was released from the caged probe by 25 s. irradiation
with UV light from the microscope epifluorescence illuminator as described in Sections

2.2.3.8 and 6.2. 1. Images, both transmitted light and fluorescence, were gathered
using LSCM prior to the release of InsP3 and at 3 s. intervals thereafter (Section
2.2.2.1). The images were pseudocoloured and examined using the Thruview software
and the transmitted light images were imported into Semper 6 Plus and analysed for
volume changes (Section 2.2.4.1).
In all protoplasts examined [Ca2+]i was seen to increase, but the [Ca2+]i
increases seen following release of InsP3 were not as uniform as those seen following
the release of Ca 2 from Nitr-5 (Section 6.2.1). The [Ca 2+]i transient was typically
seen to begin 0-120 s. following the end of the UV irradiation and continued to
increase up to a maximum concentration of 900j.tM (Fig. 6.1C and D), although
considerable variability in the timing of the resultant [Ca2+]i transient was observed.
[Ca2 hi returned to basal level during the following 2-5

mm., and the protoplasts were

seen to increase in volume by an average of 22% of their resting volume (Fig. 6.3),
with the increase beginning during the [Ca 2 ]j transient.
These data suggest that InsP3 is able to cause an increase in [Ca 2+1i in
etiolated wheat protoplasts, possibly by causing the release of Ca2+ from intracellular
stores (Section 1.4.1). These findings are in agreement with the inhibitor studies
carried out by Bossen et al. (1986) and with the data presented by Gilroy et al. (1990)
where it was shown that InsP3 released from caged InsP3 could cause a transient
increase in [Ca2 ]j, which was followed by stomatal closure. These data also suggest
that the [Ca2 ] transient which is resultant from an increase in the cytosolic
concentration of InsP3 in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts can elicit a volume increase
of similar proportions to that caused by increasing [Ca 2 ] using Nitr-5 (Section
6.2.1). This evidence, together with the inhibitor studies presented by Bossen et al.

Figure 6.3
Change in protoplast volume seen following photolysis of caged InsP 3. Etiolated
wheat leaf protoplasts were electroporated in Isolation Medium A, with the addition of
lOOp.M caged InsP3 and 75J.LM Fluo-3 (tetrasodium salt). UV irradiation and image
collection and analysis were as described for Fig. 6.1. Each data point shows the mean
volume measurement from 12 protoplasts ± SEM. Time is in s. after UV irradiation.
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(1986) supports the hypothesis that a possible mode of action of phytochrome may be
via activation of the InsP3 signal transduction pathway.

6.2.3 The Effect of Electroporation on the Swelling of Etiolated Wheat Leaf
Protoplasts
As caged InsP3 is not available as an AM ester, this compound has been loaded
into etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts by electroporation in this study (Sections 2.2.3.4,
and 3.2.3). Electroporation allows highly charged molecules to enter cells and
protoplasts by causing reversible pore formation in the plasma membrane of the cell
(Fromm et al., 1985). Thus the semi-permeability of the plasma membrane is removed
by the high voltage pulses, although the ability to exclude large molecules is regained
during the recovery phase of the treatment (Section 3.2.3).
A considerable amount of evidence exists which supports the hypothesis that
changes in the properties of the plasma membrane are necessary in order for
phytochrome-mediated responses, such as the swelling of etiolated wheat leaf
protoplasts, to occur (Bossen et al., 1988; Kendrick and Kronenberg, 1986). It is
possible that the electroporation treatment used here may, in some way, damage the
components of the plasma membrane which cause such changes in membrane
properties, and therefore prevent, or impair, the phytochrome-mediated swelling
response. In order to test this, the swelling response seen in response to red light
irradiation has been compared using electroporated protoplasts and protoplasts which
have not been electroporated.
Protoplasts were prepared from etiolated wheat leaves as described previously
(Section 2.2.1.2). The protoplasts were divided into two samples, one of which was
electroporated (Section 2.2.3.4) in Isolation Medium A, with the addition of lOOp.M
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Fluo-3. The sample was maintained at 4 0C for 10 mm. and was allowed to reseal for 2
h. at room temperature (18-20 0C). Following this period a sample was removed and
was examined to ensure that the Fluo-3 had been taken up. Phenosafranine was then
added to the sample (Sections 2.2.1.3 and 3.2.3) to ensure that the plasma membranes
of the protoplasts had resealed. The second sample of protoplasts was incubated for 2
h. in Isolation Medium A with the addition of 10O.tM Fluo-3. Both samples were then
washed twice in Isolation Medium A. A droplet of protoplasts was removed from
each sample, and was imaged using the transmission detector of the LSCM (Section
2.2.2.1). Both samples were then irradiated with red light (Section 2.2.1.4). The
protoplasts were examined again 10

mm. later, and the volume change was determined

using Semper (Section 2.2.4.1). This procedure was repeated using 7 protoplasts from
the control and the electroporated sample.
The protoplasts in both samples were found to swell (Fig. 6.4). The
electroporated sample exhibited a 17% increase in volume, while the control sample
exhibited a 15% increase in volume. The average initial volume was also seen to be
smaller in the electroporated sample.
These data show that etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts do not lose their capacity
to swell following electroporation. The magnitude of the volume changes reported
here are in keeping with those reported previously (Zhou et al., 1991; Bossen et al.,
1988; Shacklock et al., 1992; and Chapter 4). The larger volume increase seen in
protoplasts which had been electroporated may be due to inherent variation in the
magnitude of the response (see Chapter 4) but may also be a result of electroporation
treatment. Which of these explanations is correct is not known.
The smaller average volume of the electroporated protoplasts before red light
irradiation may also be a result of the electroporation treatment. The potential induced
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Figure 6.4
Effect of electroporation on the red light-induced swelling response. A sample of
protoplasts which had been electroporated and allowed to recover, as described in
Section 2.2.3.4, and a control sample, which had not been electroporated, were
irradiated with red light (fluence rate 100.i.M m 2 s') for 3

mm. The average protoplast

volume (n=50) in each sample was measured before, and again 10
to red light. The average protoplast volume before

mm. after, exposure

(R) and after () red light

irradiation (plotted against left Y axis) is shown with the percentage volume increase in
each sample 3II1) (plotted against right Y axis).
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across the plasma of a protoplast by the high voltage pulses used in electroporation is
proportional to the protoplast size and is described by the integrated LaPlace equation:
Vm=1.5ea, where e=applied field strength, a=protoplast diameter and Vm=induced
membrane potential (Zimmermann et al., 1984). Thus the larger protoplasts in the
population would experience a higher induced membrane potential, which could lead
to them being irreversibly permeabilised. The larger protoplasts may be effectively
removed from the protoplast population in this way.

6.2.4 Controls
When caged probes are photoactivated, the "cage" portion of the probe also
becomes free in the cytosol. These by-products of photolysis may have some direct
physiological effect on the cell or protoplast in which they are released. They may also
have some effect on the information about [Ca2+]i given by fluorescent Ca2+
indicators within the protoplast or cell. An example of this kind of interference was
presented in a recent study which demonstrated that the chelator portion of Nitr-5 can
reduce the fluorescence of Fluo-3 (Zucker, 1992). The possibility that these byproducts may have other metabolic effects has not as yet been disproved.
In order to assess any physiological changes caused by these by-products, a
caged probe with a physiologically active portion which has no apparent role in the
[Ca2 ]jfInsP3 signal transduction pathway was chosen as a control. Any physiological
changes which occurred following photoactivation of this caged probe should
therefore be brought about by the by-products of photolysis. Caged cGMP was
chosen for use as a control, as cGMP is not thought to have any involvement in the
[Ca2 T]jIInsP3 signal transduction system and the by-products of photolysis of this
compound are similar to those obtained during photolysis of caged InsP3 (Fig. 2.8).
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No caged compound is available which has a similar "cage" to that used in Nitr-5, so
no analogous control could be carried out for Nitr-5.
The possibility also exists that the UV irradiation used to release the caged
probes may activate phytochrome and thereby induce phytochrome-mediated effects
(Section 5.2.2). The effect of short UV irradiation on protoplast volume and [Ca 2 ]
has been previously investigated, as described in Section 5.2.2. The fluorescence
images obtained as described in Section 5.2.2 are reproduced here for comparison
(Fig. 6.5A).
Etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts were loaded with caged cGMP and Fluo-3 by
electroporation (Section 2.2.3.4). The protoplasts were examined using LSCM to
obtain a measurement of basal [Ca2+]i and resting volume (Sections 2.2.2.1, 4.2.1 and
4.2.2), as described previously. The protoplasts were then irradiated with UV light for
25 s. and images were subsequently gathered every 3 s. The fluorescence images were
pseudocoloured and examined using the Thruview software and the transmitted light
images were imported into Seinper and analysed for changes in volume, as described in
Section 2.2.4.1.
In all examined cases of these controls, no changes in [Ca 2 T]j were observed
(Fig. 6.5A and B and Section 5.2.2) and no increase in protoplast volume (Fig. 6.6)
was observed following photolysis of caged cGMP or following UV irradiation of the
protoplasts (see Fig. 5.5). These data provide evidence to support the hypothesis that
increases in volume seen following UV irradiation of protoplasts loaded with either
Nitr-5 or caged InsP3 are physiological effects caused by an increase in [Ca 2 ], rather
than an effect caused by the by-products of photolysis of the caged probe. The data
presented in Chapter 5 (section 5.2.2) also suggests that short-term exposure to UV
light (-25 s.) does not influence the signal transduction pathway through which
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Figure 6.5
Changes in [Ca2

]1

following UV irradiation alone (A), photolysis of caged cGMP (B)

and following red light irradiation and photolysis of Diazo-2 (C). Protoplasts in A
were ester loaded with Fluo-3/AM ester alone (Section 2.2.3.2). Protoplasts in B
were electroporated in the presence of 75pM Fluo-3 (tetrasodium salt) and 1OOM
caged cGMP (Section 2.2.3.4). Protoplasts in C were ester loaded under the
conditions described for ester loading of Fluo-3, in Isolation Medium A with the
addition of 75.tM Fluo-3 and lOO.tM Diazo-2. UV irradiation and image collection
were carried out in A and B as described for Fig. 6.1. In C the 25 s. UV irradiation
followed 2 mm. red light irradiation. No significant [Ca 2

] 1

increases were observed in

any of these controls. The first protoplast images in A, B and C were gathered prior to
UV irradiation. Times are in s. after completion of the UV irradiation. Numbers of
replicates, n=5 in all cases. The true [Ca2+]j concentrations shown were obtained by
comparison of changes in fluorescence intensity in Fluo-3 loaded protoplasts with
measurements made in Indo- 1 loaded protoplasts (see Section 2.2.3.5 and Chapter 5)
and are only provided to give an approximate indication of [Ca21.
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Figure 6.6
Average change in protoplast volume following photorelease of caged cGMP.
Protoplasts were electroporated in Isolation Medium A with the addition of 75.LM
Fluo-3 and 10OiM caged cGMP. Image collection and UV irradiation were as
described for Fig. 6.1. It was found that very little change in protoplast volume was
seen to occur following photolysis of caged cGMP (<3%). Each data point represents
mean volume change in 5 protoplasts ± SEM. Number of replicates, n=5.
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phytochrome effects are mediated, as no increase in volume is observed following UV
irradiation of these protoplasts.

6.2.5 The Use of Diazo-2 to Block [Ca 2,], Changes
The possibility of a Ca2± independent signal u-ansduction system playing a role
in the red light-induced swelling response was first suggested by the observation of
Bossen et al. (1986) which showed that cAMP is also able to mimic the swelling effect
elicited by red light in etiolated wheat protoplasts. As shown elsewhere in this study
(Sections 4.2.1 and 6.2.1), the red light-induced volume changes differ from those
observed following the release of Ca 2 from Nitr-5 or following the photolysis of
caged InsP3, in that the volume increases seen following artificial elevation of [Ca2+]i
are larger and more uniform than those observed following red light irradiation. The
possibility has been considered that cA\4P or some other Ca2+ independent signal
transduction pathway may play a part, possibly in the control, of the red light-induced
swelling response. In order to test this hypothesis, a method by which changes in
[Ca2

T]i could be blocked, in a controllable fashion, was required.
Caged Ca2+ scavengers are now commercially available which can be loaded

into cells or protoplasts and which show a dramatic increase in affinity with Ca

'7+

following UV irradiation. One such Ca2 scavenger, Diazo-2 (Adams et al., 1989),
was loaded into protoplasts used in this study. Following red light irradiation, Diazo-2
was photoactivated within these protoplasts to prevent any increase in [Ca 2

T] from

occurring.
Protoplasts were loaded with Diazo-2/AM and Fluo-3/AM by ester loading
(Section 2.2.3.2). The protoplasts were examined using LSCM and transmitted light
images and fluorescence images, representing the resting [Ca2+]j and protoplast size,

1rsI

were gathered (Sections 2.2.2.1). The protoplast was exposed to 2 mm. red light to
initiate the swelling response, followed immediately by 25 s. UV light to activate the
Diazo-2. Two mm. red light was used in order to try to prevent [Ca 2 ]j transients
from occurring within the red light irradiation period. Using 3 mm. red light
irradiation, the possibility exists that a number of [Ca 2 ]j transients will have been
completed within the irradiation period (see Chapter 4). Images were then collected
every 3 s. and stored for later analysis. The fluorescence images were pseudocoloured
and animated using the Thruview software, and the transmitted light images were
imported into Semper and analysed for volume changes (Section 2.2.4.1).
In all of the examined protoplasts, [Ca2h]j was seen to remain either at its basal
level or decrease by approximately 50p.M (Fig. 6.5C). The volume of the protoplasts
under examination did not change in 6 of the examined cases; in the remaining 2, it
increased only by <5% before the protoplast returned to its resting volume. Fig. 6.7
shows the average volume changes seen in the entire population. This change
amounted to an increase of <1 17o.
These data support the hypothesis that in the red light-initiated swelling of
etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts, [Ca2T1j changes are necessary for the initiation of the
response. It also suggests that it is not necessary for any Ca2+ independent signal
transduction system to be activated in order to initiate the response. It does not rule
out the possibility that a Ca 2 independent signal transduction pathway may play a
part in the control of the response through, for example, a feedback mechanism.

6.3 Discussion and Conclusions
The data presented in this chapter shows that a transient increase in [Ca 2 T]i
alone may bring about significant physiological changes in etiolated wheat protoplasts

Figure 6.7
Average change in protoplast volume following 2 min. red light irradiation and
photorelease of Diazo-2. Etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts were ester loaded, as
described in Section 2.2.3.2, in Isolation Medium A in the presence of 75.tM Fluo-3
and lOOp.M Diazo-2. Imaging was carried out as described for Fig. 6.1. The
protoplasts were irradiated with red light for 2

mm.

(660nm/lOnm HBW, fluence rate

1 1OpM m 2 s') and was followed by 25 s. UV irradiation (340nm/lOnm HBW).
Volume changes were analysed as described in Section 2.2.4.1. The average volume
increase observed was >1% of the total volume. Each data point represents mean
volume of the 5 protoplasts examined ± SEM.
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and supports the hypothesis that a change in [Ca 2 ]j is necessary for the red lightinduced swelling response of etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts to occur. In the
experiments described above in which swelling can be seen to occur following
photoactivation of Nitr-5, a [Ca 2 1j transient lasting 60-90 s. appears to mimic the
physiological changes brought about by 3 nun. red light irradiation, suggesting that this
increase in [Ca2 ]j may itself initiate the swelling response. These data also show that
an increase in the cytosolic concentration of InsP3 is followed by a rise in [Ca2TIj in
etiolated wheat protoplasts. This finding suggests that InsP3 may be able to cause
Ca2 + entry into the cytoplasm of the protoplast, either from the extracellular medium
or from intracellular stores, an idea which is in agreement with data showing that InsP3
can cause changes in Ca2+ transport in other plant tissues (Gilroy et al., 1990; Drøbak
and Ferguson, 1985; Schumaker and Sze, 1986; and Ranjeva et al., 1988). Evidence
has also been provided suggesting that InsP3 plays a role in the in vivo response of
protoplast swelling in response to red light (Bossen et al., 1988). This evidence is
provided by studies which have shown that following incubation of etiolated wheat leaf
protoplast with inhibitors of phospholipase C, the enzyme responsible for InsP3
production in response to extracellular stimuli, the protoplasts no longer exhibit the
increase in volume which normally occurs in response to red light irradiation.
It has also been demonstrated that other [Ca 2 T1j independent signal
transduction systems which may operate as part of the protoplast swelling response do
not appear to have any role in the initiation of the response, as blocking of
changes prevents the increase in protoplasts volume following red light irradiation.
The data presented here does not, however, completely rule out the possibility that a
Ca2 + independent signal transduction pathway may act to control the response
following its initiation, or that a Ca2+ independent signal transduction pathway may
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directly affect components of the [Ca 2 ] signal transduction pathway during initiation
of the response.
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Chapter 7
Investigation of the Possible Involvement of cAMP in the
Swelling Response of Etiolated Wheat Leaf Protoplasts

7.1 Introduction

7.1.1 Signal Transduction in Animal Cells
Three main signal transduction pathways have been shown to exist in animal
cells. Firstly, there is the C2/InsP 3 pathway, which has been discussed previously
(Sections 1.4.3 and 3.1.1; Chapters 4 and 5). Secondly, there is the cGMP pathway;
cGMP has a role as a second messenger in the relaxation of smooth muscle,
production of nerve impulses by light in the rod and cone cells of the retina and
increased Ca2 inflow in nerve cells (Barritt, 1992). Thirdly, cAMP, which is a second
messenger in animal cells, is responsible for a wide range of responses, including
modulation of muscle contraction in heart cell smooth muscle, glucose synthesis and
glycogenolysis, secretion of hormones and proteins in pancreatic 3-cells (Barritt,
1992).

7.1.2 The cAMP Signal Transduction Pathway
Cyclic AMP acts as an intracellular signal in almost all types of animal cells.
Observations by Rail et al. (1957) showed that a heat stable factor could activate
glycogen phosphorylase in liver homogenates in the absence of hormones. This heat
stable factor was later identified as cAMP (Sutherland and Rail, 1958). The signal
transduction pathway used by cAMP is now known to be similar in form to the
Ca2 /1nsP3 pathway (Fig. 7.1). The extracellular signal activates a receptor, which
activates an enzyme, aclenylate cyclase, through a G-protein. Adenylate cyclase then
produces cAMP from ATP. The cAMP diffuses through the cytosol and causes
changes in the phosphorylation state of target proteins by modulating the activity of
cAMP-dependent protein kinase (see Robison eral., 1971).
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Figure 7.1
Diagram illustrating the components of the cAMP signal transduction pathway. The
signal (S) activates a receptor (R) which in turn activates aLlenylate cyclase (AC) via a
G-protein (0). Adenylate cyclase catalyses the conversion of ATP to cAMP, which
activates the cAMP dependent protein kinase, causing phosphorylation of target
proteins.

LJ
±

L()

7.1.3 The Swelling Response of Protoplasts: a Possible Role for cAMP in
Plant Cells?
The idea that cAMP may also be a second messenger in plant cells has been
under debate for some time (Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991). However, the possibility
that cAMP may play a part, either in the control or in the initiation of the swelling
response in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts discussed in this thesis, was suggested by
observations published by Chung et al. (1988) and Bossen et al. (1990), which showed
that cAM.P could initiate a change in volume in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts.
Bossen et al. (1990) found that the swelling response which occurred using cAMP was
similar in magnitude to that seen following red light irradiation of the protoplasts
(Bossen et al., 1988). These observations suggested that the mechanism by which the
intracellular signal, cAMP, is interpreted, is present in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts.
However, little evidence has been gained supporting the existence of adenylate cyclase
in plant cells.

7.1.4 Interactions Between Signal Transduction Pathways
Studies using animal cells have shown that many responses are not simply
caused by the action of a single signal transduction pathway, but that in many cases the
end response is brought about by a number of signal transduction pathways interacting.
In the case of cAMP and Ca 2 , three main types of interactions have been documented
in animal cells (Rasmussen, 1981). Firstly, [Ca 2

] 1

has been shown to modulate the

activity of adenylate cyclase and cAMP phosphodiesterase, thereby controlling the
concentration of cAMP in the cytosol. Secondly, cyclic AMP has been shown to alter
the activity of Ca 2 channels and transporters. Thirdly, protein kinase C may
phosphorylate the cAMP-dependent protein kinase, thereby altering its sensitivity to
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cAMP. These observations present the possibility that cAMP may control the
protoplast swelling response through interactions with the [Ca 2 ]jInsP3 signal
transduction pathway.

7.1.5 A Problem to Address
As discussed above, there is some evidence which suggests that cAMP may be
able to act as a second messenger in protoplast swelling (Chung et al., 1988; Bossen er

al., 1990). In order to study this further, caged cAvlP has been used here to influence
directly the cytosolic concentration of cAMP, and the effect of this treatment on
protoplast volume has been assessed.

7.2 Results and Discussion
7.2.1 The Use of Caged cAMP to Alter Cytosolic cAMP Concentration
Bossen et al. (1990) and Chung et al. (1988) have been able to initiate changes
in protoplast volume by adding dibutyryl cAMP to the medium in which the
protoplasts were incubated. In the study carried out by Bossen et al. (1990), the
average volume of protoplasts in the incubation medium was determined before and
after addition of cAMP to the medium and an increase in volume of similar magnitude
to that initiated by red light (Bossen et al., 1988; Shacklock et al., 1992; Section
4.2. 1) was observed. For the purposes of this study a method was required by which
an increase in the concentration of cAMP in the cytoplasm of the protoplast could be
initiated at a precise moment in time, so the timecourse of any volume changes could
be observed. This would allow a comparison to be made between the volume changes
observed following red light irradiation of photorelease of Nitr-5 and the changes seen
following an increase in cytosolic cAMP. Caged cAMP (Nerbonne et al., 1984) has
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been used in this study to increase the cytosolic concentration of cAMP, as this
compound provided the control of the release point which was required. This caged
probe can be used in conjunction with Fluo-3, as described previously in this study
(Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2) and by Minta et al. (1989), to examine any changes in
[Ca2 *] i as this may provide evidence of any "crosstalk" between the cAMP and [Ca 2 ],
signal transduction pathways.
Protoplasts were loaded with caged cAMP and Fluo-3 by elecu -oporation
(Section 2.2.3.4) and were imaged using LSCM as described in Sections 2.1.5 and
2.2.2.1. Transmitted light and fluorescence images were gathered before, and every 3
s. after, photolysis of the caged cAMP by irradiation for 25 s. with UV light provided
by the microscope epifluorescence lamp and an appropriate interference filter
(340nm/10nm HBW, fluence rate 90p.M m 2 s4 ; see Section 2.2.3.8). The fluorescence
images obtained were then examined for changes in fluorescence intensity, indicating
changes in [Ca2

]1

and the transmitted light images were imported into Semper 6 Plus

for analysis of volume changes (Section 2.2.4.1).
In 8 of the 10 protoplasts examined, [Ca'] was seen to increase by
approximately 50-200nM (Fig. 7.2A) immediately following photolysis of caged
cAMP. The increased [Ca 21, declined to resting level within 120 s. of the end of the
irradiation period. During this period a volume increase was also initiated in 70% of
the protoplasts examined (n=19) (Fig. 7.3A and B). 37% of the examined protoplasts
exhibited a volume increase which ended with the protoplast volume increased to
120% of the resting level (Fig. 7.3A). The other 33% of the examined protoplasts
showed an initial increase in volume, peaking at approximately 110% of the resting
volume, followed by a return to the resting volume (Fig. 7.313). The remaining 30%
were split with 10% showing an average decrease of 25% of the initial volume (Fig.
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Figure 7.2
Changes in fluorescence intensity seen following (A) photoactivation of caged cAMP,
(B) photolysis of caged ATP, and (C) simultaneous photoactivation of Diazo-2 and
caged cAMP. In all cases, caged probes and Fluo-3 were loaded into etiolated wheat
leaf protoplasts by electroporation as described previously (Section 2.2.3.4). The
protoplasts were then imaged using LSCM and the caged probes were photoactivated
by UV irradiation for 25 s., as described in Section 2.2.3.8. In (A) a slight increase in
fluorescence was observed and in (C) the fluorescence intensity decreased and
remained at this lowered level throughout the period of imaging. Number of
replicates, n=19 for (A) and 5 in all other cases. The first image in each example was
gathered prior to photoactivation of the caged probe. Times are in s. after
photoactivation. The true [Ca2+] j concentrations shown were obtained by comparison
of changes in fluorescence intensity in Fluo-3 loaded protoplasts with measurements
made in Indo-1 loaded protoplasts (see Section 2.2.3.5 and Chapter 5) and are only
provided to give an approximate indication of [Ca2].
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Figure 7.3
Patterns of volume change in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts following
photoactivation of caged cAMP. Protoplasts were loaded with caged cAMP and Fluo3 by electroporation as described previously (Section 2.2.3.4). The protoplasts were
observed using LSCM (Section 2.2.2.1) and the caged probes were photoactivated by
brief (25 s.) irradiation with UV light (Section 2.2.3.8). The volume changes were
categorised into 3 groups: (A) those in which the volume was seen to increase, and
this volume increase was maintained; (B) those which showed an increase in volume
followed by a return to resting volume; (C) protoplasts in which the volume did not
change or which exhibited shrinkage. (D) shows the average response of all observed
protoplasts. Numbers of each class observed are as indicated on the diagram. Time is
in s. after photoactivation of caged cAMP.
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7.3C) and the remaining 20% showing no change in volume (Fig. 7.3C). Fig. 7.31)
shows the average response calculated from the response of all observed protoplasts.
The [C2] 1 increases observed following photolysis of caged cAMP are
possibly due to crosstalk between the caged cAMP and [Ca 2*] i signal transduction
pathways. The precedent for such crosstalk occurring has been set in studies using
animal cells (Barritt, 1992; Holtz and Habener, 1992). An alternative explanation is
that the UV light used to photolyse the caged cAMP or contamination of the caged
cAMP with other adenyl nucleotides may be causing the increases in [Ca 2

]1

directly;

however, brief irradiation with UV light has previously been shown to cause no change
in [Ca2 ], in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts (Sections 5.2.2 and Figs. 5.4 and 6.6A).
It is also impossible to determine whether the increase in volume is due directly
to the increase in the cytosolic concentration of cAMP initiated by the photolysis of
caged cAMP or the increase in [Ca 2*] j seen following the end of UV light irradiation.
It is therefore difficult to provide a possible explanation for the increased variability in
volume change compared with that seen following photolysis of Nitr-5.

7.2.2 The Use of Caged ATP as a Control for Possible Contamination of
Caged cAMP with Other Adenyl Nucleotides
As described previously (Section 7.2.1), the possibility of contamination of the
caged cAMP preparation used in this study with other adenyl nucleotides cannot be
ruled out. In order to assess the possible effects of such contamination, caged ATP
has been used as a control (McCray and Trentham, 1989). Caged ATP was chosen as
the control for two main reasons. Firstly, ATP appears to be the most likely candidate
for causing direct changes in [Ca 2

]1

through its effects on the Ca' ATFase. Secondly,

this compound uses the same p-Nitrophenyl "cage" as caged cAMP. Thus, the use of
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caged ATP allows the effects of the p-Nitrophenyl group and the effects of ATP on
both [C2J1 and protoplast volume to be observed.
Protoplasts were loaded with caged ATP and Fluo-3 by electroporation as
described previously (Sections 2.2.3.4 and 6.2.1). The protoplasts were imaged using
LSCM before, and every 3 s. following photolysis of caged ATP using 35 s. UV
irradiation (Sections 2.2.3.8 and 6.2.1). Changes in [Ca'] and volume were measured
as described in Sections 2.2.4.1.
Fluorescence intensity was seen to decrease slightly following photolysis of
caged ATP (Fig. 7.2B). The fluorescence was not seen to increase in any of the
observed protoplasts, and the volume of the protoplasts also remained unchanged
during the period immediately following photolysis of caged ATP (Fig. 7.4).
These observations suggest that an increase in the cytosolic concentration of
ATP does not increase [Ca 2 . The small decrease in fluorescence observed here may
] 1

be due to photobleaching of Fluo-3 during the period of observation. These data also
suggest that ATP has little effect on protoplast volume and supports the hypothesis
presented earlier in this thesis (Section 6.2.4) that neither the UV light used in
photolysis of caged cAMP nor the "cage" itself has any influence on either [Ca 2 J1 or on
protoplast volume.

7.2.3 Blocking of Possible [Ca 2+]1 Changes Caused by cAMP Using Diazo-2
Earlier in this chapter (Section 7.2.1), it was shown that, following photolysis
of caged cAMP in etiolated wheat protoplasts, both [Ca 2

]1

and protoplast volume

were seen to increase. It remains unclear whether the increase in volume is caused by
the increase in cAMP concentration resulting from photolysis of caged cAMP or from
the increase in [Ca] 1 which followed photolysis of the caged probe. In order to show
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Figure 7.4
Change in protoplasts volume observed following photoactivation of caged ATP.
Protoplasts were loaded with caged ATP and Fluo-3 by electroporation as described
previously (Sections 2.2.3.4). Protoplasts were observed using LSCM and caged
probes were photoactivated as described in Section 2.2.3.8. A slight decrease in
protoplast volume (<5%) was seen during the period of observation. In no case was
the volume seen to increase. Number of replicates, n=5.
photoactivation of the caged probe.
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which of these two factors is responsible for the physiological response of protoplast
swelling in this instance, it was necessary to block the change in one of them. This can
be achieved, in the case of [Ca 2

]1

changes, by use of a calcium scavenger. In this study

the photoactivated calcium scavenger, Diazo-2, has already been introduced (Section

6.2.5) where a description was given of its use in blocking red light-induced [C2]
changes. It has been used here to block [C2], increase occurring following photolysis
of caged cAMP. Any subsequent volume changes observed should therefore not be
attributable to changes in [Ca 2 ].
Etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts were electroporated (Section 2.2.5) in
Isolation Medium A with additions of 100M Diazo-2, 10OI..M caged cAMP and 75p.
M Fluo-3. Both fluorescence and transmitted light images of the protoplasts were
gathered using LSCM (Section 2.2.2.1) before, and every 3 s. following,
photoactivation of the caged probes, as described previously (Section 2.2.3.8). The
images were then analysed for changes in fluorescence intensity and for changes in
protoplast volume as described previously (Section 2.2.4.1).
Fluorescence intensity, and therefore [Ca2J1, was seen to decrease following
photoactivation of the caged probes (Fig. 7.2C), and the [Ca 2

] 1

remained at this

depressed level throughout the period of observation. Protoplast volume was also
seen to remain constant throughout the period of observation (Fig. 7.5), although the
protoplasts exhibited a slight shrinkage immediately following the photoactivation of
Diazo-2.
These data suggest that the changes in volume seen following photolysis of
caged cAMP may be initiated by the increase in [Ca 2

] 1

which accompanies the

photolysis of this caged probe, a hypothesis which is in keeping with the finding
presented in Chapter 4. The possibility does, however, remain that the volume
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Figure 7.5
Change in protoplasts volume following simultaneous photoactivation of caged cAMP
and Diazo-2. Protoplasts were electroporated in Isolation Medium A with the addition
of 75.iM Fluo-3, lOOp.M t)iazo-2 and 100.iM caged cAMP. The protoplasts were
observed before and every 3 s. following photoactivation of the caged probes by
irradiation with 25 s. UV light as described previously. Very little change in protoplast
volume was seen to occur throughout the time of observation (500 s.). Number of
replicates, n=5. Times are in s. after photoactivation of the caged probes.
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changes observed may be directly attributed to the increase in the cytosolic
concentration of cAMP which follows photolysis of caged cAMP and that in the
results obtained above the caged calcium chelator, Diazo-2, is interfering with the
function of cAMP. These data do, however, provide evidence in support of the
hypothesis that crosstalk between signal transduction pathways, which has been
demonstrated to occur in certain types of animal cells (Barritt, 1992), may also occur
in plant cells.

7.3 Discussion and Conclusions
The data presented in this chapter is in agreement with the data published by
Bossen et al. (1990) and Chung et al. (1988), where it was suggested that cAMP
could initiate an increase in protoplast volume. However, the observation showing
that the photoactivatable Ca2 scavenger, Diazo-2, can be used to block the effects of
cAMP on protoplast volume suggests that the volume increase may not be initiated
directly by cAMP, but by an increase in [Ca'], caused by cAMP. The suggestion that
[Ca2

] 1

may be the second messenger involved in the phytochrome-mediated swelling

response has already been discussed both here and elsewhere (Sections 4.2.2, 4.3,
6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.3 and Bossen et al., 1988), and the concept of interactions between the
cAMP and Ca2 flnsP3 signalling pathways is already well established in animal cells
(Rasmussen, 1981; Holtz and Habener, 1992; Barritt, 1992). Cyclic AMP has been
shown to modulate the activity of the Ca' ATPase, and to activate plasma membrane
Ca2 channels, and by either of these methods, and increase in [Ca 21, could be caused
(Rasmussen et al., 1981). The possibility also exists that cAMP itself may directly
initiate this response and that Diazo-2 interferes with the mode of action of cAMP. No
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evidence supporting this theory is available and this possibility has not been
investigated here.
The data presented in this chapter supports the hypothesis that a mechanism
exists by which the second messenger cAMP can affect the physiology of etiolated
wheat leaf protoplasts. The precise nature of this mechanism is still unclear, but the
possibility is presented that cAMP may, through an unknown mechanism, modulate
[Ca2 ], and that it is an increase in [Ca 2

]1

which causes the swelling response.
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Chapter 8
General Discussion and Conclusions

8.1 Introduction
This chapter will be presented in three parts, the first being a criticism of the
methods used in this study; the second part will comprise a summary of the findings
put forward within this thesis and aims to put them in the context of other evidence
which has either influenced the direction taken by this research, or lends support to the
hypotheses suggested here. The final section outlines further research which I would
have liked to have been able to complete during this study.

8.2 Criticism of the Methods Used and the Results Obtained
During This Study
8.2.1 Loading Techniques Used with Fluorescent Ca ll Indicators
It has been shown in this study (Chapter 3) that fluorescent Ca ll indicators can
be loaded into etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts by two methods, ester loading (Section
3.2.1) and electroporation (Section 3.2.3). Both of these techniques have also been
shown to have drawbacks (Section 3.3). Electroporation has been shown to
permeabilise irreversibly a large proportion of the protoplast population which is
subjected to the high voltage pulses (Section 3.2.3). In this study the loss in numbers
of protoplasts was acceptable, as only a relatively small number of protoplasts were
required for imaging, and those which had been damaged were easily recognisable.
However, when other detection techniques such as flow cytometry or fluorometry is
used, this would not be an appropriate loading technique to use, as the damaged
protoplasts may produce erroneous data.
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8.2.2 Protoplast Isolation
In this study protoplasts were produced from whole wheat leaves (Section
2.2.1.2). Thus, the protoplasts obtained were from varying cell types and cells of
various ages. This is a possible explanation of the variation seen in responses such as
red light-mediated protoplast swelling (Section 4.2. 1) and cAMP-mediated protoplast
swelling (Section 6.2.1), as cells of different types and ages may respond differently to
the same stimulus.

8.2.3 Irradiation Conditions
The irradiation conditions used for red/far-red irradiation and for
photoactivation of caged probes were not ideal, as the irradiation periods were often
too long to enable observation of the start of any [Ca'] responses. These irradiation
periods could potentially have been shortened by the use of higher intensity lamps, but
such lamps were not available for use in this study.

8.2.4 Volume Determination
The method used to determine the volume of protoplasts relied on the user to
mark the diameter of the protoplast image using an image analyser. This may have
resulted in some degree of error being present in measurements of protoplast volumes
as the diameter change, even in the largest response, was extremely small. (A 22%
increase in the volume of a protoplast whose image has a radius of 50mm is equivalent
to a change in radius of 3.4mm.) An attempt has been made to try to reduce this error
by averaging 4 diameters on each image. A considerably better approach would have
been the automatic calculation of the image area using the image processor. This was
not possible here because the low contrast between the protoplast and the bathing
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medium made it impossible for the image processor to recognise the protoplast as a
single object.

8.2.5 Intracellular Concentration of Ca2+ Indicators
In this study no attempt was made to determine the intracellular concentration
of the Ca2+ indicators used. This information can be extremely important as it gives
an indication of the extent to which the [Ca'] changes may be buffered by the Ca2+
indicator.

8.3 General Discussion and Conclusions
8.3.1 The Aim of the Work Presented in This Thesis
Phytochrome is one of a group of photoreceptors in plant cells, and is
responsible for the perception of red and far-red light (Kendrick and Kronenberg,
1986). Many of the responses have been clearly characterised (Bjorn, 1986) and the
biochemical nature of the receptor has been determined (Rudiger, 1986). However,
the methods by which the activation of this receptor is translated into physiological
changes have remained unclear despite intensive investigation. The aim of this study
was to investigate the processes by which signals perceived by phytochrome cause
physiological changes, in particular to try to gain evidence which would indicate which
second messenger mediates phytochrome-controlled responses.

8.3.2 Evidence Put Forward in This Study Supporting the Action of [Ca 2

]1

as a Second Messenger in Phytochrome-Mediated Responses
Data presented within this study indicates that, in a high proportion of the
protoplasts which received red light (n=18 of 23), [Ca 2 T1 was seen to increase
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following red light irradiation (Section 4.2.2). These increases in [Ca 2 ] were
followed in all observed cases by a decrease to below resting level, and this decrease
was also apparent in protoplasts in which no increase occurred. The decrease in
fluorescence intensity agrees with data published by Hale and Roux (1980) and Bossen

et al. (1990) which showed that an increase in Ca 2 in the medium surrounding
protoplasts is observed following red light irradiation of the protoplasts. This may
represent a mechanism for constraining the magnitude of the [Ca2+]j increases seen
following red light irradiation. Such a decrease in [Ca 2 ] could be caused by the
activation of the plasma membrane Ca2+ ATPase, a possibility which could be
investigated by assessment of the effects of inhibitors of the Ca2+ ATPase on the
[Ca2 +]i response. These data agree with observations made by Bossen er al. (1988),
Dreyer and Weisenseel (1979), and Serlin and Roux (1984), whose data suggested that
Ca2 may be taken up into plant cells following red light irradiation, and also with the
results of Hale and Roux (1980) which suggested that phytochrome may also cause an
efflux of Ca2+ from the cytosol into the cell wall.
Although an increase in [Ca 2 ] was only observed in 18 of the 23 protoplasts
examined here, evidence has also been presented (Section 5.2.3) which suggests that
Ca2+ may enter all protoplasts following red light irradiation. In all protoplasts in
which increases in [Ca2+]i were observed, the protoplast volume was also
subsequently seen to increase. This observation is in keeping with the hypothesis that
[Ca2+]i acts as the second messenger for the protoplast swelling response; however,
an apparent anomaly exists in that, in protoplasts where only a decrease in [Ca2+]j was
observed, volume increased in some cases. Due to this apparent anomaly, another
method was sought by which it could be determined whether an increase in [Ca 2 ]j
was a causative factor in the protoplast swelling response. The caged probes Nitr-5
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and caged InsP3 were used to achieve this. Following photoactivation of these caged
probes, an increase in [Ca 2 hi occurred. All protoplasts treated in this way exhibited a
volume increase amounting to 25%. These data indicate that a transient increase in
[Ca2 lT]j alone may elicit the swelling response. Changes in [Ca 2 ] were also blocked
using the photoactivatable Ca2+ scavenger, Diazo-2. Protoplasts were irradiated with
red light followed by a UV light irradiation treatment to activate the Ca2+ scavenger.
It was found that in protoplasts treated in this manner, [Ca 2+]i did not change.
The results described above strongly support the hypothesis that Ca 2 is the
second messenger which mediates phytochrome- induced responses.

8.3.3 Evidence Supporting the Action of [Ca l ], as a Second Messenger
Coupling Other Signals and Responses
Plant cells exhibit a specific set of responses to the set of extracellular signals
to which they are exposed. Such signals include plant hormones, light, gravity, wind,
minerals and soil structure (Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991); and each of the signals elicits
specific changes in the physiology or metabolism of the cell on which they are acting.
There is a growing amount of evidence that this wide range of signals may be
coupled to intracellular response by a relatively small number of signal transduction
pathways. The Ca2 /InsP3 signal transduction pathway which has been described
previously (Chapters 1, 4, 5 and 6) utilises an increase in [Ca 2

] 1

to couple the signal to

the response. Increases in [Ca 2 ], have been reported in a number of plant cell types in
response to a variety of stimuli. [Ca 2

] 1

has been shown to increase transiently in

tobacco seedlings in response to cold shock and elicitors (Knight et al., 1991) and in
etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts in response to red light (Shacklock et al., 1992).
Sustained increases in [Ca 2

] 1

have been reported in Commelina guard cells in response
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to an increase in the extracellular potassium concentration (Gilroy et al., 1991), in
response to giberellic acid (Gilroy and Jones, 1992) and abscisic acid (McAinsh et al.,
1990). It has also been shown that a transient increase in [Ca 21, which has been
artificially induced by use of caged C2 or caged InsP 3 will initiate stomatal closure in
Commeilna guard cells (Gilroy et al., 1991) and will also initiate the swelling of
etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts (Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2; Shacklock etal., 1992).
These data support the hypothesis that [Ca 2

]

1

can act as a second messenger in

plant cells by means of Ca 2 dependent phosphorylation of target proteins (Fallon et
al., 1993) and C2-induced alterations of gene expression. A large number of
different stimuli could be coupled to specific responses, although the method by which
a particular signal, which is transduced through Ca 2

,

initiates a specific response,

remains unclear.

8.3.4 The Possible Involvement of Other Signal Transduction Pathways in
Physiological Plant Responses
Within animal cells three main signal transduction pathways have been shown
to exist. These use cGMP, cAMP and Ca' as second messengers (Barritt, 1992).
Investigations in plant cells have concentrated mainly on examining signals to discover
whether they use Ca2 or cAMP as a second messenger. A considerable amount of
evidence has been produced which shows that [Ca*] i may mediate a number of plant
responses (see previous section), but investigations attempting to demonstrate a
functional role for cAMP in plant cells have met with little success (Chadwick and
Garrod, 1986). Recent molecular approaches have suggested that cAMP binding
proteins and a cAMP dependent protein kinase may be present in plant cells (Trewavas
and Gilroy, 1991). Evidence has also been put forward by Chung et al. (1988) and
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Bossen et al. (1990) which suggests that CAMP may be able to initiate the swelling of
cereal leaf protoplasts. In this study caged CAMP has been used to investigate the
involvement of cAMP in the swelling response of etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts.
Following photolysis of caged CAMP within etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts, {C2] 1
was seen to rise. This rise in [C2*]j was accompanied by an increase in protoplast
volume. This volume increase exhibited a considerably increased level of variation
compared with the swelling response, seen following red light irradiation of the
photoactivation of caged Ca 2+ (Sections 4.2.2 and 6.2.1).
If the changes in [Cai1, which occur following the photoactivation of caged
CAMP, are blocked using the photoactivatable Ca 2 scavenger Diazo-2, data suggest
that a system may exist in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts through which an increase in
the cytosolic concentration of CAMP may cause physiological changes within the
protoplast. These data also suggest that this may be achieved via an increase in [C211.
This may occur through CAMP regulating the activity of plasma membrane Ca 2
channels or the activity of the Ca 2 -ATPase (Ban-itt, 1992).
It has been shown in studies using animal cells that many extracellular signals
may activate more than one intracellular signalling pathway. Intracellular signals may
also interact with components of another intracellular signalling pathway; for example
CAMP may regulate protein kinase C. The data presented here suggest the possibility
that such interactions may occur within plant cells which in turn presents the possibility
that the concept of a single signal transduction pathway mediating the response to a
signal may be a simplified view of the events triggered by an extracellullar signal.
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8.3.5 Some Possible Mechanisms of Red Light-Induced Cell Expansion
The expansion of cells during the unrolling of etiolated cereal leaves may occur
via a number of possible mechanisms of which two are the most likely. The first is an
increase in the osmotic potential of the interior of the cells of the leaf, leading to an
increase in the cell volume through water uptake, and the second is a change in the
increase in the volume of the cells through uptake of water. The second is a change in
the development of the cells within the leaf, involving changes in gene expression.
These two mechanisms are not, however, mutually exclusive; during the complex
events which occur during de-etiolation and leaf expansion, both of these mechanisms
are probably involved.
In the first mechanism mentioned above, a change in solute concentration
within the cell would have to be caused by the movement of a solute from the
extracellular medium into the intracellular space across the plasma membrane. In the
case of the etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts used in this study two types of solute used
in the incubation medium are possible candidates for causing such changes in the
intracellular osmotic potential. The first are the ions which are present in the
incubation medium. Two types of ions are present, Ca2+ and K+. The K+
concentration within a cell forms a major component of the osmotic potential of the
cell, and this would therefore appear to be the most likely of these two ions to be
involved in changing the osmotic concentration within a cell. K+ may enter a cell via
two possible routes, firstly, by passive diffusion down a concentration or
electrochemical gradient through ion channels, and secondly by transportation through
an active carrier. The electrochemical gradient in plant cells will allow K+ to be taken
up passively down the elctropotential gradient, through K+ conducting channels,
against its concentration gradient. This electropotential gradient is maintained in part
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by the H+ ATPase which also maintains a pH gradient across the plasma membrane.
K+ channels which are gated by Ca2+ have been found to exist in Mougeotia (Roux
1986) and represent a system by which an increase in the [Ca 2 +]i could lead to an
increase in the cytosolic K+ concentration. The control of K+ channels by [Ca2+]j has
also been suggested to be an important factor in the regulation of guard cell turgor
pressure and therefore stomata! aperture (Schroeder and Hagiwara 1989).
Other candidates for alteration of the intracellular osmotic potential are sugars
which are present in the extracellular medium, such as sorbitol which is present in the
incubation medium surrounding the protoplasts used in this study at a concentration of
0.5M. Sucrose transporters have been found in plant cells which can cotransport
sucrose with H down the H gradient maintained by the H ATPase (Reinhold and
Kaplan 1984). The activation of such transmembrane carriers could be induced by red
light irradiation, causing an increase in the cytosolic concentration of sucrose which
would cause the an increase in the osmotic potential of the cell.
Complex changes in the morphology of a plant, such as, de-etiolation can be
accounted for by three basic events at the cellular level; cell division, cell enlargement
and cell differentiation. The mechanisms by which red light may induce cell expansion
have been addressed above but it is possible that the red light induced [Ca 2

] 1

increases

reported here may also be responsible for the induction of changes in cell
differentiation by controlling changes in gene expression. In animal cells protein kinase
C has been shown to modify the function of sequence specific DNA binding proteins
which are responsible for the control of transcription of certain genes. In this manner,
a transient increase in [Ca 2 ]. could alter gene expression.
The evidence put forward in this study which suggests that phytochrome may
cause a transient increase in [Ca 2

] 1

in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts provides a
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possible explanation of how complex changes in the morphology of the plant may be
altered by a single stimulus, as two of the events which are responsible for such
changes are known to be influenced by [Ca 2

] L.

8.3.6 Conclusions
Plant cells must be able to respond to a varied set of extracellular signals. In
order for the plant as a whole to respond to changes in its environment, each individual
plant cell must be able to respond to environmental stimuli and signals from other cells.
Therefore, each individual cell must possess a mechanism which couples each different
signal into a specific response. There is a growing amount of evidence which suggests
that plant cells possess complex signal transduction pathways (Trewavas and Gilroy,
1991).
In this study data has been presented which strongly supports the hypothesis,
presented by Roux (1988), that phytochrome-induced responses are mediated by
[Ca2 . Data have also been presented which suggest that cAMP may function as a
]

1

second messenger in physiological plant responses, and which also suggest the
possibility of interactions between the cAMP and C2/InsP 3 signal transduction
pathways. If such interactions do occur in vivo, the possibility exists that the exact
response caused by a particular stimulus may not be mediated by just one second
messenger, but by a number of different ones, interacting to cause the response.

8.4 Further Research
8.4.1 Research Which Is Required for Completion of This Study
There are two main areas of this study which would benefit greatly from further
research. These are the unanswered question of whether the InsP 3 and cAMP signal
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transduction pathways have a role in the physiological response of protoplast swelling.
Some evidence exists which suggests that InsP 3 is involved in this response (Bossen et
al., 1988; Shacklock et al., 1992), but in order to demonstrate more clearly what this
involvement is, further research must be carried out. The question of whether cAMP
has a physiological role in plant cells is the subject of a considerable amount of
disagreement (Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991). Results presented in this study (Section
7.2.1), and by Chung et al. (1988) and Bossen et al. (1990), have suggested that a
mechanism exists, within cereal leaf protoplasts, for the interpretation of cAMPmediated signals. What this mechanism is, and whether it has any physiological
importance, must again be solved through further research.

8.4.2 The Possible Regulation of Phytochrome-Mediated Responses by
Mechanisms Other Than [Ca 2 I]1
Within this study data have been presented which suggests that red lightinduced protoplast swelling differs from protoplast swelling induced by the photolysis
of Nirr-5 or caged InsP 3 within these protoplasts. Although it is possible that these
differences may be accounted for by differences in the increase in [Ca 2

]1

itself (see

Sections 4.2.2 and 6.2.1), it is also possible that red light may trigger a controlling
mechanism, or that the physiological signal, red light, may activate parallel signal
transduction pathways.
One possible approach to this problem is to investigate further the effects of
cAMP in plant cells. It has already been shown that many extracellular signals in
animal cells activate more than one intracellular signalling pathway (Ban -itt, 1992). It
has also been shown within this thesis that an increase in the cytosolic concentration of
cAMP can mimic some aspects of red light-induced protoplast swelling. Whether
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cAMP, or any other second messenger, plays any part in the physiological response of
protoplast swelling has not been investigated within this study. The use of inhibitors of
the cAMP signal transduction pathway, such as GDP-3-S which can be used to block
the G protein coupling the receptor to adenylate cyclase; adenosine

3'-5'

phosphorathiolate-Rp which blocks protein idnase A and ADP-f3-S, which blocks
adenylate cyclase, could shed light on the possible involvement of cAMP in
phytochrome-mediated responses and help to demonstrate whether cAMP has a
physiological role in plant cells.

8.4.3 Phytochrome Control of Gene Expression
Phytochrome-mediated plant responses can be loosely grouped into two
categories, fast and slow (Bjorn, 1986). Fast responses, such as modulation of growth
rate may be mediated by changes in membrane properties or through Ca 2 -mediated
effects on target proteins (Serlin and Roux, 1984; Roux, 1986; Shacklock et al.,
1992), and some evidence has been presented which suggests that slow responses,
such as de-etiolation, may be elicited through the control of gene expression (Schiffer
et al., 1986). In animal cells it has been shown that RNA synthesis is controlled, in
some cases, by phosphorylation of sequence-specific DNA binding proteins by protein
kinase C (Ban-itt, 1992). This suggests the possibility that [Ca 211 may be the common
factor linking the fast and slow phytochrome responses.
It has been shown that the production of mRNA from certain genes, coding for
proteins located within the chloroplast, is under phytochrome control (Schafer et al.,
1986). If these genes were to be coupled to a reporter such as j3-Glucouronidase
(GUS) or luciferase, then the activity of these genes could easily be monitored. The
use of this approach, in conjunction with caged Ca 2 , caged InsP3 and inhibitors of the
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lnsP3/Ca2 signal transduction pathway (such as neomycin), may give some indication
as to whether [Ca211 is involved in phytochrome-mediated control of gene expression.
The etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts used in this study could prove to be an
ideal model system for the use of this type of approach, as it may be possible to
transform them with the modified genes by electroporation (Joersho and Brundstedt,
1991), and it has been shown in this study (Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2) that it is possible
to load these protoplasts with caged Ca' and caged InsP 3. Such approaches have the
potential to further greatly the understanding of how the morphology of a plant is
influenced by its environment.
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ytosolic free calcium mediates
d light-induced
hotomorphogenesis

vated with ultraviolet light. [Ca - ] was elevated to > 1 p.M in
localized regions of the cytosol and returned to the original
resting level within 1 mm (Fig. la and b). Once Ca 21 was
released, protoplast volume increased by >20% within 10 min
(Fig. 2a). Thus a transient rise in [Ca 2
lasting no more than
I min is sufficient to elicit the prolonged physiological response
of a change in cell volume. These data also show that lnsP 3 can
mobilize [Ca 211,in etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts, as previously reported for other plant cells 10 . In control experiments
ultraviolet light alone had no detectable effect on either protoplast [Ca 2 ], or volume (data not shown).
LSCM of Fluo-3 was also used to examine red light-induced
[Ca 21 ],changes. In many cases, [Ca"], was transiently elevated,
peaking at about 1 p.M in localized regions of the cytosol (Fig.
ic). Protoplast swelling was initiated just before or at the end
of the illumination period and protoplast volume increased for
at least 5-10 mm (Fig. 2b). After the transient increase, [Ca 2
then continued to decline below the initial resting level and
remained at this very low concentration for the period of
observation (8-10min) in all protoplasts examined.
To demonstrate putative phytochrome involvement in the
mediation of these red light-induced responses, protoplasts (n =
10) were irradiated with far-red light immediately after the red
light treatment. In none of these protoplasts did [Ca 2 ], levels
change during the period of observation (Fig. Id). The protoplasts observed showed a slight shrinkage (Fig. 2b) 6 . Thus the
red light-induced transient and subsequent decrease to below
resting level is abolished when red light irradiation is followed
by far-red light. We deduce, therefore, that the effects of red
light on [Ca 24i, are reversed by subsequent far-red light treatment. This phenomenon of photoreversibility is characteristic
]

S. Shacklock, N. D. Read & A. J. Trewavas
lecular Signalling Group. Institute of Cell and Molecular Biology,
versity of Edinburgh. Rutherford Building, Edinburgh EH9 3iH, UK

" 2

is a primary environmental signal regulating plant growth
d form'. The receptor phytochrome responds to red light and
luces changes in membrane properties and gene expression 2
lough an unknown transduction pathway which is the subject of
ense study. Etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts swell in response
red light4, by a mechanism believed to be similar to that involved
phytochrome-regulated leaf growth and unrolling -' --7 Here we
)ort that this physiological response is preceded by a transient
rease in free calcium in the cytosol, followed by a decrease to
low resting level. The timing of this response varied between
toplasts. Cytosolic calcium transients induced by photolytic
ease of calcium or inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate from chemically
ed forms 13 inside these protoplasts resulted in red lightluced increases in protoplast volume being mimicked. Our
ults support the hypothesis that phytochrome-mediated signals
transduced through calcium and help to resolve a long-standing
ue in plant physiology.
Wheat leaf protoplasts were loaded with Fluo-3 and caged
, and
or caged inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (lnsP 3
21
imaged using laser scanning contosolic free Ca 2 ([Ca
cal microscopy (LSCM)". The caged probes were photoacti.
GHT

'3

.

) 8°

]i )

]1

. 1 Visualization of [Ca 2 ], dynamics induced by
photo-release of Ca 2 using caged probes, and
red light. [Ca 2 '] was imaged in Fluo-3 loaded
olated wheat protoplasts using an MRC-600 laser
anning confocal microscope (Bkad) equipped with
ransmission detector and a 25 m argon ion laser
)viding fluorescence excitation at 488 nm 11 . Con
al images were collected at 3 S intervals. Changes
[Ca 2+]i were induced by: (a) 25 s ultraviolet photoly.
of incorporated caged Ca 2+ (Nitr-5); (b) 25s ultra.
let photolysis of incorporated caged lnsP 3 c) 3 mm
light; and (d) 2 min red light followed by 2 min far
-1,000
light. Protoplasts used in treatments c and or were
loaded with caged probes. Protoplasts were isoed as in ref. 6 from 9-12-day-old, darts-grown
olated wheat leaves (var. Mercia). Protoplast isola.
n was performed under dim seen light (primar
[Ca2 9,
(nm)
en filter. Lee colortran, Wembley, UK). Fluo-3
olecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) on its own or with
ged Ca2 (Nitr-51 AM from calbiochem, Nottingham
.) was ester-loaded by incubation at 32 T for 2 b
an incubation medium containing 75 p.M Fluo-31AM
-200
id 75 p.M Nitr-5, where appropriate), 0.5 M sorbitol
mM MES, 5 m CaCl2 at pH 6.7 Fluo-3 0.75 p.M
trasodium salt from Molecular Probes) and 50 p.M
ged lnsP3 (Calbiochem) were loaded by electropor.
on (1.200 V cm -3 field strength, 0.25 p.F capacit.
ce and three pulses delivered at 5-s intervals)
)toplasts were washed twice in incubation medium
fore observation. The caged pres were photoactited with ultraviolet light provided by the microscope
OW Hg vapour lamp and an interference filter
O nm, 10 nm half bandwidth (HBW). Single proto.
ists were irradiated with red light (660 nm, 10 nrr
W; fluence rate 100 p.mol m2 _1) and far red ligr
30 nm, 10 nM lW; fluence rate 110 p.mol m 2 s
)vided by the microscope 100WHg vapour lan
d interference filters. The images are representatn. e
the following numbers of replicate experiments a. n -- 12. o. .n ---3 c, .' - 23 a - c - 8 Times are in seccncs a", er i;,minatiOn The first images in a
b were obtained before photoactivation of the caged probes. Calibratior. of Fluo-3 was as described in ref. 10
; (

I

!
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of physiological responses mediated by phytochrome" 3 .
Variations in the timing of red light-induced changes in
[Ca 2 ] were observed between protoplasts (Fig. 3). We have
classified this continuum of variation into three basic patterns.
In one group of protoplasts (n = 11), the [Ca"] transient began
after the end of red light illumination (Figs I and 3a). In the
second group (n = 8), the [Ca 2 ], elevation was initated before
the end of illumination and was above resting level when illumanation ceased (Fig. 3b). The final group (n = 5) showed no
apparent increase in [Ca 2q. All three groups exhibited a rapid
decline in [Ca 2 ] after red light irradiation and the [Ca 2 ']
elevation, if observed. It is possible that differences in cell type
may explain this observed heterogeneity as specific cell types
were not selected from the protoplast population obtained from
the whole leaf. Because these protoplasts are highly vacuolate
and the [Ca 2 '] 1 elevations localized, average Fluo-3 fluorescence
measurements from the whole protoplasts show an apparently
diminished [Ca 2 '] i response compared with the results obtained
from imaging (Fig. la-c). To determine the magnitude of the
[Ca2*]1 transient seen in Fig. 3a, we performed ratio imaging
using the dual emission dye lndo-1 (refs 13, 14). The [Ca 21]i
rose from initial values of 250 ± 20 nm to a maximum of 900 nM
and then fell to 100 nM±25 2-3 min later (n = 10).
We considered the possibility that the three patterns of red
light-induced [Ca 2 ] responses (Fig. 3) merely reflected variation in the timing of the initiation of the [Ca 2 ] elevation' 5 .
To test this, we incubated lndo-1-loaded protoplasts in 5 mM
Mn 2 and 1 mM Ca 2 and irradiated with red light. Mn 2 ' acts
as a surrogate for Ca 2 and can thus enter a cell through open
Ca 2 channels. Because the fluorescence of Ca dyes is
quenched by Mn 2 , this effect can be used to monitor the uptake
of Mn 2 into dye-loaded cells and thus Ca 2 channel activity
in the plasma For this purpose, we examined
the quenching of red light-irradiated protoplasts loaded with
lndo-1 and found that the dye was quenched in all protoplasts
within 4 min of the start of irradiation. This quenching occurred
much more rapidly than dye photobleaching by the ultraviolet
light source. Our results therefore support the hypothesis that
red light induces Ca 2 ' entry into all protoplasts.
Red light-induced Ca efflux from coleoptile sections has
41 Ca" (ref. 17). If, as observed here, the
been measured using
initiation of the short-lived Ca" elevation is asynchronous in
individual coleoptile cells, and this elevation is followed by a
longer-lived Ca efflux, then it is likely that the efflux would
dominate average measurements of [Ca 21]iin cell populations.
Our data emphasize the importance of making single-cell
measurements if asynchronous [Ca 2 ] transients are to be
clearly detected in cell populations. A similar conclusion has
been drawn from Ca 2 signalling studies in animal cells' 8 ' 9 .
21
Because the prolonged Ca 2 ' efflux was not observed when Ca
was released from caged Ca 2 or caged lnsP 3 , this phase may
represent some additional metabolic control specifically activated by red light. Ca" efflux is clearly not essential for induction of the physiological response of protoplast swelling
although it may constrain the size of the response; red light
resulted in a 15% increase in volume whereas photoactivation
of caged Ca 21 or caged InsP 1 caused a 24% volume increase.
These results illustrate two important points. First, both the
artificial elevation of [Ca 2 ], and of red light induce the physiological response of protoplast swelling. We therefore conclude
tht red light-mediated effects can be transduced through [Ca 21 j.
These data concur with earlier observation S6 which showed that
red light-induced swelling could be inhibited by Ca 2 channel
blockers and EGTA. Second, our data demonstrate the value
of using caged probes for dissecting the molecular pathway
between phytochrome and red light-induced responses. Releasing Ca" from its caged probe only influences one step of the
signal transduction chain in a manner that is more pronounced
than that induced by red light. The phytochrome-mediated red
light signal also induces a significant efflux of Ca 2 , an effect
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FIG. 2 Changes in protoplast volume induced by the photorelease of Ca
using caged probes, and by red light. Treatments in a were: 25 s ultravio
photolysis of caged Ca 2 (U), 25 s ultraviolet photolysis of caged lnsP 3 (I
and a control in which protoplasts were only exposed to green light
488 nm from the argon laser (A). Treatments in b were: 3 min red light (
and 2 min red followed by 2 min far red light (Y). Protoplast volumes w
determined from non-confocal bright field images of the same protoplas
used in Fig. 1, obtained with the transmission detector of the confoi
microscope. The volumes of the spherical protoplasts were calculated usi
Semper 6 Plus image analysis software (Synoptics, Cambridge, UK). Prol
plast immobilization was found to modify ECa 2 1, and swelling. Protoplas
were therefore not adhered to the slide and consequently could not
perfused because this caused them to move. Incubation times in all cas
were thus limited to 500 s, to ensure protoplasts maintained full viabili
The zero time point has been taken as the end of illumination and commenc
ment of [Ca 2 increase in each case where this occurred. Thus the to
observation period for volume measurement for red, red/far red irradiat
protoplasts and for photolysis of caged Ca 2 , and dark maintained prol
plasts were 260, 240, 450 and 400 s. respectively. The number of replicat
was as for Fig. 1 except for caged Ca 21 (n = 50) and the control (n = 5).
]1
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FIG. 3 Patterns of variation in the timing of red light-induced [Ca 2 '] chang
in etiolated protoplasts. a, Protoplasts in which the [Ca 2 '] elevation beg
after the end of red light illumination. b. Protoplasts in which [Ca] elevati
was initiated before the end of illumination and was above resting le'
when illumination ceased. C, Protoplasts which showed no apparent increa
A single data point in the traces is an average pixel value fr
in [Ca2
a confocal fluorescence image of a protoplast at each time point. A r
resentative trace is shown for each of the three groups (a-c).
],.
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hich is apparently not relevant to the physiological response
protoplast swelling. At present, we are investigating whether
e photo-release of Ca 21 from its caged probe inside protoplasts
fluences the expression of genes known to be red light-reguted3 . Such observations could greatly clarify the details of the
ansduction pathway linking phytochrome with gene expression
,elf.
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Detection in Vivo of Very Rapid Red light-Induced
Calcium-Sensitive Protein Phosphorylation in Etiolated
Wheat (Triticum aestivum) Leaf Protoplasts 1
Kevin M. Fallon*, Philip S. Shacklock, and Anthony J. Trewavas

Institute of Cell and Molecular Biology, University of Edinburgh, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh, Scotland EH9 3JH

formulated the modern version of the hypothesis. They proposed that photoactivation of phytochrome leads to elevation
of [Ca 2 ],, which subsequently activates Ca 2 /calmodulindependent enzymes, in particular protein kinases.
Direct evidence for the in vivo operation of both parts of
the Roux hypothesis has been lacking, although there is
considerable circumstantial data, some of which are summarized in Roux et al. (1986).
R-induced changes in [Ca"] have occurred during detected
changes in Ca" influx or efflux (Weisenseel and Ruppert,
1977; Dreyer and Weisenseel, 1979; Hale and Roux, 1980).
Using the direct method of fluorimetric measurements with
the Ca 2 -sensitive dye quin-2, Chae et al. (1990) reported a
R-induced increase in [Ca"], in oat leaf protoplasts. Their
results may be open to question, however, because the data
were not corrected for volume changes. It has been repeatedly
shown that etiolated protoplasts from cereal leaves increase
their volume after R treatment and decrease their volume
after FR treatment (Blakeley et al., 1983; Bossen et al., 1988;
Zhou et al., 1990). Volume-induced changes in light scatter ing of the incident exciting light in a fluorimeter will induce
anomalous changes in apparent measured [Ca 2 11 . Gilroy
showed that these apparent increases in [Ca 2 ] were artifacts
resulting from protoplast swelling (Gilroy et al., 1986; Gilroy,
1987).
Direct evidence for in vivo R-induced changes in protein
phosphorylation is also lacking, although Roux's laboratory
has detected R-induced changes in nuclear protein phosphorvlation (Datta et al., 1985) and has isolated a Ca"dependentprotein kinase (Li et a]., 1991) in isolated pea
nuclei in vitro. There is evidence that phytochrome is associated with a protein kinase activity (McMichael and Lagarias,
1990), and there are reports of changes in peptide phosphorvlation detected on SDS-PAGE gels after R illumination
(Otto and Schafer, 1988; Park and Chae, 1989). However, it
is still unclear if phytochrome phosphorylation is related to
changes in [Ca 211'.
21],
We have recently detected transient increases in [Ca
levels induced by R in etiolated wheat (Triticum aestivunl)

Etiolated wheat (Triticum aestivum cv Mercia) leaf protoplasts
respond to brief red-light irradiation by increasing in volume over
a 10-min incubation period (M.E. Bossen, H.A. Dassen, R.E. Kendrick, W.J. Vredenberg [19881 Planta 174: 94-100). When the
calcium-sensitive dye Fluo-3 was incorporated into these protoplasts, red-light irradiation initiated calcium transients lasting
about 2 mm (P.S. Shacklock, N.D. Read, A.J. Trewavas [1992]
Nature 358: 153-155). Release of calcium in the protoplasts by
photolysis of incorporated 11-12-amino-541 -hydroxy- 1 -(2-nitro-4,
5methylenedioxyphenyl)methyl]phenOXy -2- ( 2 ' - aminO_ 5 '
methylphenoxy)-ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraaCetiC acid, tetrasodium
salt (caged calcium) or caged inositol trisphosphate frequently
induced transient increases in intracellular calcium levels, although
the kinetics of these changes showed variation between experiments. Upon exposure to red light, a pronounced increase in the
phosphorylation of a 70-kD and to a lesser extent a 60-kD peptide
was observed, commencing within 15 s and continuing for up to 2
mm. Simultaneous far-red and red irradiation attenuated the response. Upon release of incorporated caged calcium by cage photolysis, the labeling of these two peptides was greatly increased.
When incorporated caged inositol trisphosphate was photolyzed,
only the labeling of the 70-ku peptide was enhanced. Phosphorylation of the 70-kD peptide was also increased when extracellular
calcium was elevated, but it decreased with increasing extracellular
EGTA. These data thus provide direct evidence for the operation
of an in vivo transduction sequence involving red light-dependent,
calcium-sensitive protein phosphorylation.

Light initiates a diverse range of phenomena in plants
(Smith, 1975). Processes specifically controlled by R include
the regulation of growth, reproduction, and time measurement. The effects of R are mediated by the family of photoreceptors designated phytochrome, and the biochemical
mechanism of action of R has been of intense interest for
many years (Smith, 1975; Kendrick and Kronenberg, 1986).
A current hypothesis involves the mediation of R-induced
changes in [Ca 2 j1 , and was first introduced by Haupt and
Weisenseel (1976). These authors pointed to the evidence
that phytochrome regulated the passage of ions across the
plasma membrane and noted that Ca" had a key role in cell
signaling in animal cells. With the detection of calmodulin in
plant cells (Anderson and Cormier, 1978) and the discovery
by Hetherington and Trewavas (1982) of Ca"-regulated protein kinases in plants, Roux (1984) and Roux et al. (1986)

Abbreviations: NITR 5, 1- 2-amino-5-[1 -hydroxy-1 -(2-nitro-4,5methylenedioxyphenyl )-methyl]-phenoxy (-2-(2 '-amino-5 '-methylphenoxy)-ethane-N,N.N',N'-tetraacetic acid, tetrasodium salt; NITR
5/AM, NITR 5 acetoxymethyl ester; IF 3 , myoinositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate; caged IF 3, myo-mositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate, P 45 -1-(2-nitrophenyl)ethyl ester; [Ca'], intracellular Ca" concentration; CLSM,
confocal laser scanning microscopy; R, red light; FR, far-red light.
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leaf protoplasts using confocal imaging and Fluo-3 (Shacklock et al., 1992), and the use of optically thin confocal
sectioning for Ca" measurement potentially obviates the
light-scattering problem involved in earlier fluorimeter measurements. The R-induced [Ca 2 'j, transients last no more than
2 mm, and, therefore, associated [Ca 2 ],-induced changes in
phosphorylation must be accomplished in this time period.
This study investigates whether apparent protein phosphorylation is altered, and if regulation by [Ca 21 is involved.
]1

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals
Cellulase Onozuka RS was obtained from Yakult Pharmaceutical Industrial Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), 32 P-orthophosphate (11 GBq/mL) came from ICN Flow (High Wycombe,
Buckinghamshire, UK), and caged 1P 3 and caged Ca was from
Novabiochem (UK) Ltd., (Nottingham, UK). All other chemicals were standard enzyme grade and were obtained from
Sigma London Chemical Co. (Poole, Dorset, UK).

Plant Material and Protoplast Isolation
Wheat seedlings (Triticum aestivum L. cv Mercia) were
grown in moist vermiculite at 22°C for 8 to 10 d in darkness,
harvested under dim (50 nmol m 2 s) green safe light
(primary green filter, Lee Colortran, Wembley, UK, 15-W
tungsten bulb), and protoplasts were prepared according to
Edwards et al. (1978). Primary leaves were finely chopped
(1-mm sections) and incubated in enzyme medium (2% cellulase 0.2% pectinase, 0.5 M sorbitol, 1 mm CaC1 2, 5 mm Mes,
5 mm Tris, pH 5.5) for 3.5 h at 22°C. Preliminary experiments
suggested that chilling the protoplasts could seriously impair
subsequent responsiveness to R and inhibited phosphorylalion of proteins carried out at 25°C. Protoplast purification
on a Suc cushion was followed by resuspension in incubation
medium (0.5 M sorbitol, 1 mm CaCl2 , 5 nw Mes, 5 mm Tris,
pH 7.0), and determination of viability by trypan blue exclusion or fluorescein diacetate staining (Widholm, 1972). (Trypan blue and fluorescein diacetate techniques gave similar
values for viability.)
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microcentrifuge tube, before the reaction was terminated by
addition of aliquots to an equal volume of SDS-PAGE sample
buffer (0.125 M Tris-HCl/5% SDS/10% mercaptoethanol/
20% glycerol/0.004% bromphenol blue), followed by heating
at 50°C for 15 min.

"Pi Uptake Assay
Protoplasts were labeled with 12 Pi as described above, and
a sample was taken after 60 s of labeling. After washing in
enzyme medium, protoplasts were lysed by osmotic shock
and three aliquots were counted in a liquid scintillation
counter (Beckman LS5000CE) by Cerenkov counting.

[Ca 2

]1

Measurement in Single Protoplasts

Protoplasts were loaded either with Fluo-3 alone or with
Fluo-3 and caged Ca 2 ' by ester loading (Tsien, 1981). Fluo-3
was also loaded in combination with caged ATP, caged IF 3
and caged cGMP by electroporation. Protoplasts were then
observed using a Bio-Rad MRC-600 CLSM (Read et al., 1992).
The protoplasts were irradiated with either UV light (25 s) to
photolyze caged probes, or with R (3 mm). Light for both of
these irradiation regimens was provided by the microscope
100-W mercury epifluorescence illuminator and interference filters (340 nm, 10-nm half band width, 9 ) .Lmol m 2 s,
and 660 nm, 10-nm half band width, 100 Mmol m 2 s',
respectively).
Bright-field and fluorescence images were subsequently collected every 3 s and stored on an optical disc for analysis.
Image analysis using the histogram command in the CoMoS
Confocal Microscope control Software (Bio-Rad, Hemel
Hempstead, Hertfordshire, UK) determined the average pixel
intensity in the region of the image representing the cytoplasm of protoplasts under examination. Quantification of
changes in [Ca 2 ']1 was performed by fluorescence ratio imaging (Read et al., 1992) using the dual-emission dye Indo1. Results obtained using this technique were used to give an
approximation of the magnitude of changes observed in
protoplasts loaded with Fluo-3.
,

Caged Probe Incorporation and Photolysis
Light Sources

Protoplasts were loaded with caged probes and the Ca 2
indicating dye Fluo-3 by ester loading (Tsien, 1981) (NITR 5/
AM, Fluo-3/AM), or electroporation (caged 1P 3, Fluo-3, caged
cGMP, caged ATP). In the former, protoplasts were incubated
with 50 MM NITR 5/AM and 50 MM Fluo-3/AM in incubation
medium at 32°C for 2 h. In the latter, protoplasts were
electroporated (1200 V/cm field strength, 0.25 zF capacitance, three pulses at 5-s intervals) with 50 MM caged probe
using a Gene-Pulser electroporator (Bio-Rad, UK), washed
twice in incubation medium, and kept on ice at 4°C for 10
n-dn and 22°C for 90 min before phosphorylation. Loading
was confirmed by CLSM as previously described (Shacklock
et al., 1992). For caged probe release, protoplast suspensions
were irradiated with UV light (5 ,zmol m 2 s) using a BlakRay model B-100A UV lamp (Ultra-Violet Products Inc., San
Gabriel, CA) positioned 5 cm from the suspension, which
was incubated in microtiter plate wells. Release of caged Ca"

-

R was provided by a Rank Aldis 2000 projector equipped
with a 150-W bulb and 660-nm (10-nm half band width)
interference filter (Glen Spectra, Stanmore, Middlesex, UK),
FR was provided by a Liesengang Fantima 250 projector
equipped with a 250-W bulb and 730-nm (10-nm half band
width) interference filter, and passed through a water filter
to reduce heating. Fluence rates at the suspension surface
were: R, 74.0 umol m 2 s, and FR, 61.8 Mmol m 2 as
determined using a digital quantum photometer (Skye Instruments SKR100).

In Vivo Phosphorylation of Protoplast Protein
Protoplast suspensions were mixed with 74 MBq/mL 32 Pi
and 50 MM EGTA in incubation medium by drawing them
into a wide-orifice rmcropipet tip and incubated at 22°C in a
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was confirmed in solution under similar conditions by fluorimeter measurements using a model LS-5B Luminescence
Spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer, Buckinghamshire, UK).

500

[C a z*] (nM)

Electrophoresis
SDS-PAGE was performed as described by Laemmli (1970)
on a 15 X 17 x 0.1 cm gel apparatus (Gibco BRL, Paisley,
UK) with 4% stacking and 12% resolving gel, overnight, with
5 mA/gel at 22°C. After rinsing in distilled water and heating
in 10% TCA at 70°C for I h, gels were stained, destained,
dried, and autoradiographed using preflashed Cronex-4 film
and Lightning Plus intensifying screens (Du Pont, Stevenage,
Hertfordshire, UK).
RESULTS

100
-60s
600 C
UV

D
UV

[Cal'] (nM)

Variation in [Ca21'], with R, and Release of Ca" from
Caged Ca" or Caged UP3
Protoplasts were isolated from wheat leaves that had been
grown for 8 to 10 d in total darkness. Isolation was carried
out in dim green light and at room temperature, and the
protoplasts were washed by Suc gradient fractionation (Edwards et al., 1978). Aliquots of protoplasts were removed for
phosphorylation studies and the remainder were kept for
[Ca 2 ], measurements. Protoplasts were loaded with Fluo-3/
AM ester by incubation for 2 h at 32°C. After two additional
washes, individual protoplasts were examined under CLSM
and loaded protoplasts were exposed to R on the microscope
stage as described in "Materials and Methods." Confocal
images of Fluo-3 fluorescence were taken every 3 s (or
multiples of 3 s) and total fluorescence of the individual
protoplasts was estimated (Fig. 1A).
211,
In the first of the examples shown in Figure 1A, [Ca
increases over a period of about 1 min immediately following
R and thereafter decreases to less than half of the initial
value. In the second example shown in Figure IA, [Ca 21], is
already elevated when measurements begin after R and declines gradually to below-control levels. In approximately
80% of protoplasts studied (18 of 23), R increases cytoplasmic
Ca 2 ' but there is considerable variation concerning the time
at which the increase commences, the amplitude of the
increase, and the decay. Figure lB shows other examples of
changes in [Ca"], observed in this population. Over half of
211,
those protoplasts that respond have increased their [Ca
before the period of R exposure has been completed (Fig.
1A), but the length of the transient seems to be limited to
about a total of 2 mm. Calibration of this R-induced increase
in [Ca 2 ] 1 using the dual-emission ratio dye Indo-1 by fluorescence ratio imaging showed maximal [Ca 21], change to be
from 250 to 900 flM over this time period in localized regions
of the cytosol (Shacklock et al., 1992). We have used the
calibrations obtained by fluorescence ratio imaging to provide
the [Ca 2 ] 1 values shown in Figure 1.
The origin of the variability observed in Figure 1 may arise
from the use of whole leaves for protoplast preparation.
These leaves are composed of different cell types, and even
among a uniform tissue there are cells of grossly different
developmental age. In our previous study (Shacklock et al.,
1992), similar variations in [Ca 2 ']1 change were detected.

300 -:-

60s
Figure 1. Traces showing the average change in [Ca 21 ]. in the
cytoplasm of single FIuo-3-loaded wheat protoplasts. A and B, Three
minutes R irradiation; C, photolysis of caged Ca' (U) or caged ATP
(•); and D, photolysis of caged 1P 3 (U) or caged cGMP (• ). Each
data point was obtained by calculating the average pixel intensity
in the area of the image representing the cytoplasm of the protoplast. The images were obtained by taking optical sections (approximately 0.7 J.Lm thick) through etiolated wheat protoplasts loaded
with the Ca" reporting dye Fluo-3. The average basal level of
[Ca"], measured in all protoplasts observed In = 23, 11, and 13,
respectively) is represented by the dashed line. Measurement of
[Ca 2 ], began immediately following R or UV irradiation and continued for 10 mm, although most changes were complete within 3 to
4 mm. In protoplasts irradiated with R, considerable variation was
observed between protoplasts, and these are represented in A and
B by the main types of [Ca 2 i1 change observed.

Transient changes in [Ca"], were also observed when
NITR-5 and caged 1P 3 were photolyzed in single protoplasts
on the stage of the inverted microscope by 25 s of UV light
(Fig. 1, C and D). Although the [Ca 2 '] i rapidly reaches concentrations over 1 LM in regions of the cytoplasm within 1 or
2 mm, the Ca l ' concentration returns to basal levels typically
within 2 mm. Note that the Ca 21 transient is not followed in
this case by a decline below the initial resting levels. The time
length of the R-induced transient may reflect the metabolic
capabilities of the protoplast to regulate [Ca 2 }.
Similar kinetics of Ca" change were observed when 1P 3
was released into the cytoplasm from incorporated caged IP 3
(Fig. 1D). In all cases, controls involving release of caged
cGMP and caged ATP showed no changes in [Ca 2 ] 1 . The
characteristics of the Ca l ' transients have been observed in
25 experiments using caged Ca" and caged 1P 3, and we have
previously observed that all these treatments increase the
protoplast volume (Shacklock et al., 1992).
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Transient R-Induced Phosphorylation in Vivo of Etiolated
Wheat Leaf Protoplast Protein

The [Ca 2 ], transients in individual protoplasts last no more
than 2 mm (Fig. 1). For phosphorylation studies, a large
number of protoplasts have to be used and in this case the
averaged kinetics of [Ca 2 ], change will look rather different.
Based on the variations we have observed (Shacklock et al.,
1992), [Ca 211i should start to increase about 15 to 30 s after
R irradiation has commenced. It is more difficult to estimate
a return to basal levels because of the R-induced decline
below basal levels, but we would expect any increase in
population [Ca 2 to have disappeared by 4 mm. Perhaps
more importantly, based on a protoplast population, the
increase in [Ca 2 '] i does not appear to be significant, thus
emphasizing the necessity for measuring [Ca 21j, on individual
cells or protoplasts.
Associated Ca-induced protein phosphorylation should
show similar kinetics as a population change in the level of
[Ca 2 '],. Etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts have been prepared
and incubated in 32Pi for periods of 15 mm, with R irradiation
commencing at the same time as addition of 32Pi. After
incubation, the protoplasts were lysed in SDS sample buffer,
and the proteins were subjected to SDS electrophoresis and
autoradiography (Fig. 2). During these very short labeling
periods, only a few phosphorylated peptides were detected
and even these were detected as faint bands. The predominant peptide has a mobility consistent with a molecular mass
of 70 kD, and the phosphorylation of this peptide is substantially increased within 45 to 60 s of R irradiation and is just
detectable at 15 s (Fig. 2, top). Fainter bands running at 60
kD, 100 kD, and at the stacking gel interface were also
detected, but effects of R irradiation on the phosphorylation
of these polypeptides are less clear. Figure 2 also shows that
this increased phosphorylation over the control has disappeared by 5 min of labeling and irradiation (Fig. 2, middle).
To test for possible phytochrome involvement in this Rinduced response, protoplasts were also labeled during simultaneous irradiation with approximately equal amounts of
R and FR (Fig. 2, bottom). Simultaneous R and FR irradiation
appeared to result in a decrease in 70-kD phosphorylation
compared with R irradiation alone, and may be an effect of
reduced levels of Pfr. It should be noted, however, that the
labeling of the 70-kD protein is not eliminated by this treatment, which could be due to the need for higher fluence of
FR than of R, since Pr has a greater extinction coefficient
than Pfr (Hart, 1988) and a greater quantum yield for Pfr
formation. We have not tested the effect of higher FR fluence.
To examine whether the increase in phosphorylation could
be affected by R-induced changes in "Pi uptake, protoplasts
were incubated in "Pi in darkness, or with R or R and FR
irradiation. "Pi uptake into the protoplasts after 60 s of
incubation was as follows (cpm ± so): control, 237,031 ±
13,811; R + FR, 121,091 ± 5,532; R, 133,984 ± 16,541. These
data indicate that R or simultaneous R and FR irradiation
inhibit 32 Pi uptake.
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To demonstrate that the acceleration of phosphorylation
of the 70-kD peptide is Ca"-dependent, we have incorpo-
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Figure 2.

Phosphorylation of etiolated wheat leaf protoplast protein
in the presence and absence of R and R and FR. Etiolated wheat
leaf protoplasts were incubated with 32 P-orthophosphate for 15, 30,
45, and 60 s (top), 1, 5, 10, and 15 mm (middle), or 15, 30, 45, and
60 s (bottom) with R irradiation (R), simultaneous R and FR irradiation (R+FR(, or without irradiation (cr1). The reactions were terminated by addition of Laemmli (1970) buffer, samples were separated
by SDS-PAGE, and phosphorylated proteins were detected by
autoradiography.

rated caged Ca' into protoplasts by electroporation and then
photolyzed the cage to release Ca" at the same time as "Pi
was added to the protoplast medium. As shown in Figure 3,
top, protoplast proteins were subjected to separation of the
labeled peptides by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography.
The labeling of the 70-kD peptide is increased by this
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changes in phosphorylation, protoplasts not loaded with
caged probes were illuminated with UV light as described
above. No increases in phosphoiylation were detected (Fig.
3, bottom).
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Further evidence that the phosphorylation of the 70-kD
peptide is Ca" dependent is shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4,
top, protoplasts have been incubated in different extracellular
Ca" concentrations simultaneously with "Pi. Increased
labeling of the 70-kD peptide is clearly visible when the
extracellular Ca" concentration is increased from 0.1 to 1
and 10 mt. It has been previously shown that an increasing
extracellular Ca" concentration can increase [Ca 2 J1 (Gilroy
et al., 1991).
Figure 4, bottom, shows that increasing the extracellular
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Figure 3. Phosphorylation of etiolated wheat leaf protoplast protein
upon photolysis of incorporated caged Ca" and caged 1P 3 . Etiolated
wheat leaf protoplasts were loaded with caged Ca 2. (top) or caged
P3 (bottom), "Pi-orthophosphate was added at the same time as
exposure to UV light, and samples were taken at 15, 30, 45, and 60
s. Controls (cr1) were incubated in dim green light, and UV-irradiated
controls (UV) were irradiated during incubation. The reaction was
terminated by addition of Laemmli (1970) buffer, samples were
separated by SDS-PAGE, and phosphorylated proteins were detected by autoradiography.
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treatment (Fig. 3, top), and with time kinetics very similar to
those shown for R-induced phosphorylation of this protein
(Fig. 2). There is also an easily detectable increase in the
labeling of the 60-kD band (Fig. 3, top), which could only be
faintly observed to increase with R (Fig. 2).
Similar experiments have been carried out with caged 1P 3
incorporated into the protoplasts. Upon release of 1P 3 by UV
photolysis, Ca" is elevated, possibly by mobilization from
internal reserves that have the appropriate 1P 3 binding protein (Fig. 1). As above, 1P 3 was released at the same time as
32 PI was added to the protoplasts. A clear increase in labeling
of the 70-kD peptide is seen (Fig. 3, bottom), but the primary
difference compared with the release of Ca" from caged
Ca" is in the labeling of the 60-kD peptide, which at this
time shows no increased labeling.
The release of Ca" from caged Ca" is likely to be relatively
uniform throughout the cytoplasm, whereas 1P 3 -mobilized
Ca" is likely to be localized to the region bordering 1P 3 sensitive stores (e.g. the vacuole). The 60- and the 70-kD
proteins may thus be located in different cell compartments
or membranes. Other protein bands can be faintly detected
in Figure 3, bottom, but there are no obvious effects of IF 3mobilized Ca" on them. To test for any UV-dependent
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Figure 4. Effect of changes in extracellular Ca" or extracellular
ECTA on phosphorylation of etiolated wheat leaf protoplast protein.
Etiolated wheat leaf protoplast suspensions were incubated in "Piorthophosphate, in dim green light, in (top) medium supplemented
with 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, or 100 mm CaCl 2 for 30 mm; or (bottom)
medium supplemented with 1 mm CaCl 2 and 50 (7.5), 500 (0.75),
or 5000 (0.075) u m ECTA ([Ca 2 ],,ee(. Incubations were terminated
by Laemmli (1970) buffer, and SDS-PAGE phosphorylated proteins
were detected by autoradiography.
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EGTA concentration in the presence of a constant Ca'
concentration diminishes the 70-kD protein phosphorylation.
It has also been shown that such treatments decrease [Ca 2 i,
(Gilroy, 1987).
DISCUSSION

The results described here show that the R-induced phosphorylation of a 70-kD protein broadly concurs with a Rinduced change in [Ca 2 J1 . Furthermore, there is strong evidence that the phosphorylation is Ca" dependent and results
from the R-induced activation of a Ca"-sensitive protein
kinase, helping to confirm the notion that R induces increases
in [Ca"]. Because R and the release of Ca" from caged Ca",
or by mobilization triggered by released 1P 3, all increase
swelling of the protoplasts (Shacklock et al., 1992), the
change in phosphorylation of this 70-kD protein and perhaps
the 60-kD protein is well placed to be involved in this
physiological event.
We have used very short labeling periods to detect these
phosphorylation changes. The 70-kD peptide is clearly a
rapidly labeled protein, and saturation of its phosphorylation
within 10 mm (Fig. 2) suggests a metabolic difference from
other phosphorylated peptides in the protoplasts. Previously,
we have observed a similar variation in the kinetics of labeling
of different proteins (Blowers and Trewavas, 1987). When
purified pea plasma membrane was incubated in vitro with
P]ATP, we observed one protein (in this example with a
molecular mass of 18 kD) to complete its phosphorylation
within 15 s, whereas other proteins required 5 to 10 mm
before phosphorylation was apparently completed. We were
able to demonstrate subsequently (Blowers and Trewavas,
1989) that this very rapid phosphorylation was the result of
autophosphorylation of a protein kinase. The 70- and the 60kD peptides may simply be protein kinases that autophosphorylate in a Ca"-dependent manner, a possibility we are
testing at present (Grimm et al., 1989).
We have detected slight differences in the phosphorylation
patterns induced by release of Ca" from caged Ca" or by
mobilization of Ca" by release of 1P 3 (Fig. 3). Both 60- and
70-kD proteins increase their phosphorylation with caged
Ca" photolysis, whereas only the 70-kD protein is increased
by 1P 3 -mobilized Ca". We suggest that this difference can
be explained as resulting from different cellular locales of the
two proteins. The 70-kD protein should be at or near an 1P 3
mobilizable source of Ca" (such as the vacuole or rough ER),
whereas the 60-kD protein could be elsewhere in the cell.
We detected variation in the labeling intensity of the 60kD protein (Figs. 3 and 4). We have noticed that the phosphorylation of the 60-kD protein is increased in protoplasts
from older leaves. One additional reason for the variation in
the labeling of this protein might simply result from different
preparations of protoplasts containing differing proportions
of protoplasts from cells of different ages in the leaf. The R
effects on the phosphorylation of the 70-kD protein seem
largely independent of age, being detectable in leaves anywhere from 8 to 12 d old. Much higher protoplast yields can
be obtained from older leaves.
Otto and Schafer (1988) and Park and Chae (1989) have
reported previously that R irradiation of tissues or protoplasts
[ 32

-

alters protein phosphorylation. Otto and Schafer (1988) carried out measurements in Avena coleoptiles and reported
rapid changes in the phosphorylation of three proteins, two
of which decreased their phosphorylation. Park and Chae
(1989), using etiolated oat protoplasts, detected rather small
changes in the phosphorylation of two proteins. Both of these
groups used lengthy tissue incubation in 32Pi (2-5 h) and thus
are looking at proteins that are different from ours.
After 3 h of labeling of wheat leaf protoplasts with 32 Pi,
we were unable to detect the 70-kD protein at all by SDSPAGE and autoradiography because the labeling of other
proteins is so much more intense. We have carried out many
experiments in which wheat leaf protoplasts were labeled for
2 to 5 h and then irradiated with R. In marked contrast with
the claims of Park and Chae (1989), we were unable to detect
changes in the phosphorylation of any cellular proteins using
short- or long-term R irradiations. Neither could we repeat
their observations on the effects of added EGTA. We further
fractionated these labeled R-irradiated protoplasts and separated the labeled proteins by SDS-PAGE, but again, we could
detect no significant changes in phosphorylation. At the
present time we have detected only very rapid transient
changes in phosphorylation, which are in agreement with
our measurements of [Ca'*], (Fig. 1).
The data described in this paper indicate that R irradiation
of etiolated wheat leaf protoplasts increases [Ca"] and that
there is an associated alteration in phosphorylation that in
part results from the change in Ca" levels. These data are
thus consistent with our previously published investigations
(Shacklock et al., 1992), and the hypothesis proposed by
Roux and collaborators concerning the mechanism of action
of phytochrome or R.
Received October 20, 1992; accepted November 23, 1992.
Copyright Clearance Center: 0032-0889/93/101/1039/07.
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fashioned a complex network of signalling capabilities around it

(I lepler & Wayne,

1085; Leonard & I fcpler, 1Q90; Schroeder & fhuleau, 1001; 1'rewavas & Gilroy, 1901).
The direct measurement and localization of ICa' within single living cells is
essential in order to understand its dynamics and functioning during cell signalling.

Imaging and measurement of cytosolic free calcium in
plant and fungal cells

Fluorescent dyes with a high affinity and selectivity for free Ca' can he used for this
purpose (Table I).

I

using fluorescent dyes with animal cells have revealed a remarkable
Studies of ICa'
degree of cellular heterogeneity, spatial gradients, temporal variation and oscillations in
ICa'
, (Tsien & Poenie, 1986; also see special issue of Cell Calcnii,s, 1000, II, 59-240).
Several groups have also used similar approaches to investigate different plant and
fungal cell types (Table 2). In general, this has proved to he much more difficult than

i's N. D. RFAD, W. T. G. Al I.AN, It. KNII;iIT*, M. R. KNIOIIT',
R. MAI.Ilt'sf, A. RiiSsri.i.f, I'. S. SIIA(Ki.i1CK* and A. 1. TREwAvA5,
,1,t let. uIar siP,aII,;:g Group, lucrir,,:e of (,e!I and Aft,Iectt/ar !liologv, I IPtOYrs,f V of
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(. 7 ,,n'crs,dadc Sc Jjshoa, 1700 1.ishvtz, I'or,uga/, 1)eporrmcni 01 Genetics,
Uuncrs,tv 01 /.cells, !.red; 1.S2 Q77', U.K.

with animal cells.
This paper reviews fluorescence iechiiiqiics for imaging and measuring ( a' ), in
single plant and fungal cells, and the problems involved. A revolutionary new strategy
for imaging and measuring ICa' ,, genetic transformation wtlh the aeqnorin gene, is
also briefly described.

Table I. I lii,'resceni dyes which have a high affinity and selvct tviuv for free (
ry woptss. Caleiiitn, signal transduction, fluorescence ratio imaging, photometry,
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wavelength
from)

confoeal microscopy. I ndo- I, Fluo- 3, ( alcitim Green, acquorin.
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sticli is involved in controlling numerous biological processes. Direct demonstration of
signalresponsc coupling via ( a
changes in cvtosolic free Ca' ,

requires the measurement and localiiat ion of

( a'

during these processes in living cells. In recent

llii..- I
:alciuin Green

years this has become possible with the introduction of a range of fluorescent dyes (e.g.
lndo-i. Furs-? and Fluit. 3) which have a high :illinitv and selectivity for lre Ca'
When used with recently developed microscope technologies (e.g. fluorescence ratio
imaging or confocal scanning laser microscopy), suheelicilar localization and precise

It

quantification of ICa 2
(lvnalnicc in single cells can he achieved. This review describes
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eq iii pm en i required to do it, the pr. 'bleins wit Ii ht it an cal material and flow they are
being overcome, future developments for this approach in plant cell biology, and an
entirely different strategy for the imaging and measurement ofiCa'
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Calcium is involved in the control of numerous processes in plant and fungal cells
including polarity, secretion, gas exchange and various aspects of growth and
development regulated by light or growth regulators. Gradients or elevations in
eytotclic free calcium, l( a ], provide intracellular signals. Increases in ICa' J, arise
from either ( a 2 entry via ( -channels ill the plasma membrane or (? ' release from
internal cell comparitnents, in response to primary signals such as hormones, growth
regulators, light and membrane depolarization. Mechanisms that return iCa ' to its
low resting value are also important and involve the active transport of Ca' out of the
cvtosol against an electrochemical gradient. The rise in ICY may modulate protein
kinases or ion channels either directly, or via calmodulin or other cellular control
proteins. Calcium is the most dynamic signalling molecule and living systems have
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All these dyes can he ,,hiained Irv.,n Molecular I'r,vhes In( (ti,igeu,e, ( )re • I. S. A 1 Sonic are tIc,' available
front Fluka Chemicals Lid t)erhvshire, U K.), Gihc,' hi. Life Technologies I cd It abridge,
Middx., 1.1K.), Novahinchem (UK) liii (Noutingham, U.K.), and Sigma Chemical Co. lid (Poole, ferret,
U.K.) All tie dyes are pr.slt.cetl in both free aci,i and accty.vxvmel hyl esreritietl turin, Some (( atrium
ifeen, tn.,ra.2 anti Intl,' 11 are available t,vni.tgated to It) - or 70kI Sa tleai tans If en.i'l,'oi,g interference
litters, excital ion waveleng! Its used are i yfinalli , of 5 . tO urn 11 IM; etn,sslt.n wavelengths are oftenof wider
handwktt h Ic g 2)) 40 urn Ii 11W) in ''rtier itt increase lIce dye signal detected 1 he wavelengths Riven refer in
cite single or range of excitation or enfl,ssrnn wavelengths cnn,monlv empl.vyrti these svavelecigil,s are not
ahs,,tute avid, depending on the dye, other values ct,,sc I,, these tig.tres will tisuatty produce satisfactory
results. Flowerer, the choice of emirsitin wavelength(s) is highly dependent on excitation wavelength(s),
titters. dichn,,ic mirrors and ,irteci,tr sensitivity because these all strongly inll,.enc e clue shape of erntr,lon
spectra. 'I lie journal Il.'pr'Ise, cited in the references is produced regularly by Molecular Pn,,he, Inc. and
cvtniains much useful information about the dyes anti provides ttpdatec to their mote detailed and
ctv,nprehrncive ,acalvvg,te. The last M,,lec,plar t'rehcs catalogue (I lnugtand. tQR()) is in a large extent ,',,i of
(tate and a new ,,ne is expected itt the near flit itre. the catalogue and jssurs,,f !li.'prt'?'ci make essential reacting
for those inieresieti in Ca" imaging anti ,neasurcinr,.t
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Table 2. Studies of cvtosolic free calcium in single plant and fungal cells using fluorescent d yes.

Species

Loading
method

Dye used

Cell type

Method of
analysis

References

Brjss:ca saps

root hair

Fura-2

IM

RI

Clarkson em al.

Chara fraq:i:s

rhizoid

Indo-1

IM

RP RI

I4odick ci al : 199 1,

Corn,ndi,ia am,nunhs

guard cell

Fluo-3
Fura-2
Indo- I
Indo-1

IM
IM
IM
IM

P
RP
RP. RI
CM

Gilrov ci 4. 1990)
McAirish a al. 1990i
Gilroy a 4. 1991 Fig. 8
Frtcer & Whjt
1992)

diatom

Fura-2

ester

RI

Brownlee ci 4.

'.mbrvogenic prowplast

Fluo-3

D

CM

T,mmncrs a 4. 1991

C,c,wJis,.ss,scznnus
Daucus

ar,ta

1988)

1987)

Dr'c'peris paleacea

spore

Fura-2

El'

RI

Scheuerletn cr4.

Fucus serra,ra

rhizoid

Quin-2
Fura-2

ester
IM

I
RI

Brownies & Wood 1986)
Brownlee & Puisford - 1988)

1991

Fw,aria htgromanca

protonerna

Indo-I

low pH

RP

Hahm & Saunders 1991)

Guinardiaflaccida

diatom

Fura-2

ester

RI

Brownlee eral.

Haema'izhui Kathennae Baker

endosperm

Quin-2

ester

RI

Keith cr4., 1985)

Hardeum zulgare

aleurorte protoplast

Indo-1
Fura-2
!ndo-1
Indo- 1

low p1-i
ester
low pH
low pH

RI', I

Bush & Jones 1987)

I
I

Bush & Jones 1988)
A. Wrorta, cited in Callaham & Hepler'199t)

epidermis

160

1987)

L:iiiinr lcneij-f,.'eum

pollen tube

Quin-2
Quin-2
Indo-1
FIuo.-3
laths-i
Fun-2-dextran
Calcium green
Calcium green-dextran

Lvcepe'ucun esculentum
.l.f,.iigeor:,a scaia.ls

root hair

Fura-2

IM

P1

Reiss & Nobiling 1086)
Nobiling & Reiss 1987)
Robinson 1900)
Herth cr4. 1900)
Rathore ci at. 199 1)
Miller ci al. . 1992); Baoprobes No. 13(1991)
Fig. 5 A.C.
Fig. S'B.DE)
Clarkson a at. 1988)

protoptast. tilamenc

Indo-I

low p1-t

RI', RI

Russet al. A991

Peroselinum horrense
Pcn:a scleroriorum

hvpocotyl. mot

Fluo-3

ester

CM

Gehring ci it. 1990a,

hvpha

Calcium green
Calcium green-dextrars

IM

CM

IM

CM

Fig. 'v.A,B
Fig. 45C.D)

ester
ester
IM
ester
IM
PM
IM
IM

I
RI'
RI
CM
FRI
RI
CM
CM

Plvaseolus mungo

root protoplast

Quin-2

EP

I

Gilrov ci at. 1986)

Pkvsco,rnirella patens
Sa.charomyces cerevis;ae

prownerria

Indo-1
Fura-2

IM
EP

I

Fig.
lida ci .ii. 19901

Tra,jescanria virginiani

stamen hair

Indo-1
Fura-2
Fura-2-dexrran

IM
IM

Toticum aertirum

leaf protoplast

Fluo-3

Urcmvcs rign.ie

Fluo-3

Via,, fuba

germ tube
guard cell protoplast

Zia mass

root protoplast

Indo-1
Fura-2
Indo- I

yeast

Fura-2

RI
RP

I

Zhang ci at. 1990
Bioproots No. I) r1991)

PM

I

EP
ester

CM

Fg. 9

CM

Fig. 3

PCM
low pH
low pH
ester

RP

Schroeder & Hagiwara 1990)

RI'
1

Lyncher al. A989)
Kiss i il. 1991)

CM = confocal microscopy, DP = digiconin permeabilization, EP = electroporstion, I = imaging only, IM = iontophorctic microinjection, P = photometry
single wavelength , PCM = patch clamp micropipetting, PM = pressure microiniection. RI = ratio imaging, RP = ratio photometry.
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(Tsicti, 1081). Ester loading is currently the most common method used for animal
cells. An important feature of the dye-esters is that they are non-responsive to tree
(;a ' Fstcr loading has proved successful for measuring I( a' in some plant cell types
(Table I; (Thac et al., 1990; Elliott & Pctkoff, 1Q90) but clearly unsuccessful for others
(Cork, 1986; Gilroy ci al., 1986,
1991; Bush & Jones, 1987; Callaham & I lcplcr, 1991;
}lahm & Saunders, loot; Kiss ci al., 1091; Rathorc ci al., 1901; Timmers ci al., 1991;
Fig. ). loading has been achieved by incubating cells for 20 ruin to 24 If in the presence
of I --50 jIM of the dye-esters at temperatures of 4-30 C. Multicellular plant segments
have been ester-loaded in the presence of the low-toxicity detergent Moronic F- 127
(Molecular Probes, Inc.)after removing the waxy cuticle (Gehring ci (i!., 1990a, h;
Williams ci al., 1900).
Low-p F! Foci,!, rig

At mildly acidic p1! (e g. fit 1 4-5), cells can he permeable to the (a -dyes because
the dyes are in their uncharged, nndissociatcd form Once inside a cell the dye becomes
trapped because it dissociates as a result of cytosol pi being higher, This method was
developed specifically for plant cells because of technical difficulties associated with
using other loading strategies ([lush & Jones, 1087; also see ('(parka, 1001, for a general
discussion of 'ion trapping' of fluorescent probes). Low-fill loading of (a -dyes has
proved rilosi successful with plant protoplasts (Bush & Jones, 1087, 1088; Lynch ft al.,
1080; Kissei al., 1091; Russ cial., 1 0 90, although some success has been achieved with
walled cells (I lalachmj & Filani, 1989; (,allaham & I lepler, 1991; llahm & Saunders,
1Q01; Russ ci al., 1991). Unfortunately, the times required for loading are long
(commonly 2 h or more using SO jIM (lye), and this, combined with the necessity to
keep the medium p11 low, makes this method impractical for many cell systems
(Calfahani & I lepler, 1901; 1 lodick ci (i!., 1091). In our experience, even after a 2-h
loading period, most walled cell i vpec (e.g. guard cells of (,'rrune!inc. cccr,cn: fill ic; germ
tuhcc of F Trcmivc'cc s'i )eriac; pollen tribes of 4gc,p:uilic,c ,,mbefla,,,r) contain little, if any,
measurable dye,

'1 hew techn 1(1 ues are varied and include ion t 'plic 'ret ic injection ( ( all aham & II cpler,
1991), pressure iniecricrn (Callaham & I lepler, 1001; Miller ci al., 1002) and patch
clamp micropipctting ( Schroeder & I lagiwara, 1090). Microinjection allows rapid
introduction of almost any type of molecule into a cell. A wide range of plant cell tyres
has been successfully niicroinjected, but this technique requires skill and patience, and
pressure injection of small cells is more difficult than with iontophorctic injection
(Callahani & I lepler, 1001). We have successfully ii'ntophoreticallv injected a range of
cells which have then apparently continued to function normally. 'I'hi'sc include: guard
cells of ( ccnu,crh;,a ((iii roy ci al., 1990,
I ()Q I ; Fig, 8 ; It v phac of !'e'iz', rc!cro,iccru,,, (Fig.
4) and S c , c/ar-ia uIccrccporcr; pollen tubes of .'lgirpwihu', I ,!m,, ImA',ficc"u ,, i ( Fig. S ) and
I'apcn 'cc Iu ,,,r; and prr't onentat a of i'hi.cec , ,,,, t rdllc, f', ten c (Fig 7). The smallest oft hew
cells arc guard cells (approximately 25 jim long and 7 jim wide, (vilrov ci al., 1901).
1 Inwever, with some cell types, such as rhii.oids of Char,, fragilis (I lodick ci al., 1901)
and germ tubes of I T rc'mvces, we have been unable to impale cells which then continue to
grow normally rlccpite numerous attempts.
li'n tohoret ic injection is used with charged rn,'?ecrtles and is fastest with lowntolccular-sveiglit dyes. Fven I Ii.kl'(a dcxiran dyes can he injected by this niethrc(l,
although it takes significatitly longer (Figs. -IC, I) and 511, F). The precise times
required for the ionti'phoresis of sufficient dye vary according to numerous factors
including pipette tip diameter. (lye concentration, applied current, detector sensitivity
and the quantum yield oft lie dye. The following injection parameters have been used

successfully: micropipettes with external diameters of 0 1- I 0 jim; pre-loaded dye
conceniratioti% of5O loI to I itist; current-; of - 0-! -10 nA; and injection times of 1() ; to
10 itt iii (Brown Ice & Pu Isford, I (188; ( 1a rk si ,ti e(,i/, , I 988; (jilt, y ci,,!,,
loo(, I 001;
,
McAinsh ci al., I 00(1; Zhang Cl al., loot; C-111111:4111 & 11 epler, 1 00 1; I lodick c i,!,, l oo t ;
Rathcirc ci tit., 1991). A pulsed current has been used Alrownice & l'ulsl'orrl, 1088;
Clarkson ci ii!., 1 088; McAtttsh ci a!,, I ')')t); I lodick ': al., I 09 I ; R;,t bore ci,,!., 1 99 I but
has been claimed to he no better than a constant current (( allahain & I lepler, 1 ( 101).
With more sophisticated iontophorctic equipment it is possible no measure membrane
potential during injection. This can be useful for monitoring the course fit m icroiniceion anti the condition of the lit icri 'pipette during 01i l; process Il rown lee & Pu Isford,
1988; Clarkson ci (i!,, 1988; (allaliatti & I lepler, 1091; I lodick ci al., 1091).
Pressure injection is used to introduce either charged or neutral molecules into cells.
It is usually n,,'re ditlir-ult ncr perform than ic'ntc'pliccresis because it is niore traumatic to
cells. Nevcrthcicss, improvements in pressure injection of plant and fuungal cells carl hc
achieved u sing a Modification of the pressure - probe technique ( ( )pa rka ii al., fool
h).
With the pressure probe, Money (109(1) has used micropipetics with an external
diameter of (i -S jilli 1(1 inject hyphae of /lCIi!tit l',ie vtva/ic (8 /fill in Width), and these
hvphae cotitiitt,ed growing afterwards.
For a detailed descrupt rim i'f i lie techniques i'[ pressure and iucntoplroret ic injection of
plant cells, see Callaham & I lepler (1991).
1(1cc, ropoiaicoc,

Electric pulses of kilovolts per centimetre intensity and micro- to ttiillisecond
duration cause a temporary loss of the semi- permeabilit y of cell membranes ('l'song.
I 00!). 'I 'his can facilitate the ii pt ike of die mertt hranc - im per iii cant Ca-'' d yes Electropirrat ion (also termed elect ricperntcahilizaticrn I is best suited for cell suspensions
but can also he used with cells, including ss'alled cells, growing on a suitable suihctrat,i,n
(e.g. Jackson & I Ieatlt, 1990). 'I lie nit-thud is roiitiiicly used to load plant primttcplacis
with Ca" -dyes (Fig. 0) hut has also been used successfully tic load i - east cells and fern
spores (Table I). The conditions necessary to pernieabilize different cell types vary
Significantly. Variables which have been modified include: tile concentration of dye in
the surrounding medium ( 5(1 jiM to 6 trim); the field sire,, gth (1 1 -7-5 kV t'iti 1); the time
constant
( 15 its to 10 ms); tile n um her of' pulses ) I - It)); and the time separating the
pulses (5-- '(Os; Gilroy ci(1!,, 1086, 1Q87, 1980; lida ri a!,, 1900; Scltcuerlein cial., l9l).
I )ig, ii,,,,, permcahil, atuin

limmers ci a!, (1091) found that embryogenic cells of I)c,u,'m c,zr,'ia could he
permea hi Ii zed with 0 I,, digit onimi and incubated with 20 jiM El ito - I for I lit 0 produce
a good (lye signal within the cytosuml - I)c,uicus embryos loaded cs'itl, Eluo I in this way
were found to develop further.
tQtli I'M rNt I-OR

Q11AN IttYtN(; CAt C.1 UM tlStN(; Ft ('ORFSCFNCi' Mui'Rcis(:opy
In tile Molecular Signalling I ,ahoratucry in Ffintburgli we preseuttfv have three types
of Microscope technologies for quantifying 1(: ,I' ' , at the single cell level: fluorescence
ratio imaging; fluorescence ratio photometry; and CSI M. 'I'hese systents arc based
around inverted microscopes because, (Iflhike upright microscopes, the inverted
approach imifers greater ease and flexibility with regard to nticroinjeenion, micromanipu Ia lion and in the use of sample perfusion chambers.

F!icrc ce,,,'c , ,IN, I 'nagi c,g timd phictcmiu'i ry
The measurement an each wavelength can be a digitized image captured at each
wavelength (Jlmurcccc,,,'e rat,,, ,n,agmg) or a simple average Pilot otnerric measurement

csJ
(0

across a group of cells, a whole cell or part of a cell ( fluorescence ratio p/?oro;nrtrv). The
background signal (ccc Inter) .-it each wavelength must he subtracted in order to produce
a ratio which accurately reflects ICa' J,. The system we use for fluorescence ratio
Imaging anti phittitnictry is shown diagrarnat ically in Fig. 2.
A xenon light source is employed because it has a more uniform spectral output than a
mercury one. The microscope may need to he optimized for the transmission of
ultraviolet (lJV) light because many of the ratio dyes are excited at these wavelengths
(Table I ). Unfortunately, most high-NA, plan apoohjcctivcs cannot he used with these
UV-excitable dyes because these objectives absorb too much light below 360 nm.
itt,a ptiter-d riven, motorized excitation and emission filter wheels containing interference filters (typically 10 nm hail bandwidth 11113WI for excitation and 10-40 nm 1111W
for emission) are used to alternate between excitation or emission wavelengths. Ihsc
filters take 0 3 s to switch between wavelengths. For photometry with dual-emission

dyes, fluorescence can he simultaneously measured at two emission wavelengths by
using a dichroic mirror and interference filters located in front of two pimtomultipiier
tubes (Fig. 2). This provides very high temporal resolution not achievable with the
filter wheels.
A low-light-level, intensified CCD camera, operating at video rate, is used for
imaging. Images are captured and digitized using a frame store in a microcomputer.
The camera output is digitized to a definable screen array rcsitltition of up 10512 v 512
pixels depending on the size of the cell imaged A 0 S - I -s recursive filter is usutaily
applied to incoming m
tages captured at video rate (25 frames s t) by the frame store in
order to increase the signal-to-noise (S/Ni ratio. Background subtractions, ratioing ant-I
other image processing and analysis operations are performed using Semper

ft Plus
software. Grey-level intensities (i.e. ion concentrations) in the ratio image are usually
coded as difTerent pseudocolours (Fig. R) but they can also he represented in tither ways

(e.g as av-mitihtlatlon plot). Images, initially stored on a hard disk, are archived on an
optical click. A video recorder can also he used for recordi rig c-laatigec in fluorescence at
video rate. hard copies of images are produced using a video copy processor.
For photometry, the average fluorescence emitted front part of a cell (typically over
an area tumrm:tllv greater than S v 5 jstia), a wltitic cell or stn;tll griitip of cells call he easily
measured with phi iii tnt till i p1 icr iii lies 1 'lie t rca (if Ill(- sample to be to cacti red is defined
by an aperture (circular, square or rectangular) (if variable size placed ill the light path
between tile specimen and phi itiim it lii p1 icr ill he 5). The phi it out nIt i pliers are ct in nectccl via a two-channel phot on -colt tiling device to a c'uimpui ter which performs
background subtractions, calculates ratios and represents graphically fluorescence
italenstiv at each wavelength and ratio verstts time (Fig. 6). hard copies of the traces are
normally produced using a plotter or laser printer.
Further details of our fluorescence ratio system can he fiotncj in Gilru' iF ii. (1001).
Other papers which disc-tics important practical isshics relating to fluorescence ratio
analysis include ( ohholsl Sc Rink( 1097), Bright eral. (I 0(10), Moore et al. (1000), Isien
& I fartotitiman (1090), Bolsover & Silver (19(11) and Silver er al. (10(12).
(:.sy.1'1

CS! .M is perftsrnwd using it Iltit-Rad MRC-filt(l ctstal'itcal scanning laser system
equipped with a 25-m'tV argon-ion lacer and dual-channel detection, Images can he
collected siniutltaneortsly in the two channels and are completely in register with each
Fig. 2. Schematic rcpresentatinn of tiasit- components in the fhlwcscence ratio analysis appitrains for imaging
ant phoi oms-t ry in the Pilitti.o,jr Signalling I . toraitsry it, Ft titihtirgh I )rt ails ii the on1sonents and their
manic fact titers are as follows t Nikon 79-W xenon arc lamp Nikon UK I id, It-lfttrd Shropshire, Li. K ).
2' Nikon I Siaptitti inverted microxcitpe equipped n it ii pt cs ( inctiitiing I ITT, 411 and
100 Floor
ilsicciiscci tilli'll readily transmit light it Slit tins iNiktin U K I .id) (5) Narasliige NT-88 It)
mis roinanipiuhitittr syslent (Nikcni it K I id). It Sttttor-ttricen excitation and emission litter wheels
Nt-is asile I')tttittnietnic Systems, Neweitstte upon lute, if K,). (5) 'three- and five-cavity interference
tiliers I)atttig Fleet itt_I iptics. 55att,trd, t '.K ; flitric ( iptirs Inc., I Itidsin, Mass , US A. anti Omega
Optical Inc ittatitchin,,, Vt .U.S A 1 (ii tixtendeit-ISIS intensified ((.1) camera (t'hoittnic Science lid,
I ttnhrtge \S'elts, Ketti 11 K 7 I )t'll lIt) mit. rocttoipoli-r etiiit'pcst with in H(t IRIS ittirrttr,i. esstir. nttittc
s'.t-pristt.tr and 'ii) Mbyte bird tisk 1)e11 Cittnpiier ( tip Iirtt-knt,-hl, Iierks, IT K.). (R) Synapse frame
sire I Svttopiics lid. I .anilsriitge, I' K. I 0), Sempi'r ot ['lit-s imaging prticessitig software i Synoptii.s I
tili JV(' ItR-StiiOF S-VttS video trotter (Uptivisutin I itt. (lsst-tt, West Yttrks , [ I K.) it?) Phoenix
I,I)Sl(i 720-Mbyte X'()I(M optit.al disk dot-c i Phoenix ( ompitters lid. ilrackmilts, Nnrthintc ,UK.). ( 12)
.l'ti)titt citliur-, I t'200tt i tlt,t.ir- and ( PtiHIt black-attit- white video cops processors (Optivisiitn I tit) . t 121
Nikon s - aritthle .aticrIiIre and l'I-X shutter system !Nikon U.K. Ltd) ( t ) 'lists 002 In phitisniuiltipliers
selected fur eltreinelS toy' . II I nA ' tark corn-ni I I hutrn-FM I. Mittttx, t '.K . Itli I)iial-chattttt-1 ptiittitn
cut titter (Newcastle l'titstotmmc Stsi Otis I 15) Ci.ttttaI t'utntahle I'liis tnicroctimpnter ei1iiippeut n-tilt in ROHR
mu ritpnitcessusr and t ii Mt'cie tiarit disk. 11 6) NI'S ink Inspect rottuitninsetry ctnurmmter cant and software
I Newcastle t'tiu,ii'nuc Svst ems) (17, I tewtet t - Pitckirtl
7,17"A phu'u icr (I tewlet i - I'ackarst, Alt rittchnm,
Cheshire, 11,K,i ( 19 , OK 11)1.115) laser printer liNt IS. Manchester, UT K

other; this is Ideal for dual-emission ratio imaging with sttiiahlc dyes. The strongest
excitation lines of the argon-ion laser are 488 and 514 rim II igh-NA, plan apo
objectives are used to maximize the confocal effect. A transmission detector is routinely
employed in conjunction with single-wavt-'lengi h detection of ( a' I dyes hecatise it
produces a non-cttnfrical, transmitted light image which is completely in register with
the coitfitcal fluorescence image and is ilitis excellent for correlative microscopy. The
cotifuical system is interfaced with a Research Machines Nimbus computer possessing
an 80.186 microprocessor and 110- Mhvie hard disk. Image archiving is achieved w ith a
I 5 stts:Istintc 940 WORM optical disk clrts'e utilizing 940-Mhvie capacity optical disks.
The new mouse-driven CUrios software is used in drive ill c' cmtnfocal system and this
software includes several basic magc'',ttialysis fttnci inns. Mitre utittiplicated image
an:tivsis involves exporting files to Setnper It I'lits. We also use the riittt'vi,'w software to
animate tune course ,; of ICa dynamics in optical sections successively captured in a
single image plane.
The entire confocal system and software is imhtaitiiilile from Bio-RacI Microscience
1.1d Memel Hempstead, liens., U.K.) and further details on its design and use can he
iibtaincd from the manufacturer.

tiAcKupotiNt) SIGNAL. AND AtITOE1.tORESCENCF
The signal detected from a dye-loaded cell often possesses a significant background
component primarily from cell and medium autofluorcccence, and instrumentation
dark current. [he background signal must he subtracted at each wavelength detected in
order to produce a measurement or ratio which accurately reflects [Ca''
1.
Plant and fungal cells commonly autofluorcscc and this is usually most pronounced in
cell wails, vacuoles and chloropIasts(Iig. 10). Cell autotluorescence can he measured in
a cell either prior to dye loading or at the end of an experiment after adding Mn" with
the non-fluorescent ionophorc Br-A2187 which readily transports Mn` into cells
(l)ebcr etal., 1Q85). Mn"quenches the fluorescence of the Ca' dyes (McDonough &
Butt(in, 198o). Complex media, especially those used for fungi, are often very
autollijorescent at certain wavelengths. Another source of medium fluorescence is from
free dye which has either lcakcc I ,'i i of cells )r has not been cc cm plet ely washed ou t after
loading. I )ye wiiliiii the ioeuhii,iit can he isrcsecl Icy qiucticliitig with external Mu'
Problems of auioflicorescence may bc minilni/cil hy the judicious choice of dyes and
those excitation and emission wavelengths at which it is minimal.
Dark current (or 'thermal noise') is the signal spontaneously generated by the
detector (video camera or photomultiplier tubes) in the absence of any light input and
when operated at room temperature (Aikens, 1000). l)ark current can he significantly
reduced by cooling the detector (e.g. by using a cooled CCD camera; Miller et al. ,
1902). The S/N ratio can also he improved using a suitable filter (e.g. recursive filter),
averaging or integrating the signal detected over a short period of time. I lowcvcr, care
must he taken in order that this signal processing does not significantly alter the final
ratios.
CAI.1BRAT ION
Calibrat ion of c- rtosolu- In',' cairn,,,, co?ut'ntra1io,i
In most instances qualitative changes in ion concentrations and their relative spatial
distribution within a single cell are the first concern. I lere, calibration can be useful b u t
is not essential. liprecisc 1(:a 2 J, quantification is required the best accuracy is obtained
using ratio dyes (see earlier).
The simplest method for quantifying (Ca' I is to perform an in vitro (extracellular or
external) calibration. This involves measuring the fluorescence from different dye.-ion
solutions of known composition in the experimental chamber using the same dye
concentration as in the cytosol (this is particularly important for single-wavelength
dyes), and the came optical arrangement and pathlength as when the cell is present.
Extracellular calibrations have their problems, especially since results obtained in vitro
must be extrapolated to the 707777' situation within a cell in which dye-ion mixtures and
chemical and physical ncicroenvironments exhibit both spatial and temporal variations.
As a result, the ionic composition and physical characteristics (e g. viscosity; Poenic,
1090) of the dye-ion calibration solutions are accordingly modified to mimic the plant
or fungal cytosol. Using simple equations which take account of various characteristics
of the dye, I Ca2 I, Concentrations can he calculated.
The second approach is to perform an in l'17'ci (in situ, intracellular or internal)
calibration and this is usually the preferred method with single-wavelength dyes.
Calibration of the latter is usually performed on the cell under study at the end of an
experiment. It normally requires determination of the maximal (dye/Cal ) and
minimal (free dye) fluorescence intensities within the cell. Using the appropriate
equation, [Ca' I, concentrations can he calculated from values of fluorescence
intensities measured during an experiment. The maximal and minimal fluorescence
intensities can he determined using a Ca' -ionophore (Br-A23187, A23187 or
iotlomycitl) and a dye-saturating concentration of Ca' followed by the dye-quenching

agent Mn' ' (sec earlier). An alternative IIl 74771
caliion, more applicable to dualwavelength dyes, involves clamping ( a7 '
J, by equilibrating known ion concentrations
inside and outside tile cell " , fill a ( a' - ionophorc
For more comprehensive details of I ( a' , calibrations see (rynkicwic,
eta!, (I 0115),
Cobhold & Rink (1087), Tsjcn & Pcci,.an HOW)),
Williams (I )9(1), Williams & Pay
lOOt)), Williams (nil. (lOOt)), Silver ci
ii!. (10<12) and various papers cited in 'l'ahle 2.
The accuracy of the ( a 1 J, calibration cibta i ned for a particular ( l ye
in a certain cell
type can be checked by comparing dye mencurements oft he resting level ccl ICY, wit Ii
J,
that obtained using other techniques (e.g. other dyes, aequorin or ion-sensitive
inicroelectrodes) 'Ibis has rarely, if ever, been done rigorously for plant or fungal cells
As a result, and taking account of the pitfalls involved in [Ci''
I, calibration, published
[, calibrations should he viewed With caution and the va I ices given Should he
',nsidercd is 1117,5* ly ;'pprc'xcinatc rather than ihs',hiiic.

I

:,,/,l'r,,,,, in c!f c/u',' ii'n,,'It no I,,,,,

For most purposes, knowledge of the dye concentration is not required One
exception is when an in 711 ni calibration of [ Ca'
a' j i using single-wavelength dyes is
required
(seee:rluer) In the majority cfc;ses, ihccpiiui,l amount of l i ve hicaded intoihic
cviosulis usually determined empirically. The dye is loaded to a level which
pros' i des
sufficient signal for experimentation without perturbing the activity (if the cell under
study. This level is judged visti:illy or by itisirdincent means and sicii:ihlr controls are
performed tic assess the health of t lie loaded cell (see hater)
The cytcisiclic dye concentration can he determined with a ratio (lye by tsieasciring
fluorescence at ihce icochcstic point which does not change with variations in
I( a '
concentration (Fig. lit, C). Measurement of the concentration of single-wavel eng th
dyes injected itcntc'phciret icalhy into a cell is more difficult. ( )iie crude approach is tic
Compare
pile t he Ca -' - ,saturated (lye cigna I in cells t rca ted with iiinoplci Ire atid (
a' ' tcc that
Of cell-sued droplets of dye at a range of concc'tctratiiciis in sihie-cciie oil ((;ilr,'v ci al
1000. Calibration ccl the vol owe of :i pressil re - injected dye can also be done by
measuring the diameter of oil droplets that occupy the same column or
the micropipette
tip as the dye solution (Callahim & I lepler, 1001).
Estimates oft
he cytosolic concentrations of dyes injected into plants cells have varied
between
10 and 100 ,isi (Bmownlec & Pulsford, 1088; Zhang rid!, 1000; Giir,cy
rich
1990, 1091).
Ai)t)i I tONAl. t'R(itilIMS 'S'i tIt I'lIIN I
AND tt'Nd;At rct 1,o;
Most additional problems have been ascoci at ed with (lye seqitestration into
organelles. These and other problems which have been encountered with plain and
fiingal cclls are described in this section. Further difticciliies, which may also prove
significant for botanical material but which have so far only been described in animal
cells, have been covered elsewhere (Moore en al., 1000; Rice er
al., hOof); Wahl en a!
1000;
Bolsovcr & Silver, 1001). A large number of artcfacts can also arise during the
cneasure,,ieict icr imaging procedure itself ( B(1hsccver & Silver, 1 90 1; Silver
et al., 1002),
but are not discussed here,
/ he sc'quesn i',itOcll

1117,'

i)rg,,,c,'/I,'c

For a dye to be useful for (Ca'

I, measurement, it obviously most he located in the
levels reasonably accurately. Sequestration of dye into
ccrganehles can reduce its cytosichic concentration to levels which prevent precise (Ca' 1 11
measurement. Furthermore, dye fluorescence from organdIes can confuse measurements ccf((a' ' (,. Because the concentration of free Ca' from ,
crgane(lec, including the
cytosol and report (Ca'
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procedures, but include vncuoles (Hush & Jones, 1987; Clarkson eral., 1988; Gilroy ci
al., 1980; 7.hang etal.,
1990; Hioprohes No. II, 1991; Callaham & 1 lepler, 1091), nuclei
(Gilroy etal., 1090, 1091; McAinsh ci a!, 1900; Timmers etal.,
1991; Fricker & White,
19U) and cndoplasmtc reticulum (ER; flush ci of, 1089). Dye sequestration within
small organelles commonly results in If very punctate fluorescence (Kiss
ci at. , 1001;
Fig. 3). In certain cases, these organelles are probably mitochondria. Sometimes dye
becomes markedly compartmentalized in some organdies but not others. For example,
dye has been excluded from nuclei of Urmnvces germ tubes after ester loading with
I'1uO3, but has been extensively partitioned within other small organdIes (Fig. IA).
Significant (lye accumulation within organdies has been reported between I min and
1 h after loading (Clarkson ci al., 1 09 9; flush & Jones, 1090; Zhang cr(11.,
1900; 1 Iahm &
Saunders, 1001). Figured shows dye partitioning within organelles in growing hyphae
of !'e'u'a 6- 11 loin after injecting them with Calcium Green,
Dyes may become compartmentalized for the following reasons. (I) Incomplete
hydrolysis of the dye-esters in the cytosol, particularly if cytocolic esterase activity is
low. This may allow the csterttied dyes to continue their transfer across organelle
membranes Into organdies within which they become completely hydrolysed (Almers
& Neher, 1985). The incomplete hydrolysis oft lie dye-esters may be significant in plant
cells where it is found that ester loading results in dye sequestration whilst other loading
procedures do not (Hush & Jones, 1087; Kiss ci al., 1991; Rathore et (i!., 1091),
(2) Endocytosis of dye-esters followed by hydrolysis within organdIes (Malgaroli
ci al., 1987), although there is no evidence for this occurring in plant or fungal cells.
I) Transport across organelle membranes by organic carriers (Di Virgilia ci (it., 1090).
This is suggested when the free acid of a dye becomes rapidly incorporated within
organdIes after microinjection Into the cytosol (Fig. 'IA, B). It has been found that
sequestration of Fura-2, Indo- I and other anionic fluorescent dyes into plant cell
organdies can often he inhibited by culturing cells in the presence of prohenecid, an
organic anion transport inhibitor (Callaham & I lepler, 1991; Oparka & Ilawes, 1002).
However, the use of drugs such as prohcnecid in studies of signalling is
undesirable because of potential side-effects such as changes in suhcellular structure or
alterations in cytosolic pit (Callaham & I lepler, 1991; Oparka etal., 1991 a, b; Robinson
& Iledrich, 1991). (4) Physical damage to organelle membranes during loading. This is
t 5 ig, 5. (r5,ii rbr' f U---" I
ris' r 's;rtif I i 'i rsiih cii 'i t Is,.s 1 'i \t ,,i,I i'rainiiirt h ('si ."t
A ?iirti i .; siic ii cii iUii (I' r, siti ijii& cries I irs if ipii II cc'ciiiiiis Nrc rirai ihi' titers Iiic;rfi,i't within
kill istrnhi(irSt setteris at rrrgarir-IIrr in I (re st iiplasnr ansi is çclriiIrit fr, in I lie niirlci
I if in At
lire nuclei are
clitTictili In vtsuilj,r in the errors non It Alil,r,mmtr it is not %% ell den,r,rsrra,ed in I his germ ,rmbe, rice is aism,
CScIttstctI Irons the vat m,ote ( wh,cI, is in,i emerging Iron the urcIIiisdmre ( AS Ss':mte bar -- If pin

cell wall, is typically much higher than in the cytocol, dyes partitioned within organdies
are mostly Ca' -saturated and their fluorescence maximal.
Ca' -dyes have been reported to sequester into plant and fungal cell organdIes alter:
ester loading (flush & tones, 1 987; Kiss a of. 101) 1 ; Fig. 3; low-pt! loading I Jalini &
Saunders. 1001 ; microintection (Clarkson ci of, 1988; Bioprohcs No. I 3, IOQI Zhnng
ci ill., 1090; Figs. 4 and 5); elect roporation (Gilroy ci of, 1989; Fig, 0); and digitunin
permeahili7ation (Fimmers Cr 0/., 1991). With come cell types, the extent and rate of

compartmentation varies with different dyes even if the loading procedure is identical
(flush & Jones. 1087; Callaham & lleplcr, 1091; Kisser of, 1001). With other cell types
there is no noticeable difference. For example, we have found that indo- I, Fura-2,
Fluo-3, Calcium Green and Calcium Orange all seem to exhibit a similar pattern of
organelle compartmentation in (I romrcc, germ tubes after ester loading (Fig. 3). The
organdies within which dye becomes trapped vary between cell types and loading

often observed after eleetroporation or microinjcctjon in which some cells clearly
exhibit cytosolic loading whilst others show vacuolar dye compartmen!atjon. Because
vacuolar loading is usually obvious, those cells exhibiting it can he easily rejected from
further analysis (Gilroy et a/., 1991).
Recently, Fttra-2, Indo- I and Calcium Green coupled to 10- or 70-kI)a dexiran have
become available. i)extran conjugates are claimed not to compartmentalize within cells
or leak out of them Miller cial. (1902) recently used the Ftira-2 I0-kl)1 dextran with
fluorescence ratio imaging to demonstrate the p- reqence of a [Ca' I
gradient increasing
towards the tip in growing but not non-growing li/trim pollen tubes. A similar gradient
has also been shown and correlated with growth in film,,, pollen tithes after
microuniection of unconjugted Indo- I (Rathore ci al., 1901),
Our observations with CSI.M have shown that the 10-kDa dextran--Calcium Green
conjugate partitions within organdies of hyhae of Pez,za
(Fig 4C, I)) and
S. ?nacrnspora (data not shown) and in pollen tubes of
li/loot (Fig. SB, C). We have also
found with non-confocal fluorescence microscopy that the I0-kDa dextran-Fura-2
conjugate is compartmentalized within organdies of !rin hyphae (data not shown).
In Li/ton, pollen tubes, it is clear that significant dye remained in the cytosol, including
the tip region, because it responded to changes in I('a'' J, after 10-40 mm (Fig. SI), F)
however, the pattern of sequestration varied between hyphae and pollen tubes. In
hyphae, large circular to irregular organdies ( < 5 pm in width), located >
15 ,:m from
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(I)i Stthaptcal region of hvpttn 23-32 pm front the tip ii toit, tulip, ion r.'i..ierPn,.,, Nyc ih , Ippticfli
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and with strand-like structures which were mostly longitudinally orientated within the

too

cells. The identity of these structurcc is unknown. The small organelles have a similar

A

size range to various organdies previously described in living Lilwnt pollen tubes
(Pierson es al., IQQO). The strand-like structures may he cytoplasmic strands, tubular

002

within hvphac and pollen tubes loaded with dextran-dycs clearly needs to be critically

2100

<1,1))
AR/I

examined with correlative microscopy, serial sectioning with CSI.M, and by staining of
specific irganelles.

(cf. Figs. 4A, 1) and SA, B). This was most marked in pollen tubes which have a very

nr24

y

o to

ER or even dye hound to cytoskeletal elements. 1lw identity of the fluorescent domain-

Antititer lt'aittre ill lisplt:ic :1,1<) tsillcn tithes ltt;tticil iviti, tiextrati (lycs is that there is
less fltttircscence in the tip rcgii'it ill:'?' in those cells loaded with the unctinjugated dyes
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extensive accumulation of vesicles in this region, ciimmiitiiy describer) as the clear
7M
IC ' I l'iersi't, er ,,i , l<)''()). ] bew t tfsci.'rvat ions suggest that there is little c<tnip;irinientation of dcxtran-dye in these vccucks at the apex. It also emphasizes the need to
perform ratio analysis of I( a
in these cells because the low concentration ofdextrandye in the tip compared with subapical regions will make accurate measurements of
iCa
, throughout the cell very difficult, if not impossible.
The I0-kl)a dextran-Cair - itim Green used in our studies is unlikely to he contaminated with tinconjiigatcd dye for the following reasons. First, Molecular Probes Inc. are
confident that there is no contamination 0 . Stahl, personal communication). Their 10kI)a dextran-dycs are purified by dialysis with a 3 S-kl)a pore size. Charged groups on

002

tlg. 6. I'iiui,rescetice rat'' 4iituitiutietrv of ft ' it ' 1. in gitar,i cells of I .iiiii,iiPi.,,,,i,i,iiuiui before anti after
treatment With the growth regtiiator ihsctstc acid (ABA , (dlx were iiintiiiutiiurelic ally injected with ii))) pM
I nu.lii- I at -_ ii I tuA for 6-itt mm tisng micr.ipmpet IC tip, wit Ii an average external fiattietee iii I) SI ptti.
I ''ailed giiar,i cells trii.und iipen stiittiaua were irc.1ted vit It I pM ABA alt lie t imcs indicitcil by t ftc lnrrows. (A,
Represeniattee traces of itte three classes of rcsp.ttsc witch are shown al"ng with thur nitniher of
experiments to which each tern t,h expertmetit was i.h'.ervet Si,',t,.sta closed itt all cases. Scale bar - 3 mm
(repr.idttccil lr,,tn Gilroy ,'t ,,L, 1 90 1, with perniiscii.tt )

the dextratis are capped tii prevent the association of free dye by ionic interactions. the
dcxt rails are thus heterogeneous in size, but predominate at around 10 kl)a. Purity is
assessed by thin-layer chromatography (chloroform-methanol -acetic acid, 70:25:5)
and no free dye is observed. Second, we have analysed the 10-kI)a dextran-Calcium
(;reen using a Scphttdcx (1-25 column and confirmed that most molecules present have

Ca' ' J, measurement if critical controls to determine the extent and location (if' dye
from the organelles are performed (see later). Often a window of time can he defined
during which useful measurements of ICa' ' , can he obtained. In this respect, we have

molecular weights > S kl)a, although a significant fraction < S kfla was detected.

found that cyttusohic Calcium Green in pollen tubes still remains responsive t<i change-

I lowevcr, when the latter component was removed and the 5-kF)a dextrin-dye was
injected into I'l't-,t hvphae, the same pattern if organelle compartmentation was

in tCa' , I It after micrtiinjection (data not yhtiss'n). However, the period over which

observed. Third, we have observed the same ci'mpartincniatitin phenomenon with two

al. (I 001)) reported that alter micrtiin )ec u ion (if I ndti - I there are only 20 - II) min during

different 10-kl)a dextran-dycs (dextran-Calejum Green and dextran-Fura-2) and
with different hatches of dextrin-Cluium Green. The mechanism by which the
cIcx)ran-dyes partition within organdIes is nit vet known.
I)ye sequestration within organdies is common but does not necessarily preclude
Fig. S. t',il!cn tithes if 1.i/iii,ii ("wi/I,', it,,, I , , ntoph..rr< Ic ally ,ni.ri'ttijecie,i with ( alcjutm Green (A, Ci or
I ii.kt'ti Calcium Green hi, 1), t I and esaitlifleri hi C SI st I'ollcn tubes were iiiniorftiire( icalk tije,. ted
tOil ino front their tIps using on , t.'t'lpel t cx With an external oil dianieier it pin, a pre-inaited dye
concentration of liSt im. nttd a ctttrctlt of t 2 nA I .ivi.iing lilies were approximately in q for the
tttict'iititgated <lye xiii) 50 5 for I he dcii ran dye A i Median opt cat sect jim iii' the tip region it a growing
pollen tube 40 mm after uniect in Not e that the the itttorcscenc is mute tie less even down the length if the
pollen I uthe allhonith a very rifle pltnctate tltti't'escenee is evident throughout the cytoplasm Dye
cm'tnpart nuent at in into s.'une very sinai) urganelles is suggested aim tmiurtgli much it the variation in
liut,u,rsrr,tce may rcpru'setmt itegal ive ci aimtiitg ill u.rganeties Sr ale bar 26 pin ti 1 Median optirat sect ion of
tile tip rt'giiin of a gr.iieittg polli'tt lithe III tmtmtt after trije, lion Note that ptttict ate flilorescetice is acsor - iaie,J
xtli ierv small organdies I - i pm lit fiameteri unit with lomiginuifinallv ,'rii-ntaivil strandlitie virtti'tuires.
Also im,,tc that the ties! 7pm hoot the tip is largely ,leeod if ttui''r,'scence (ci A. Scale bar - 25 pin (C) Same
twi. pollen tubes <it nun (a) and 56 uttin h'alm,'r utm,iti'inje, tj,,n it dye an.) thet, (is la ter alter the a,trtitjot, of<he
iiiti.iph.ire itt - A2 111H7 0 Note <ftc tnarkcyi itirriase in iltt,,resc c-ni e intensity as the I ( , rises 1 he gain
setting tie 'lie plii.t.ti-tuit iplier tithes was t ,trnr,l dunn , hence the tim' signal ifetectect before mite a,t,iitii,rt of
ii nuiphore . Scale lvii liii! pitt )) Same pollen lithe 55 mum I a I and SQ mitt hi after iniectii'n and then 4 c
alter espoxure to ttr-A2 5)57 (c) The respiitlse is similar ill that in C, altliiimgtt not as uniform. Scale bar -=
it))) pm. (F) Same pollen tithe 50 min after omieriinjectinn of (lye (al and then 6 s (h) and i mm (c),
rcspccttveiy, after adiitttiuii "I the clielatiur FG IA. Note the decrease in fluorescence intensity as ICat I 1, is
liiwered Scale bar - it))) jstn

Ca' ' It measurements can he made may he significantly shtsrter. For exatisple, Zhang t't
which useful measurements can he obtained from l'ram/c,tea,t,ta slanten hairs. Average
measurements of ICa' J, from a whole cell tuhi ained using photometry can he extremely
distorted by fluorescence from Ca' -saiutratcd dye within organdIes. Increased spatial
resolution obtained with ( S! .M can sign tficantly improve the ability to distinguish
between cvtosttl and organelles loaded with dye (Figs. 3 5 and 0). there is now a clear
need to perlortn confiical ratio imaging of I( :a' j within plant and fungal cells.
111n /tug of (lye it' tell 7valls and o ther or g,u,telle.c

The dye-esters or free acid form of the dyes stirnefimes hind to cell walls during
loading (lynch ci (JL, I 980; Gilroy ci it!., I (t)) ; I lahm & Saunders, 100); Fig. 10).
Different cell walls vary in their affinity for the dyes. For example, cross walls of
prntiottemal cells of the moss P/trcemttt,eella bind Fluo- more avidly than lateral walls
after bathing the cells in the ester form of the dye ( Fig. I(S). Indit- I also bound to
protonenial cell walls after at)eml'tclf ester loading in antither moss (Furuaria
hvgrui,ncirrt-,,), with discrete spots <if flutirescenc'e being associated with the lateral walls
(I lahm & Saunders, 1(11)1), The latter type tif ptuticttttc fluorescence ass<iciated with cell
walls also occurs if the hydrophobic dye-esters have not been well dispersed prior to
loading (e.g. with the low-toxicity surfactant Plxtriitiic F-127). Brief exposure 8:
extracehlular may sometimes prove useful for distinguishing (lye located in the
cell will from that which is intracellular (I lahtii & Saunders, 1901). 1 Iowcver, Indo- I
bound to (it,t,,ie/uIui guard cells after attempted ester loading and low-ptl loading was
insensitive its Mn
quenching (Gilroy ciaf, 1901 ).

N(0
5-

In the previous section on the sequestration of dyes within organelles, most emphasis
was put on the uptake of dyes into membrane-hound organelles, I Iowcvcr, it should he
borne in mind that some dye partitioning within the cell maw result from binding to
the surfaces of organdies or in distinct biochemical domains not surrounded by

enough to he transported through piasmodesmata (Goodwin & Frwee, 1QR9), The
movement of dye between cells can he used to advantage by enabling a cell of interest to
he loaded with a fluorescent dye without actually impaling it but by injecting the

membranes within the cytoplasm.

adjacent cell instead (Callaham & I lepler, 1991). Overall, dye loss from cells should he
prevented or at least inhibited by using the dcxtran..dyes.

D. ve Ii'sc fti'ttt (('lit

!'ri'cluciwt, of cxircIeel/ttlizr cciercltet

There have been few reports of dye leakage from plant or fungal cells to the external
medium. T lahm & Saunders (I QQ I) Found that exposure of Funt-zria cells to UV light for
extended periods seemed to induce loss of dye from cells. Brief exposure of loaded
Ftaptarta cells to 2 5 mM prohcnecid prevented this leakage. Dilution of dye by loss to
adjacent cells in a fungal hypha or moss prottsnema can he very significant and rapid
(e.g. within 5 mm. Fig. 7; and possibly during the 2-min period between which Fig. 4A
and 413 were imaged). the ttncont,gatcd dyes are mostly - I lot )n in size and tittis small

Cork (1086) found that a large number of different plant and fungal cell types could
not he ester loaded with Quin-2. This was attributed In hydrolysis by extraceilular
esterases because fluorescence of the free acid of the dye increased in the medium
bathing the cells and this fluorescence could he quenched with Mn" . However, long
incubation periods (up to many (lays) were used to demonstrate this extracellular
hydrolysis and other factors may have been inhibiting loading in the shorter term.
Prolonged tnctthattnn of embrvttgenic cells of 1). caroi•a in Flun- 3-AM has also
increased the fluorescence of the bathing medium (i'immcrs ci al., 1Q91). The
hydrolysis of the dye-esters by plant and fungal extracellular esierases needs further
Analysis.

( V1i'tct 5i(t $5'
Cvtntoxicity of the Ca2 i -dyes does not normally seem to be a problem if they are
loaded at the very low concentrations necessary to prevent JC1 1 1

1, buttering. A further

potential cytotoxic effect can result from production of acetic acid in(l formaldehyde as
t-ii_productsitf(iycester hydrnlyscs (Cobboid & Rink, l9R7). Again thisshould not ben
problem if the dye concentration is kept low and incubation times relatively short, (titk
I Qll(t) has reported possible cyltitoxic effects due to these hydrolysis by-product- but
Iii' used high concentrations of Quin-2--AM (SO mM) and very long perii'ds of
iticuh;ttton (mostly 24 h) to produce these effects. Finally, incubation at acidic p11
luring low-ptl loading can he cytotoxic. I lodick ci al. (I(i ( ) I) found that at fill 5 or
It-eltiw, Gitara rhizoids were killed within 1 - 1 -5 h.

H

2I

I/, ', it of ,t'ratha,ucn and phiticstrleuac-Jimg
Ii rtdtattng a cell whilst Imaging or measuring its jCa' Jean potentially damage the

g - R. (A. It) lt-1,icirescence rattui itnages of
guard cells loaded with tndo- I before and after lowering the
- icr nat K concentration. Note than if ' a 1 elevation is
spatially liicaln,ed within t he ct-iuisi,i I 'he dark
iseets represent t lie thinnest regilins of viciptasIn aeoiniiul the u.acicnile where tIre signal strength was
tsu,utl'ucient nut pri,u - iile precise ratio cutues. the fact that the signal is reey low in this regciirr inilis ales that
here has been s'erv little Or no snIdest rat ut-fl (if (lye within the vncttole. ?dagctrticat ti i n 715)
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Fix. 7. t'riii,iirrni iiiilinrr,iai (iiaiiir,rt 4 / ' / i \,flit*i10 r.ji, ''',\ lt,i?it field image Sttiisc'ing iaicliinrrna
prior to iiileciIon I lierttells 1 1.2 antI 11 iii- r ti- ti? iii , ! lii' - 't?i , , is 1 Ili, i'bliqiie cross watts are indicated
bv
rows St-nail side branches have arisen trou, cells I and 2. Note ujici • PPCT IC lip, flit it-pt icc are not vets
good because oil he necessity to remove the microscope runt-tenser dtir iiig injection. (fl) I nt-ti,- I fluorescence
n-if hint ctnci,i I Olin after injection, None that ile has been lost front cell 2 to cells I and I and the tn- ti side
brunt-his Strung fluorescence is assnii.ianed with the side brani hes. This cell sc'as imaged after excitation at
150 urn (Ill not 1111W) and emitted light
ISO nt-n scac re—ruled on Kodak 151 AX 400 II -ohm hIm. I
Differential
ial interleretice contrast Image oF the same ciii IS It alter tniection. Nile that one iii the cii ii branches
arrow) tins grown hit-I lice than ti -tnt chit-sc-n in A the itt-crease tit the distance between the two sit-Ic branches
(ci A) is not dice to griiwth butt has rrsiiltest from a reorientation aniut significant flattening of the cnttli,ncma
filament during the IS It between collecting the two images Scale bar - 20 (im.

II 9. ( iinli cat images of art iiilt-tqeut n meat teal pr.itiiplasn s
ficuleit by elect rosiirtt iii,, with It-li,.,- l and caged
I a • ( Nitr-Si t he clark inserts within the cell represent the car oole which shows little nrr
no seqitest rat inn it-i
'ire. Ptcncnane fluoresi enue with a high signal is evident in other parts tit the cvtciplasni it-i the cnirraihiatcd
It-rirtiuplast I Ay 'Flits nil cat cc that dye is sequestered within siume very small organdIes which
are possibly
muticctui,ttulr,u - 1 Ice priiiiupiusts (lo' ,
mh were elect rnrpiirateil in a ii 4-cm ( tivette in the presence of It) itcI
tnt-fit-I (tree add), SO )IM Nntr--S, tO ruM Ml)S, p11 ii 7 and 0 5 siirhiru,l Ihe field cnrcngrtt was
1200 V/cm,
the time constant tOO c and three t'ul'es were delivered at S-c intervals - (A) Iteii,re t tV phoriact sad run
ol
caged ( la ' ( 10 It) alter lthunuiucti*'aneil release ,it' ('a 2 • Iron, caged (a'
(
I
0(t
s
alter
phi.t
uiautivuniu,fl
C)
Phuutucacnis'atniin was perfutoned by expursung the pruituiplasts f or 21 s to I,.)V
tight from the IN microscope
han,p Magnification ' 210.
IIg. ID. Ili ling if l'tnuii- S iii uross wnits ut-I' branched pru.lu.nenra (chiiur ,
unerna( filaments oh l'hs,'rcuipn,prc4Iu,
pt-ut-in alter ester lit-ailing Note ret-I atclnllii,rrescence ft-ct-tn clitorirplast's which wriuitci not tilt-rn

-unIty ft-c detected

using the tint-russ' bandwidth filters (iced for Ca' imaging

it measurement. Magnification
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cell and will result in dye photobl cacti ing. In most cases, we find that the deleterious
effects of irradiation with light at UV or longer wavelengths, using conventional
fluorescence microscopy or CSLM, are not a problem during the time course of a
normal experiment as long as the illumination conditions arc carefully controlled. It is
therefore Important to reduce the bandwidth of excitation light and use neutral-density
filters to cut down the illumination intensity to the minimum possible for dye
measurement. Similarly, intermittent rather than continuous illumination will reduce
adverse effects on cells overlong periods of observation. With CSLM we have found
that it is possible intermittently to image pollen tubes loaded with Calcium Green for
periods> I h. Nevertheless, UV excitation has been reported to damage cells. Hahm &
Saunders (1991) found that irradiation of Funarw protonemata for extended periods
seemed to induce dye loss from cells. An interesting observation has also been made by
Callaham & Heplcr (1991). They found that neither cytosol,c Indo-1 nor UV light
during normal illumination prevented mitosis in stamen hair cells of Trades,anna.
However, when the dye and illumination were coincident, mitosis was blocked in
metaphase.
Photohlcaching can be more of a problem, particularly if cells are illuminated
continuously with Intense light, or for long periods. Using a variety of different cells
loaded with Indo-1, constant ratio values can be obtained after continuous irradiation
for periods 20 mm (Zhang el at, 1990; Gilroy ti at, 1991; Hodick ci at, 1991).
CONTROLS

Since the aim of using Ca'' -dyes is to image and measure (Ca 2 ], in living cells it is II
the utmost importance that various controls are rigorously performed to determine the
extent of perturbation by the dyes, dye loading procedures or by the method of
measurement. It is also essential to determine whether the dye loaded into the cell is
reporting (Ca'
usefully.
A range of criteria can he assessed to determine the health of a cell being analysed.

1,

Much of this assessment requires very precise correlative microscopy. Aspects. of cell
structure and functioning which have been analysed in previous studies include: cell
growth (Nobiling & Reiss, 1987; Hodick etal., 1991; Rachore etal., 1991, Miller etal.,
)2; Figs. 4A, l, 5C, 1) and 7); spore germination (Schcuerlein ci al., 1991 embryo
development (Tirnmcrs etal., 1991; cytoplasmic streaming and organelle movements
Clarkson ci at, 1988; Gilroy etal., 1990, 1991; Hodick etal., 1991; Miller etal., 1992,;
ell turgidity (Gilroy ci al., 1991); organelle shape and distribution (Gilroy e't al., 1990,
1)91); vital staining with neutral red (Gilroy ci al., 1991); membrane potential
(.allaham & Hepler, 1991); chromosome movement (Zhang et al., 1990); and the
kinetics of stomatal closure (Gilroy ci at, 1991). It is important to assess as many
d itlerent parameters as possible in order to judge with confidence the vitality of the cell
under study. Cells can sometimes remain reasonably healthy after loading but cease to
I unction normally. As an example, Hodick ci al. (1991) found that after injection of
lndo-1, Chara rhizoids always stopped growing although they continued to exhibit
vigorous cytoplasmic screaming, retained their pre-injection membrane potential, and
survivcd for at least 24 h.
A number of approaches can he taken to determine the intracellular location of the
(a 1 -dye in the loaded cell. These include direct observation of the distribution oidve
fluorescence in the cell, examination of the pattern of dye release upon lysis of the
I. ,ided cell, manipulation of (Ca' 1, levels to assess Its effects on dye fluorescence in the
osot, and determining whether cytosolic dye fluorescence can be quenched.
Organelle sequestration ofdyc is often easy to visualize, especially with CSLM. Nonhumogcneous or punctate fluorescence within a cell is often indicative of organelle
unmparImentaon Figs 1 -5 and') I \'acuoljr loading is tivalIv 'hviou,, p.irlu!,ic )' 1
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the vacuole occupies a large proportion of the cell (Gilrov u'i 0/., 1991; Figs. R and 9). A
second method is to observe the pattern of dye release from dye-loaded cells which have
been lysed, usually by exposure to osmotic shock or detergents (Reiss & Nohiling,
1086. The presence of discrete fluorescent organdIes is indicative of organellar
sequestration of dye. Although dye partitioning into organdies may he obvious from
the examination of intact or lysed cells, thc amount of -responsive dye in the
cytosol is not easily determined by direct visualization alone. This requires other
approaches.
If signicant dye is present within the cytosol, increasing or decrcasingCa'
1 levels
should increase or decrease dye fluorescence, respectively, there are various ways in
which this has been (lone with plant cells. (Ca' j, levels have been increased by treating
loc1e1 cells by adding ui'uiophore (ltr-A2II87, A21187 or iiunomycin) with external
present (Williams ci al., 190; Gilroy ci (i!., 1991 ), :idding a mild detergent (e.g.
digitonin or CI lAl'S) with external Ca' I present (Bush & Jones, 1)87; I lahm &
Saunders, 1001; Rarhore et ( it., 1901). inlecting ( (Zhang a (if, 1 0
00), or injecting
and subsequently photoactivating caged-Ca" or caged-1p, (Gilrov et (it., 1990; Fig. 9).
(Ca (, levels can he decreased by adding the Ca' -buffer FG'rA (Gilroy ci a/., 1901;
Timmers ci (il., 1091; Fig. SF), or injecting EG'IA or different IIAPIA buffers which
also buffer (Zltang ci it!., I 000; Miller ci al., I002). Decreasing (Ca' (, can
s,'metimcs he useful in accentuating organellar fluorescence. 1 Iowevcr, observations of
this may have to he done quickly because of a successive reduction in organellar
fluorescence, especially if the butlers are transported into the organelles by an organic
anion transport system.
As discussed earlier, dye fluorescence can be quenched with Mn' (McDonough &
Button, 1Q80). 1 he external addition of to loaded cells can he used to show
whether dye is hound to the cell wall (I Iahm & Saunders, I 091). Mn' can also he added
with a suitable tuni'plui're (e.g. llr . A2 1187 or iuinomnycin) to determine whether
cv uisu'l mc dye lii tiurescence can be q ii cut - lied. The Litter treatment can often allow
organellar dye fluorescence to be visualized more ckarlv.
ItiT(IRF i)IVri.OPMINj S IN

tMM;1N(;

AND MEAStJR1MFNT

Methods involving i/yes

or (Ca'

1

To date, much of the technology required to image and measure (Ca' j i has been
dye-driven. It is expected that a variety of ness' dyes selective for Ca' and a range of
tither molecules involved ill
I
signalling Will become available over the next few
Vent-, Marty of these new dyes or dye ctnhumgates will he brighter, require excitation at
longer wavelengths, and sequester within u'rganclles to a lesser extent than many of
those in current use. The availability of dyes with very lost' affinities for free Ca' will
also be useful for the measurement of the high concentrations of free Ca' present
within organdies and cell walls. I ipophulic conjugates of dyes will allow measurement
Of (Ca
J, immediately adjacent to membranes.
The use of currently available and new photoactivatable caged probes will play an
increasingly important role as extremely powerful tools in
signalling studies.
These caged cuinspiqinds are ions or molecules (e.g.
' , II' , 11',, cAMI', cGMP,
(TPS or Ca' -buffer) rendered inactive by chemical modification. 'I'll is mod ification
introduces a phuitochiemically labile bond, which on exposure to UV light cleaves
rapidly, releasing the active cusnilu'tmnd (Kaplan & Somlvn, 1999). These phutrolahile
caged probes are usually introduced into cells at the lime of dye loading and then
plicitoactivated (e.g. by the Xe or 119 microscope lamp) during (C
1 imaging or
measurement ( Kao cii,! , 1080; ( ; ilrui ci al., 1 1 ) 1 )1)) Because the caged compounds are

Indus-1 canton he used
because they are phu'iu'hleached during the photuuactivatiu,n procedure. Thus, dyes
phu'tolvsed with VV light, (JV-cxt'jmblc' dyes such as Fura-2 or
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which require excitation at longer wavelengths have to he employed (Fig. 0)
Caged
compounds now allow (Cap
(, to he manipulated at the single-cell or ssuhcelluilar levels
in a much more subtle and precise way than was previously possible with inhibitors or
ionophores.
For most applications, microinjeemiu,n as a method of introducing various molecules
into cells is now usually the method of choice for studies of the biochemistry of single,
living, plant and fungal cells. Mucroinjecticin shu,itld become a routine procedure in all
laboratories imaging and nleasturirtg (Cay
(, in these cells. Refinements to the pressure
niicrointectiiin technique will include the muse of the pressure probe (see earlier).
CSIM offers enormous potential in the future for fluorescence ratio imaging in the
simultaneous dual-emission mode and also for dual excitatioi,, altboogil the latter will
not provide tile temporal recol tutu in 1,1,1 uial. tin its iu'ii
detection because rift lie necess i ty
to switch between two
, excitation wavelengths, ( tinfcical ratio imaging will he aided by
the availability of new ratio dyes with suitable excitation spectra for use wimh the
common laserscmrlovcd in CSI .M. Another solution will he muilti-wavelengmh CS! .M
using a range of different lasers. Of particular interest is, LIV cunforaI mnicroscupv
because ninny of the ( -dyes are excited at LJV wavelengths. I Iowevc'r, UV confocal
microscopy is presently fraught with technical problems (Frickcr & White, 1992)
Nevertheless, luicalj,.eml pliotoactivatuuin of caged probes within discrete parts of a cell
with a L.JV laser in a cuinfocal mucros('uipe sliu'iil,I provide a very spatially precise mnethiini
for so hcel 1mm Ia r J( ia" j, man i puu1 a tic in, For some ;uppl cat ions, increased temporal
I
recoltit ion in ( S1 .M will he required for imaging rapid (Ca' J, dynamics. 'Real-time'
confocal microscopes arc being developed (Nigghi & Lederer, 1000) although they
compromise by reducing bothIt the spatial resolution itch ieva hle a nil rIte anon in t of sigmi a I
detectable Iru'm a single image or line scan. More sensitive detectors

Will be useful here.
Various development- arc being made will' non-confocal ratio imaging Cooled C( 1)
cameras which provide very high semistrivity, spatial resolution amid a very low S/N ratio
(A ikemis ci,,!., 1089; A ikens, I Q8)) are now begin n in g
to he used for imaging ( 'a '(, in
Plant cells (Miller a al.,
1002). Icmporal resolution in non-confiucal ratio imaging is
also being improved. One approach is to use two cynchroni,ed, intensified CCI)
cameras as detectors to perform simultaneous dual-eniission imaging (Takamatsu
&
\'('ier, 1990) in a similar manner to that for dual-emission ratio photometry (Fig. 2).
Another, and simpler, approach is to split the light of the two emission wavelengths in
the same way with a
(Ilchroic mirror and interference filters but then to collect the two

images simultaneously side by side on the detector of a single camera. Such an optical
scm -up is now tiianuifacmmmred by I Iamn:uniamsu I'hotu'nics (11:1111.1m,
tcu City, Japan).
Another useful approach for improving the spatial resolution achievable in
'. a l

1(

imaging is to dccoti su1 Lime i ma get. Various a lgor it lint s taut be used for decon vol uu t ion mu
remove liLi i-u' 1-h 'cut blur (A ga rd ci al.,
1989). A major ads':,,, m age Of ibis prucedmm re of
Optical sectioning is ilia(, unlike CSI .M, it is not wavelength-limiteif I I,'svever, image
deconvolutitin requires considerably more computation than CSI .M Fuurihermore,
there is concern dim sonic of file algi r ii tim s used to c lecon vol uute images will
significantly alter the data contained within these images, and this will he especially
critical for ratio analysis. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that image decu'i,solutiu,mi will
he extremely valuable luir improving the spatial resolution achievable with dyes such as
I u ra -2 and Ind,,I and should, at the very least, help mu determine their location within
cells, In adul it ion, deci in vol lit ion can be mused to improve con fu,ea I i tnagcs oht a i rued by
CSI M (Shaw ui (i!., 1992).
An advantage of fluorescence microscopic techniques is that it range of pruihm'c with
dtllcrcnt excitation and emission characteristics can he used to examine different
physiohuiguc il parameters within the saute living cell. Single cell nieasmurem,ients can thus
he made, for example of cytosuilic and p11 (with dual-wavelength flctorochrornes),

0
I-

,so.c017c free (,a in pisisir

and
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membrane potential (with potenhionietric dyes), distribution and activity of specific
cellular components (with fluorescent analogues), and the activities of specific crrvmcs
(with fliirsrogenic substrates; Waggoner ci (i!,, 1 990).
Atei'/iodr involving rccrt,nbutaiii aequarin

(5.6 (10

iridictitor o f (a 1

A major breakthrough, with regard to Ca' , measurement in living cells, has
recently been accomplished by the genetic transformation of Ntcs'oa,,a piusstha'zwfohz
and !:idrerichta cots with the acquoriri gene Knight c, at., 1001a, h, 1092; Trewavac ci
al., 1Q02). Aequorin is a (a -scnsit,ve luminescent protein which responds to free
• by emitting blue light in a dose-dependent manner which can he quantified. The
protein has two components: a polvpcpttde, apoaeqtrorin, arid a luminophore,
cod en te ra 7 inc. ( ;cnct rc trans for fliflt 15511 'I Nu,'trsipsa resolt c in file expression of
arsae(Isrssrrii throughout whole 1ilaotc 'Ilicce plants can then he treated with the nontoxic coehentcra7ine and this allows the aeqrsorin ( a'
indicator to he reconstituted in
every viable cell of a plant (Knight ci (it, 1901 h, 1092).
Acquortn has a number (if advantage- over (a -sensitive dyes: ( I ) it is not cvtoussi
and does not a ffect plant growth and development ;; (2) it is a trig Ii lv negatively char gi's I
protein and has not been reported to compartmentalize within organelles or leak sort of
cells; (1) autrrfltroresccncc and 1hotoble:t hing problems are avoided because measurements do not require u rrad at ion with light; and (4) aeq uorin has a very low -affinity for
free Ca 2 thereby avoiding JCi
buffering problems and enabling measurements of
very high concentrations, of free (a 1 ( - 100 /551) to be made (( obbuild & Rink, 1987:
("ampbell, I 08(; 'l'rcwavac ci al., 1092).

1,

Acqirot-in trieassrrenretrts of (a

I

in transgenic vt(s't,t,,(, plants have recently been

matte after exposure to a variety of stimuli (touch, wind, cold shock and fungal
elicitors). 'These measurements li:ive been olrtaitred from whole plants using a
(11cm litminot net cr (Knight ii sit., 1 00 1b,I Q() 2). R ecctl t lv, we have used an extremely
sensitive photon -cistintitig camera (1< :striiva, I Qi) ) to itirage J C W , its individual
Nuc,'tts,,rsu cotyledons nut have evidence that ulne:tsurt'usletsts can be usbtaiited at the
single-tell level. Knight ci sit, (I ( II) I Ii) tteruuuutsstiated that crilsi shock induces dirtniatic
elevations tit 1( '. i' ' I.. We exposed a t iLiac-co seedling us, cold shock whilst imaging one of
its cotyledons with a If) objective. Because the light emitted from individual cells in
the cotyledon is very low (a clictiiiliimins.nieter detects light from all of its cells at once),
we integrated the photons captured by tire camera detector over a 25-s period. Figure II
shows images before, thiring and alter exposure to c'u'lsl shock. Multiple photons were
emitted frs 'iii individual foci over the whole cotyledon Fig. II B). Some of these foci
may rep resent photons emitted from individual cells whilst other larger foci represent
light emission frsiun stisall groups of cells. According to this interpretation, only some
cells of tire cotyledon wusultl appear to he responding to the cold -shock ci imitlus.
I leteruigerierty in ( a 2 • 1, respssoctt'etless to specific cxttaeelltilar ci iuiisili has been
previsssrclv reported i ii plant cells. lor example, ( ;rlrusy ciss/. (IM) I) ticiuiorist rated that
abcs. i cic acid (All A ) elevated I ( a" 1, in only a minority of Commetipto gi ta rut cells

FIX. I I, 1 Iliig,ii g sf
Isirirl lisn1hlrcrrncr Irsiri, part ''1 a sing!,' s•',vIi-Ii's, •'t
t5'tr's'ii.s'ts s f'/isnii 5', C
f4l"
expissed li  Id sh's k I tsr julaur SWC cv ru cv,.sIis Iv
.11V lraurslsirn,i -( is •th (Ii' "'I uris stir us liii, it
expressed sir tiers 'or M their viable cc' Is Kisiglns ,tui/. s)'ltt,u this c•uuvlu'uhuuus'. us rises $ssutcsi It , ic Ii 'hit
by t'iacsurg 1 piece of ice next is , ttueni iSis a nist rsusciupe cliii,' uii,susuiut-st 'n a N Si',, t )suphisus irsrrric,t uric ru'soipe
e(lurupp,'st with a to CF Act.ru,mnu lit, ohect ire (NA It 25) Images were drirs.test usIng a C2 1011 2uI1
VIM ptrs'iuun -count tug came,a interfaced wtI ti an Ar gust -SI) image prswcxsiurg cycles,, (It amatnaisul t'tuuuronuc'c.
tanraina, cur (:uuv. Japan). I Fur camera was a iwo. %I age unjcrssctuannel 'I;'re image iuuuencuticr cssurplect ii' it
s- ,stic,,n (lCampya, tOQi 1, Pach Image wax pri'stuucr,t III'usrieguating rhis'u'ns user a 23.s
preisusl (A(
I Iuvsruunuut:uucst cuur'lectsun; (il) I nuts. utter cold tios S visit' Tile tsriers'grnc-jrvu.t
11164u. rmus,i,,n loan
utstt-rsrni islets 5,1 tIle toiyteutuiuu; (C) I SI sitter cuulsi stuuu. S. Sctr bar ¶555) put

analysed, even though ABA always induced stomatal closure (Fig. . I lowever, other
interpretations for tile lictcrssgctscit y shown in Fig. I I ( IT) are possible. There may be
(Iillerc'irt levels tit active :lduluuusrin its ulillerriut cells slits' to variatisitis its c'oelu'titcra,'.ine

spatial resolution, need to be evaluated as to whether they can he employed usefully in
thus type 'd IPliltc:ititin.

uptake or protein expression. These are aspects cvlricli still need to be investigated.

Future
tore devc It spmen ts involving the use of aeqtit trin astir indicator of 1(: a2 ', iiiay
include the following. ( I ) Increasing the level of aequorin gene expression. 'I'Iris will

With regard to our imaging of aequorin luminescence, it is clear that shorter
integration could have been used to improve the temporal resolution of the measurement of ICa'

I'

increase the amount of light emitted which is presently very low and requires an

dynamics. In future, the limits of spatial resolution will need to he

extremely sensitive camera to detect. (2) Use of specific constitutive or inducible

detcrrisuncd by microscopic examination at higher uruagnificat ions. In addition, cooled

promoters which limit acquorin expression to specific cell types or particular stages of
development. (1) Direction of aequorin Its specific organelles (e.g. mitochondria,

CCD cameras, which ire slightly less sensitive than the photon-counting camera used
ill thus study (K. K anriva, personal communication) but which can offer improved

chloroplasts, FR, cell wall, vacuole or nctcicus) by Itsitig specific targeting sequences.

This

would allow measurements of organellar free Ca"

Altering the range of acquorin sensitivity to ICa'

J,

which

are presently lacking.

in order to customize the

Ca'

I -

indicator for the measurement of very low or very high free Ca' concentrations. This
will allow reliable measurements of low resting JCa'
'J, levels and high organelle free
Ca? Concentrations. Various coelentcrazines with different Ca' -sensing and lightemitting properties have already been synthesized (Shimornura et al,, 1Q89). Acquorin
may also he altered by protein engineering (A. K. Campbell, personal communication).
Improvements may be made in the calibration of free Ca' concentrations
determined by acquorin luminescence measurements. A number of semi-synthetic
aequorins have been produced which possess spectra with two peaks and which can he
analysed by the ratio method (Shimomura. 1988, 1991; Shirnomura etal., 1989).
The dye and recombinant tequorin technologies used to measure and image (Ca"

It

clearly have different advantages which complement each other. There will he
significant advantages in using both approaches in an integrated way to study

(Ci" J i

dynamics in living plant and fungal cells.
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IMAGING CALCIUM DYNAMICS IN LIVING PLANT CELLS AND TISSUES
N.D. Read*, P.S. Shacklock, M.R. Knight and A.J. Trewavas

Molecular Signalling Group, Institute of Cell and Molecular Biology, Rutherford Building,
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3JH, U.K.

ABSTRACT
The central role of Ca2 signalling in plants is now well established. Much of our recent research has
been based on the premise that the direct demonstration of signal-response coupling via Ca 2 requires
the imaging or measurement of cytosolic free Ca 2 in living cells. Methods (confocal microscopy,
fluorescence ratio imaging and photon counting imaging) which we use for imaging Ca 2 with
fluorescent dyes or recombinant aequorin, are described. Approaches for using dyes are now routine
for many plant cells. However, the imaging Ca 2' in whole tissues of plants genetically transformed
with the aequorin gene is a very new development. We predict that this method, first employed in our
laboratory, will bring about a revolution in our understanding of Ca2 signalling at the multicellular
level.
A large range of fluorescent dyes, highly selective
for free Ca 2 , are currently available (Table 1).
Important features of these dyes which vary
INTRODUCTION
include their: excitation and emission spectra (Fig.
1); quantum yields; affinities for free Ca 2 ;
Eukaryote cells have fashioned a complex
network of signalling capabilities around Ca 2 and response times to changes in free Ca 2 ; and
the central importance of Ca 2 signalling in plants conjugation, or not, to high molecular weight
is now well established (Hepler & Wayne, 1985; dextrans. Most of the dyes are of the conventional
single wavelength type. A few, however, exhibit
Leonard & Hepler, 1990; Trewavas & Gilroy,
The direct demonstration of signal- a shift in either their excitation or emission spectra
1991).
requires the on binding to free Ca 2 . These so-called "ratio" or
response coupling via Ca 2
measurement of cytosolic free Ca 2 ([Ca2]) in "dual wavelength" dyes can be used for more
living cells. Four important criteria to satisfy in precise quantitation of [Ca2]. This is because a
order to provide strong evidence for Ca 2 being ratio of fluorescence intensity at two wavelengths
involved in a signal transduction pathway are: 1) can be obtained and this ratio is proportional to
free Ca2 concentration. The ratio, unlike the
[Ca2+] c increases when cells are subjected to the
primary stimulus; 2) the [Ca2] rise precedes the measurement of fluorescence at just a single
wavelength, is independent of such factors such as
cellular response; 3) the cellular response can be
mimicked by artificially elevating [Ca 2 ]; and 4) cytosol thickness, dye concentration, dye
the cellular response can be blocked by inhibiting distribution, and dye photobleaching or loss
during an experiment (Read et al, 1992).
the [Ca2 ] increase.
Three methods have been used for measuring
[Ca 2 +] c dynamics in living plant cells: fluorescent
dyes; the luminescent photoprotein aequorin; and
Ca2 -sensitive microelectrodes.
* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

Aequorin is a luminescent photoprotein which has
two components: a polypeptide, apoaequorin, and
a luminophore, coelenterazine (Blinks et al, 1982;
Campbell, 1988; Shimomura et al, 1989). A
number of coelenterazine analogues, capable of
© 1993 Academic Press Ltd
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Single wavelength dyes

Dual excitation dyes

Dual emission dyes

Quin-2
Fluo-3
Calcium Green-i *
Calcium Green-2
Calcium Green-5N
Calcium Orange*
Calcium C rimson*
Rhod-2

Fura2*
Fura Red
Mag-Fura-2
Mag-Fura-5

Indoi*
Mag-Indo- 1

Table 1. Fluorescent dyes for measuring [Ca2']. All dyes are commercially available in their
hydrophilic free acid and lipophilic acetoxymethyl esterified forms. Those marked with an asterisk are
also available as dextran conjugates which can be used to inhibit dye sequestration or leakage. The
form of the dye used depends on the loading protocol employed (see: Haugland, 1992; Read et al. 1992
for more details).
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Figure 1. Approximate wavelengths which are important for measurement of [Ca 2 ] with fluorescent
dyes or aequorin. Abbreviations: cg, Calcium Greens; cc, Calcium crimson; co, Calcium orange; em,
emission wavelengths (nm); ex, excitation wavelengths (nm); f, Fura-2; fl, Fluo-3; fr, Fura red; i, Indo1; q, Quin-2; r, Rhod-2; yo, yellow-orange.
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Analogue
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Maximum luminescence
intensity (nm)

Relative sensitivity
for free Ca2

natural coelenterazine

465

1.0

h-coelenterazine

464

10

n-coelenterazine

467

0.01

e-coelenterazine

405, 465

4

Table 2. Coelenterazines with different characteristics which are currently being used as aequorin
luminophores to measure plant [Ca2] (after Shimomura et a!, 1989).

providing aequorins with different properties,
have been synthesized (Shimomura et al, 1989).
In this way, aequorins with different
luminescence spectra and sensitivities for free
Ca2 have been produced. e-coelenterazine is
particularly useful because it produces a ratioable
aequorin which can be used for improved [Ca 2 ]
quantitation (Table 2; Shimomura et a!, 1988,
1989; Knight et a!, 1993). Chemical
modifications of the polypeptide has also resulted
in aequorins with different characteristics
(Shimomura & Shimomura, 1985; Kendall et al,
1992b; Ohmiya et ad, 1992). Until very recently
the use of aequorin has been limited to measuring
[Ca2 ]c in giant plant cells microinjected with
aequorin (Williamson and Ashley, 1982;
Callaham and Hepler, 1991) or populations of
plant protoplasts in which aequorin has been
loaded by electroporation (Gilroy et a!, 1989).
However, now it is possible to measure, and even
image, [Ca 2+ ] c in whole plants, plant organs,
tissues, small groups of cells and single cells
using recombinant aequorin (Knight et ad, 1991,
1992, 1993; Read et al, 1992).
The measurement of [Ca2 +1 c with Ca 2 -sensitive
microelectrodes involves inserting two microelectrodes, the Ca 2 -sensitive microelectrode and
a reference electrode (sometimes combined as a

double-barrelled
microlectrode),
into
cytoplasm of a single cell (FeIle, 1989).

the

Table 3 compares fluorescent dyes, recombinant
aequorin and Ca 2 -sensitive microelectrodes for
measuring [Ca2]. It is clear from this
comparison that no one method provides the
panacea for [Ca2+] c measurement because each
method has its advantages and disadvantages.
The method of choice depends on the biological
application. Because only the dyes and aequorin
can be used for directly imaging [Ca2], it this
aspect which is focussed on in relation to plant
cells in the rest of this article.

METHODS FOR CALCIUM IMAGING
Confocal microscopy: High resolution, optical
sections free of out-of-focus blur are readily
obtained of cells loaded with Ca 2 -dyes by using
laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM).
The laser used limits the dyes which can be
employed. We presently use a BioRad MRC 600
LSCM system fitted with an argon ion laser. This
restricts us to using a few single wavelength dyes
of which Fluo-3 and Calcium Green-i have so far
proved the most successful (Table 1; Figs. 1-3).
In most cases, single wavelength imaging with
LSCM has given very satisfactory results because
175
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Feature

fluorescent dye

recombinant

microelectrode

concentrations of free Ca2+
which can be easily
measured

50 nM-S jiM

200 nM-100 jiM

10 nM->1 mM

quantum yield of lightemitting probe

high

low at present

NA

spatial resolution

subcellular

singleseveral cells

single cells
(but localized
in one cellular
region)

response time to changes
in [Ca2+]
concentration

<100 msec

10 msec

few sec

few mmmany hours

lifetime of
plant

few mm- 1 hour

can be good with
ratio dyes

can be good
with ratioable
coelenterazine

good

Cytotoxicity
[ca 2 +j c buffering

not usually

not known

NA

can be a problem

no

NA

Possible radiation damage

with UV excited
dyes

NA

NA

Photobleaching of probe

yes

NA

NA

Problems of
autofluorescence

sometimes

NA

NA

Microinjection

sometimes
necessary

NA

essential
two or doublebarrelled
microelectrodes)

Organelle compartmentation
or leakage of probe

sometimes

no

NA

Binding of probe to cell
components (e.g. proteins,
cell walls or organelles)

can be a problem

apparently not
significant

NA

period
over which
e

Fmeasurements can be
C

aequorin

obtained

[Ca2 1
quantiation

Comparison of using fluorescent dyes, recombinant aequorin and Ca 2 -sensitive
Table 3.
microelectrodes for measuring [Ca2].
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our primary objectives are usually to detect
gradients and changes in [Ca 2 ], and not obtain
precise quantitation of [Ca2]. LSCM is
particularly suited for imaging [Ca 2"] at short
regular intervals over relatively long periods of
time (e.g. we routinely image [Ca 2 ] in dyeloaded cells at 1 sec intervals over periods in
excess of 30 mm). For more precise quantitation
of [Ca2], LSCM needs to be performed with
different lasers (e.g. a high power Argon ion or a
He-Cd laser) which emit light at wavelengths
which excite the ratioable dyes (Fricker and
White, 1992; Read et a!, 1992).

Fluorescence ratio imaging: For more precise
[Ca2 ]c quantitation, ratio analysis is essential.
Ratio analysis requires obtaining images at two
wavelengths, subtracting background fluorescence at each wavelength and then ratioing the
two resultant images. Considerably more image
data needs to be stored, and more "number
crunching" by the computer is required, than in
single wavelength imaging. Furthermore, it is
usually necessary to have a mechanical means for
switching back and forth between different filters
although it now possible to perform simultaneous
dual emission imaging of Indo- 1. These factors
usually limit the temporal resolution achievable
with fluorescence ratio imaging. Nevertheless,
powerful computers with very rapid switching
between wavelengths, or alternatively imaging at
two different emission wavelengths simultaneously, can allow ratio imaging at video rate
(Read et al, 1992). For non-confocal ratioing, a
low light level camera is essential for detecting
the low levels of dye fluorescence within cells.
We use an intensified CCD camera for this
purpose although a cooled CCD camera is now
the detector of choice for most applications (e.g.
Miller et a!, 1992). Confocal dual emission ratio
imaging of Indo-1 should provide the best
combination of high temporal and spatial
resolution for fluorescence ratio imaging,
particularly because the optical system employed
facilitates simultaneous dual emission imaging.
BioRad presently manufacture a LSCM system
for this purpose but this approach is very new and
still requires detailed evaluation with plant cells.

Photon counting imaging: A drawback of using
recombinant aequorin for imaging [Ca 24 ] at
present is that the amount of luminescent light
emitted is considerably lower than the fluorescent
light produced by dyes. As a result, we have
found it necessary to use the extremely sensitive
Hamamatsu C2400-20H photon counting camera
to image [Ca2] in tissues and whole plants
genetically transformed with the aequorin gene
(Fig. 4). This camera operates like a two
dimensional photomultiplier detector and consists
of a photocathode coupled to a specially designed
intensifier tube with a two-stage microchannel
plate. The amplified photons detected strike a
phosphor screen and are imaged by either a
Saticon tube camera or CCD camera. During
imaging, single photons detected are amplified
over one million times (Hayakawa, 1991).
Because the light levels detected from
recombinant aequorin are presently extremely
low, spatial resolution and temporal resolution are
also low. For our microscopic observations we
have found it necessary to operate with low
magnification plan apo objectives (e.g. x4, X10 or
x20) and to accumulate photons counted over
periods of up to 30 sec in order to produce each
image (Fig. 4).

SUITABLE RESPONSE SYSTEMS FOR
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The experimental analysis of a putative Ca 2 mediated signal-response system is facilitated if it
possesses at least some of the following useful
features:
1) Provides a readily quantifiable response.
Suitable responses may be measured in single
cells, or as an average measurement of
populations of cells, or ideally at both levels. At
the single cell level it is helpful, but by no means
essential, if quantitation of the response can be
made on the same cell in which the [Ca 2 ]
measurements are made. This allows a direct
correlation between changes in [Ca 2 +] c and the
cellular response which can be important because
both processes can exhibit heterogeneity within
cell populations. However, it may not be possible
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to measure the response at the level of individual
cells (e.g. if the synthesis of a substance, such as a
phytoalexin, cannot be assayed quantitatively in
single living cells; or if Ca2 is imaged in whole
plant tissues at low magnification).
Is a monolayer of cells. This facilitates:
microscopic monitoring of the cells being
analysed; loading dyes; and uniform chemical
treatment (e.g. with inhibitors or coelenterazine).
However, it may not be possible to examine cell
monolayers because of the necessity to image
multicellular tissues or organs.
Is physically stable. This is particularly
important for microinjection but may also be
essential when it is necessary to image the same
region of a sample over extended periods. It is
often possible to firmly adhere samples (e.g. an
epidermal peel) within a slide culture chamber or
onto a glass slide or coverslip. Protoplasts can be
immobilized by embedding them in agarose.

Ce//Biology International. Vol 17, No 2, 1993

MIMICKING THE RESPONSE BY
ARTIFICIALLY INCREASING CALCIUM
Once having demonstrated that [Ca2 increases
when cells are stimulated and that this rise in
[Ca2 ] occurs prior to the cellular response, a
further step is to attempt to mimic the response by
artificially elevating [Ca2]0. This can be
achieved by various means, including adding a
Ca2 -ionophore with an appropriate external Ca 2
concentration, or inhibiting Ca 2 -ATPase. The
photolysis of photoactivatable caged probes, also
termed caged compounds, provides the best
method for artificially changing cellular Ca 2
levels with considerable temporal and spatial
control. Caged probes can also be used to
manipulate other signal transduction components
associated with Ca2 ' signalling.
] 0

Caged probes are molecules or ions of
physiological interest which are rendered inactive
by chemical modification. The modification
introduces a photochemically labile bond which,
on exposure to UV light, is cleaved causing the
release of the active compound (Kaplan and

Figure 2. Visualization by confocal microscopy of [Ca 2 +] c dynamics in etiolated wheat protoplasts
(Triricum aesrivum) loaded with the Ca2 dye, Fluo-3, after illumination with red light for 3 mm. [Ca 2
increased < approx. 1 pM within 12 sec and then decreased to below resting level (approx. 250 nM)
after 110 sec. The red light signal induces protoplast swelling. Both the [Ca 2 elevation and swelling
response are abolished if the red light treatment is immediately followed by far-red irradiation indicating
that these processes are phytochrome-mediated (Shacklock et al, 1992). Note that significant dye is
absent from the vacuole (v). Times are in sec after illumination.

] 0

] 0

Figure 3. Visualization by confocal microscopy of [Ca 2 ] dynamics in etiolated wheat protoplasts
loaded with the Ca2 dye, Fluo-3, after UV photoactivation of Nitr-5 (caged Ca 2 ) within these cells.
[Ca2 ] increases >1 pM and then returns to resting level after 65 sec. Artificially elevating [Ca 2 in
this way, and thus bypassing the red light signal, induces protoplast swelling. The red light response is
mimicked (see Fig. 1) thus implicating 1jCa2 1 in the transduction of the red light signal (Shacklock et al,
1992). Times are in sec after photoactivation.
] 0

Figure 4. Photon counting imaging of aequorin luminescence in a single cotyledon of a seedling of
Nicotiana plumbaginifolia exposed to cold shock. Figure 4A. Unstimulated cotyledon. 449 photons
counted. Figure 4B. 60 sec after stimulation. Note the heterogeneity in [Ca 2 ] elevation: only certain
single cells or small groups of cells have emitted light. 36,585 photons counted. Figure 4C. 240 sec
after stimulation. 578 photons counted. The plant was previously genetically transformed with the
aequorin gene which, as a result, should be expressed in every one of its viable cells (Knight et al, 1991).
Each image was produced by integrating photons over the previous 25 sec period (Read et al, 1992;
Knight et al, 1993). (Bar = 250 pm).
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Somylo, 1989). An increasing range of caged
probes are becoming commercially available.
They include caged Ca2 , caged Ca2 '-buffers,
caged 1P3, caged cAMP, caged cGMP, and caged
GTP-y-s. Others can be easily synthesized using
"caging kits" (Haugland, 1992).
Most caged probes need to be introduced into
cells by microinjection or electroporation.
Exceptions are Nitr-5 (a form of caged Ca 2')
which can be loaded by the ester method (Gilroy
et al, 1990; Shacklock et al, 1992; Fig. 3) and
caged cAMP which is naturally membrane
permeant (Haugland, 1992).
Photolysis of a caged probe by UV light is simply
performed by irradiating the sample (or part of it)
for periods between a few sec to 30 sec with UV
light from the microscope lamp (Gilroy et al,
1990; Shacklock et al, 1992; Franklyn-Tong et al,
1993; Fig. 3). A second method, providing much
improved temporal resolution, is to expose the
sample to a high intensity flash of UV light for a
very short period (typically a few msec)(Rapp and
Güth, 1988). A third approach is to irradiate a
sample with a high intensity UV laser (McCray
and Trentham, 1989). Using an aperture-defined
microbeam of UV light or the microlaser beam
probe of a laser scanning confocal microscope
equipped with a UV laser, caged probes can be
photolysed within spatially localized regions of a
cell. Because photolysis involves using UV light,
this prevents the use of UV excitable dyes
because these would be photobleached during the
photoactivation procedure. It is necessary,
therefore, to use dyes which are excited at longer
wavelengths which largely restricts one to using
single wavelength dyes such as Fluo-3 and the
Calcium Greens (Gilroy et al, 1990; Shacklock et
al, 1992; Franklyn-Tong et al, 1993; Figs. 1-3).

BLOCKING THE CALCIUM-MEDIATED
RESPONSE
The fourth important criterion to satisfy in order
to demonstrate that signal-response coupling is
Ca2 -mediated, requires the response to be
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inhibited by blocking the Ca2 ' signalling process.
This can be achieved by using Ca2 channel
blockers, injecting Ca 2 '-buffers, photolysing
caged Ca2 '-buffers, or by blocking another
component of the Ca2*' signalling system (e.g. jp 3
signalling or calmodulin). [Ca 2 ]c should be
simultaneously imaged during these inhibitor
treatments.

CONTROLS
A number of rigorous controls need to be
performed in any Ca2 imaging study. In
particular, the following need to be determined:
The extent of perturbation by the dyes, dye
loading procedures and the method of
measurement. A range of criteria can be used to
assess the health of a dye-loaded cell and as many
parameters as possible should be measured (Read
et al, 1992; Oparka and Read, 1993).
The intracellular location of the dye.
Organelle sequestration of Ca 2 -dyes is common
and can make useful measurements of [Ca 2
difficult or impossible. Whether there is significant dye in the cytosol can be assessed in a
variety of ways (see Read et al, 1992).
]

Either or both of these critical controls have not
been performed in a number of the studies on
plant cells which have been published (Table 4)
and thus there must be doubts about some of the
conclusions made in these papers.
Although rigorous controls for studies using dyes
are emphasized here, similar controls should also
be performed when using recombinant aequorin.
However, we have not yet encountered significant
problems of the health of cells being perturbed by
aequorin, or of aequorin sequestering into
organelles.
IMAGING OF CALCIUM IN PLANT
SYSTEMS
Ca2 imaging in plant cells using Ca 2 -dyes has
lagged behind similar studies on animal cells for
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various reasons. In particular, plant scientists
have encountered major problems with loading
plant cells with fluorescent dyes. The technique
of ester-loading (Tsien, 1981), much favoured by
animal cell biologists, has provided varied and
inconsistent results with plant cells (Read et a!,
1992). In our hands, the ester method has worked
most consistently with plant protoplasts (e.g.
Shacklock et al, 1992). Electroporation is another
technique which we routinely use to load
protoplasts with dyes (e.g. Shacklock et al, 1992;
Messiaen et al, 1993). However, it is dye
microinjection which we, and others, have had
most success with. However, plant cells have
generally proved more difficult to microinject
than animal cells, particularly because they
possess cell walls and vacuoles, are turgid, and
commonly small in size (Callaham and Hepler,
1991; Read et al, 1992; Oparka and Read, 1993).
Another factor which has influenced the lack of
plant Ca2 imaging studies has been because few
laboratories specializing in plant cell biology
possess the necessary imaging equipment which
can be very expensive. Nevertheless, we predict
that Ca2 imaging in plants will steadily increase,
particularly because of the popularity of LSCM in
the plant sciences, and also the steadily increasing
number of workers confidently microinjecting
plant cells.
Table 4 summarises studies in which [Ca 2 +] c has
been imaged in plant cells and tissues. Only in a
few systems, have all four criteria providing
strong evidence for signal-response coupling via
Ca2 (see Introduction), been rigorously satisfied.
To our knowledge, these are: ABA-induced loss
of guard cell turgor leading to stomatal closure
(Gilroy et al., 1991; Irving et a!, 1992; McAinsh
et al, 1992); and red light-induced protoplast
swelling (Shacklock et a!, 1992; Shacklock, P.S.,
Read, N.D. and Trewavas, A.J., unpubl.). The
evidence for Ca2 signalling being involved in the
other systems listed in Table 4 is less complete.
Nevertheless a number of general features are
beginning to emerge from these studies, and also
others, involving [Ca 2 ] measurement in plant
cells. Some of these features are:
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Resting level of [Ca 2 ] is <250 nM and
signalling involves [Ca 2 ] elevations <2.0 jiM.
The extent of the [Ca2+] increase varies
depending on the primary stimulus.
Kinetics of [Ca 2 ] changes vary. After
stimulation, [Ca 2 ] usually increases and then
decreases at a slower rate back to resting level.
Depending on the signal-response system, this
Ca2 transient may occur very rapidly within
seconds (e.g. Knight et al, 1991, 1992), relatively
slowly with tens of seconds to several minutes
(e.g. Shacklock et al, 1992; Fig. 2), or it may be
very prolonged over ten minutes or more (e.g.
Gilroy and Jones, 1992; Gilroy et al, 1991; Irving
et al, 1992; McAinsh et al, 1992; Messiaen et a!,
1993). In the latter case, a decrease back to
resting level was often not demonstrated because
the period of measurement was too short. The
different [Ca 2 ] kinetics recorded may relate to
the time required for the Ca 2 signal to operate.
Response can be activated by threshold
concentrations of [Ca2 ].
This has be
demonstrated by photoactivating caged Ca 2
inside guard cells. Only if the [Ca 2 +] c rose above
600 nM was the stomatal closure response
initiated (Gilroy et al, 1990). The amplitude of
the [Ca2 ] elevation is just one way of encoding
information for Ca 2 signalling (Berridge and
Irvine, 1989).
[Ca2 ] elevations are commonly localized
within different parts of the cytosol.
This
probably results from the spatially localized
release of Ca 2 from internal reserves or from
localized Ca2 channel activity in the plasma
membrane. "Hot spots" of elevated free Ca 2 may
be largely fixed within reasonably defined
domains of the cytosol (Shacklock et al., 1992;
Fig. 2), change their location within the cytosol
with time (Gilroy et al, 1991), or exist as moreor-less fixed gradients increasing in concentration
towards the plasma membrane or localized
regions of it. Gradients in [Ca 2 ] have been
correlated with polarized cell growth (Rathore et
a!, 1991; Obermeyer and Weisenseel, 1991;
Miller et a!, 1992) and secretion (Gilroy and
178
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Cell/tissue
type

Species
used

Reporter

Method of
analysis

References

aleurone
protoplast

Hordewn vulgare

Fluo-3
Indo-i

CM
FRI

Gilroy and Jones (1992)

coleoptile

Zea mays

Fluo-3

CM

Gehring et a! (1990a,b)

cotyledon

Nicoliana
p1umbaginfo1ia

aequorin

PCI

Read et a! (1992);
Knight et a! (1993)

diatom

Coccinodiscus
concinnus
Guinardiaflaccida

Fura-2
Fura-2

FRI
FRI

Brownlee et al (1987)

embryogenic
protoplast

Daucus carota

Fluo-3

CM

Timmers et al (199 1)

endosperm

Haemanthus
Katherinae Baker

Quin-2

FRI

Keith et al (1985)

guard cell

Corninelina
communis

Indo-1

FRI

Indo-1

CM

Gilroy et a! (1991);
McAinsh et al (1992);
Read et al (1992)
Fricker and White (1992)

Paphiopedilum
tonsum

Fluo-3

CM

Irving et al (1992)

Hypocotyl

N. plumbaginifolia

aequorin

PCI

Knight et al (1993)

leaf protoplast

Triticwn aestivum

Calcium
Green-i

CM

Shacklock et al (1992)

pollen tube

Lilium long iflorum

Fura-2

FRI

Obermeyer and
Weisenseel (1991);
Rathore eta! (1991);
Miller et a! (1992)

Papaver rhoeas

Calcium
Green-i
Calcium
Green-1

Read eta! (1992)
Franklyn-Tong et al
(1993)

FUCUS

Charafragilis
serratus

Indo-1
Fura-2

FRI
FRI

Hodick eta! (1991)
Brownlee and
Pu!sford (1988)

root

N .plumbaginifolia
Zea mays

aequorin
F!uo-3

PCI
CM

Knight et a! (1993);
Gehring et al (1990a)

root hair

Brassica napus

Fura-2

FRI

Clarkson et

root protop!ast

Daucus carota

Indo-i

FRI

Messiaen et a! (1993)

spore

Dryopteris
paleacea

Fura-2

FRI

Scheuer!ein eta! (199 1)

rhizoid

a! (1988)

Table 4. Studies in which [Ca 2 ] has been imaged in living plant cells. Papers cited are only those in
which imaging has been used to quantify [Ca2] or monitor changes in {Ca2 h1 during signalling.
Abbreviations: CM, confocal microscopy; FRI, fluorescence ratio imaging; PCI, photon counting
imaging.
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Jones, 1992). Local elevations in [Ca 2 ] may
thus provide local intracellular signals.

The [Ca2 ] responsiveness of a cell
population can vary. Some cells in a population
will often exhibit an elevation in [Ca 2"] whilst
others will not. This heterogeneity in [Ca 2 "1
responsiveness is well exemplified by guard cells
which all respond to abscisic acid (ABA) by
losing turgor and thus causing stomata to close,
but [Ca2"] is only increased in some of these
guard cells (Gilroy et al, 1991; Irving et al, 1992;
McAinsh et al, 1990, 1992). This led Gilroy et al
(1991) to propose that the ABA-stomatal closure
signal may be mediated via Ca 2"-dependent and
Ca2 '-independent signal transduction pathways.
The fact that some cells increase their [Ca 2 t]
whilst other cells do not, has also been observed
within intact tissues responding to cold shock,
touch and wounding (Read et al, 1992; Knight et
al, 1993; Fig. 4). Another type of heterogeneity
of [Ca 2+l c responsiveness has also been observed,
namely the timing of the Ca 2 elevation. In
irradiated
etiolated
wheat
protoplasts
simultaneously with red light, the initiation of the
increase in [Ca 2+ ] c of wheat protoplasts varied
considerably (Shacklock et al, 1992).
1P3 signalling occurs.
Inositol 1,4,5trisphosphate (1P3), synthesized at the plasma
membrane, is an important second messenger
which functions in mobilizing internal cellular
reserves of Ca2"' (Berridge and Irvine, 1989).
There is now good evidence for this pathway
functioning in plant cells (Trewavas and Gilroy,
1991). Photoactivating caged 1P3 in guard cells
was found to elevate [Ca 2 ] and initiate stomata!
closure (Gilroy et a!, 1990).
Similarly, the
photoactivation of caged 1P3 in etiolated wheat
protoplasts increased [Ca2 +] c and resulted in
protoplast swelling (Shackiock et a!, 1992).
[Ca2 "1, oscillations have not been imaged. In
animal cells, the [Ca2 +] c concentration often
oscillates rapidly, especially if the 1P3 signalling
pathway has been stimulated. The period of
oscillation, typically in the range of 5 to 60 sec, is
believed to be another method of encoding
signalling information (Berridge et a!, 1988). So
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far there is little evidence for similar oscillations
in plant cells. Previous reports of oscillations
from studies using Ca2 -dyes of oscillations
(McAinsh et al, 1990, 1992; Gilroy et a!, 1991)
may just represent artifacts of signal detection. It
is possible that rapid oscillations in [Ca 2 +] c do not
exist in plant cells or alternatively they may not
be as commonplace as in animal systems.

SOME FUTURE PROBLEMS TO ADDRESS
As a result of the new Ca 2 imaging technologies,
we are now entering a very exciting phase in
investigating Ca2 ' signalling in plant cells.
Important problems and questions which are
starting to be addressed with these approaches
include:

Sites of Ca2 release. It is well established
that the plant vacuole provides a major store of
Ca2 ' (Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991). Do other
organelles (e.g. ER, mitochondria, chloroplasts
and the cell wall) also provide significant stores
of Ca2 ' for signalling in plant cells? High
resolution confocal microscopy combined with
image deconvolution (Read et al, 1992) may help
to resolve this problem, as may photon counting
imaging of recombinant aequorin targetted to
different organelles. Aequorin has recently been
targetted to the ER (Kendall et a!, 1992a) and
mitochondria of animal cells (Rizzuto et al,
1992).
Organelle free Ca 2 ". What are the concentrations of free Ca 2 " inside ER, mitochondria,
chloroplasts, nuclei and the cell wall? What is the
interactive relationship between [Ca 2 ] and free
Ca2 in these organelles? Imaging recombinant
aequorin and recombinant aequorin targetted to
organelles should answer these questions.
Ca2 waves.
By imaging recombinant
aequorin in Nicoriana seedlings, we have recently
obtained preliminary evidence that waves in
[Ca2 +1c may be propagated through plant tissues
in response to localized stimuli (Knight et al,
1993). Are these Ca2"' waves genuine, and if so,
how widespread are they and how are they
179
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propagated? If they do exist, are they important
in long-distance signalling and/or the integration
of signalling within tissues? Imaging
recombinant aequorin should provide valuable
information on this issue. Ca 2 waves have not so
far been demonstrated at the single cell level in
plants but are well established in animal cells,
especially during egg fertilization (Jaffe, 1991).
Are similar Ca2 waves found in plant cells (e.g.
the Fucus egg)?

(Hamamatsu) for helping us obtain the images in
Fig. 4.

Regulation of gene expression. What is the
role of Ca2 in regulating gene expression? We
recently showed that elevations in [Ca 2 +] c are
usually localized around pollen tube nuclei during
the self-incompatibility response of Papaver
This suggested that Ca 2 may be
rhoeas.
involved in locally regulating gene expression
Simultaneous
(Franklyn-Tong et al, 1993).
imaging and measurement of [Ca2 ] ( with dyes
or recombinant aequorin) and gene expression
(using suitable reporter genes) in living cells
should help elucidate these interactions. The
photoactivation of caged Ca 2 and other caged
probes in similar experiments should also be
revealing in this respect (Shacklock et al, 1992).

Berridge, M.J. and Irvine, R.F. (1989). Inositol
lipids and cell signalling. Nature 341: 197-205.

Cross-talk and signalling networks. What
other signalling pathways involved in plant cells
and how do they interact and integrate with Ca 2
signalling? In particular, what is the status of
cAMP since its role as a second messenger in
plant cells is still somewhat contraversial
(Trewavas and Gilroy, 1991)? We have recently
found that photoactivating caged cAMP in
etiolated wheat protoplasts will elevate [Ca 2 ]
but the physiological significance of this crosstalk is not yet clear (Shacklock, P.S., Read, N.D.
Further
and Trewavas, A.J., unpubi.).
experiments of this type, using a variety of caged
probes, should provide useful data on the
signalling network within plant cells.
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